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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Precipitation Augmentation for Crops Experiment (PACE) is a multidisci-
plinary scientific effort to assess the potential of rain modification in the 
midwest for the ultimate benefit of agriculture. Extensive studies in Illinois 
and elsewhere over the past 15 years have clearly demonstrated that a cap-
ability to enhance summer rainfall, particularly during critical summer 
periods, would lead to measurable benefits to grain farmers, both to increase 
yields, and to stabilize the year-to-year variability in yields. 
Scientists at four midwestern universities (University of Illinois, Purdue 
University, Michigan State University, and Ohio State University) and at the 
Illinois State Water Survey have joined forces in planning and initiating PACE. 
A multi-state scientific involvement is needed to provide the extensive skills, 
field facilities, and multidisciplinary interests that are required to investi-
gate the complexities of rain modification in the midwest. The occurrence of 8 
summer cloud seeding projects in Illinois, and 2 in Michigan during the late 
1970's, all farmer supported, is pertinent evidence of the agricultural 
interest in weather modification in the midwest. However, most consider these 
operational projects to be based on insufficient knowledge of the meteorologi-
cal aspects or the environmental-economic impacts to be certain ventures. 
The PACE program has been designed as a sequential 4-phase effort. The 
research begins with the Pre-experimental Research Phase. If the answers to 
the questions posed in the pre-experimental phase are considered adequate, it 
would be followed by an exploratory seeding phase (phase 2); then a confirma-
tory area seeding experiment (phase 3); and a 4th phase consisting of a final 
assessment including all the atmospheric, societal, and environmental impacts 
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resulting from summer rainfall modification. It is not possible now from a 
scientific or funding standpoint to establish a fixed time span for the PACE 
program. Each of the four phases contain major milestones in the overall pro-
gress of the research. Certain milestones must be reached, for example, in the 
pre-experimental phase before moving into the exploratory seeding phase. 
The Illinois State Water Survey has long conducted research dealing with 
planned weather modification. It began with cloud physics studies in the 
1960's and has continued for approximately 20 years. A variety of atmospheric 
research projects dealing with the cloud physics, cloud dynamics, field opera-
tions, project design, and evaluation have been pursued. The. Survey and 
scientists at the University of Illinois have also investigated many of the 
economic and environmental impacts to be expected from weather modification. 
The studies reported on in this report, conducted during the 1980-82 
period, were designed to build upon the earlier studies. The activities pro-
posed to NOAA under this project were all elements of the pre-experimental 
phase, and the 2-year effort addressed five tasks. 
Task 1 involved studies of cloud characteristics. Planned activities 
included microphysical measurements of many individual clouds, and a measure-
ment of cloud based temperatures. Microphysical cloud studies were partially 
frustrated by the instrument problems on the University of Wyoming King Air 
aircraft subcontracted for this study; hence desired results are limited. 
Task 2 involved studies of radar precipitation systems. This task 
involved two efforts: 1) studies of historical data from our extensive radar 
files based on 15 years of radar operations in central Illinois; and 2) on 
radar data from the summer of 1980 field operations. This task was addressed 
satisfactorily. 
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Task 3 addressed synoptic weather studies. Here, attention was given to 
historical weather data to define various predictor variables for future field 
operations, and to relate synoptic weather conditions to echo-cloud conditions 
as a part of determining potential seeding opportunities. The third task also 
involved a test of the existing predictor variable forecasting scheme for 
operations during 1980. This task was satisfactorily completed. 
Task 4 involved studies related to the statistical-physical design and 
evaluation of other phases of PACE. This task included research into the 
interactive relationships between July-August rainfall, weather modification 
potential, and economic factors. Certain key design issues of the pre-experi-
mental phase were defined and a design of the area or confirmatory phase 3 
experiment was completed. 
Task 5 concerned hypothesis development. This was to allow for integra-
tion of all the findings from this project, along with those from prior 
research in an effort to develop a "suitable hypothesis for weather modifica-
tion in the midwest." This activity was partially frustrated by the inability 
to collect enough highly desired in-cloud data during the 1980 field opera-
tions, a single need for hypothesis development. Nevertheless, this effort, 
which should remain as an ongoing one, is in progress. 
A portion of the original project plan was to involve scientists at the 
University of Chicago's Cloud Physics Laboratory in the research. Time con-
strictions limited their involvement to an advisory role, and the funds for 
their effort were redirected into the synoptic research related to radar 
echoes. The project did involve outside expertise in advisory efforts 
including those of Professor Roscoe R. Braham of the University of Chicago 
(cloud physics and hypothesis development); Professor Ruben Gabriel of the 
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University of Rochester (statistical design and evaluation); and Professor Ray 
J. Davis of Utah State University (legal and environmental impacts). Two other 
scientific groups were involved in the project. University of Wyoming 
scientists and their King Air aircraft were involved in the 1980 summer field 
operations and ensuing research. Purdue University scientists were involved in 
the synoptic meteorological research. Both groups were funded under subcon-
tracts from the Illinois State Water Survey. 
The chapters in this report have been organized around three major 
headings. The first of these includes "studies of past data." Here we present 
the project research on meteorologically-useful predictor variables, on the 
historical analyses of summer radar echoes, and the studies of the Purdue 
University scientists of synoptic weather variables. 
The second major group of chapters fall under a section entitled, "Studies 
of 1980 Field Operational Data." This involves a chapter addressing the radar 
and aircraft studies of internal cloud conditions including development of 
glaciation; a chapter on the utilization of the predictor variables in the 
operational forecasting of the 1980 summer operations; a chapter on the 
combination of aircraft, satellite and radar data into the study of cloud con-
ditions; and a chapter based on the cloud physics studies of the University of 
Wyoming. 
The third major section of the report involves the studies concerning the 
design and evaluation of PACE. This section includes three chapters. These 
address key design questions and issues, the impact of shifts in July-August 
rainfall on the design and operation of the project; and the design of the area 
confirmatory experiment. 
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A summary of the 1980-1982 project operations and research reveal two 
general facts. First, the 1980 field operation, in a manner not untypical of 
many field projects in meteorology, was unfortunately hampered by the problems 
with the University of Wyoming aircraft. It was designed for flight operations 
in central Illinois for a fixed period of time and approximately 40% of that 
time was lost due to onboard instrument problems. This very unfortunate 
occurrence limited the highly desired acquisition of in-cloud physics data. 
Secondly, all other milestones for this project were achieved. 
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PREDICTOR VARIABLE RESEARCH IN SUPPORT OF WEATHER MODIFICATION 
Gary L. Achtemeier 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past decade, research to develop covariate-rainfall relation-
ships that would help to improve objective operational decisions.and serve as 
aids for seeding experiment evaluations has been undertaken as part of a number 
of weather modification related projects. The major work has been with 
variables derived from meteorological observations although much work has been 
done with rawinsonde data. Predictor variables have also been developed in 
conjunction with one-dimensional cloud model and with radar summary data. 
The following summarizes predictor variable research conducted as part of 
the PACE. Three topics of great importance to weather modification that have 
been addressed by these studies are: 1) thunderstorm and hailstorm forecasts 
on the mesoscale, 2) covariates for the prediction of rainfall amount, and 3) 
severe storm studies. 
THUNDERSTORM AND HAILSTORM FORECASTS ON THE MESOSCALE 
With the exception of local airmass showers, precipitating convection over 
Illinois seldom is distributed randomly. Complex lines and groups of 
convective showers often occur adjacent to areas completely shower or cloud 
free and yet all within the same airmass. This tendency for organization of 
mesoscale convection is especially evident in the upper Midwest during summer 
when the synoptic scale systems are quite weak. 
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With exception of the Lake Michigan shore line in extreme northeastern 
Illinois, there are no unique physiographic/mechanical (forced upslope flow), 
or physical/dynamical (mountain induced circulations, sea and lake breezes) 
forcings that cause convective precipitation to organize locally. Thus we must 
look toward the dynamic weather systems (fronts, lows, convergence zones, etc.) 
as the major precipitation producers in the Middle West and for dynamical 
and/or statistical variables that can be used to forecast these systems. 
Dynamical Studies 
Morgan et al., (1975) investigated surface fields of many meteorological 
variables to determine if there existed qualitative physical relationships in 
space with areas of active thunderstorms. As has been found elsewhere in the 
country, areas of thunderstorms tended to be found near or within areas of 
convergence of the surface wind. They also found that, by summing the con-
vergences over a period of time (selected as 5-hours), the signal of persistent 
but weak convergence centers could be raised above the background noise level 
of the data. 
Achtemeier and Morgan (1975) extended the summed convergence concepts to 
include pressure troughs in a new variable called cumulative lift. The con-
vergences were converted to net vertical displacements with the assumptions 
that the convergence was constant for an hour and that the surface convergence 
was equal to the mean convergence within a 1 km deep layer. The curvature 
normal to the axes of pressure troughs were used to calculate the acceleration 
of the wind field upon the assumption that the atmosphere was initially at 
rest. Then the pressure trough-caused convergences were converted to net 
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vertical displacements and added to the vertical displacements calculated from 
the observed surface winds. 
A major data set of thunder and no-thunder days in the summer of 1972 was 
examined. The cumulative lift was additionally constrained to form a new 
variable called the thunderstorm forecast algorithm (TFA) for which the 
cumulative lift was restricted to those areas where the dewpoint temperature 
was greater than 50°F lift and the TFA were presented at points of a grid that 
covered roughly the northern 2/3 of Illinois and western Indiana (Fig. 1). The 
best results were obtained with the TFA threshold of 200 m at 7 gridpoints (93% 
accuracy). The thunder/no-thunder days were correctly identified in 54 of the 
58 days with one false alarm and three failures. The same method identified 
seven of eight hail days. 
Further information on this general method for a dynamic destabilization 
model is given in Changnon and Morgan (1976). The cumulative lift and the TFS 
were tested with selected data from the springs and summers of 1968-71. Both 
predictors were simplified by the removal of the pressure trough accelerations 
and the changing of the 200 m threshold from seven to five grid points. The 
results for hail day forecasts were good for the summers (82% accuracy), 
excellent for Julys and Augusts (23 of 24 days), and fair for spring (77% 
accuracy). Spring is a season for which hail-producing storms are not as well 
coupled with the surface layer as they are in summer. Additional studies 
showed that the cumulative lift and the TFA are generally predictive of 
increases in echo top height and intensity of thunder activity over central 
Illinois. 
Achtemeier and Morgan (1976) removed the dependency of the forecast model 
upon the grid size and incorporated atmospheric stability to explain better 
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the spatial distribution of thunderstorms. The surface convergence, tempera-
ture, and dew point were merged with single soundings to produce 4-dimensional 
distributions of atmospheric stability over the area shown in Figure 1. The 
method was based upon a number of restrictive assumptions, the most notable of 
which were that the soundings must be representative of the undisturbed 
environment and that the disturbances that produce thunderstorms must be 
reflected in the surface convergence fields. 
The work required to bring a parcel of air to its level of free convection 
(capping) and the work done by the environment to increase the kinetic energy 
of a parcel (positive area) was calculated from the mesoscale distribution of 
surface to 500 mb lapse rates. Mesoscale stability patterns were clearly 
evident. Zones of high instability (near zero capping with large positive 
area) were found separated by only 20-50 km from zones of stability (large 
capping with near zero positive area). 
Small capping and large positive areas were designated as areas where 
thunderstorm outbreaks were likely within the next 3-6 hours. These areas were 
often adjacent to areas with high stability. When these areas were compared to 
areas with radar precipitation echoes, there was found good correspondence for 
some times. At other times, precipitation areas overlapped into stable areas 
and there were a few instances when the model failed to predict major 
convective storms. 
Achtemeier (1978) used the modified soundings obtained by the 3-6 hour 
thunderstorm forecast methods to initialize the Kreitzberg and Perkey (1976) 
1-dimensional quasi-time-dependent numerical cloud model. Among the resulting 
outputs were the time and space distributions of simulated clouds and the cloud 
top heights. The simulated cloud tops tended to attain the tallest heights 
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during the late afternoon and early evening for the large data set studied. 
Observed cloud tops tended to maximize a few hours later. The mean of the 
simulated cloud tops was only 125 m less than the mean of the observed radar 
echo tops. However, the standard deviation of 3.2 km reveals the importance of 
the shift in the times of occurrence of maximum cloud tops. 
The forecast did reasonably well at predicting the onset of thunderstorm 
activity. The model simulated deep precipitating clouds in advance of 10 of 
the 15 precipitation events that occurred over the grid of Figure 1 during June 
and August of 1972. However, the ability of the model to locate the develop-
ments was limited by small scale fluctuations in the surface wind fields and by 
violations of some of the assumptions made in deriving the forecast model. 
The prediction model performance under conditions that grossly violated 
the basic assumptions has been documented in Chapter 5 of this report. 
Statistical Studies 
Statistical studies for thunderstorm forecasts have focused upon finding a 
means to discriminate between rainfalls that are greater than or less than 0.10 
in. given that rainfall begins 1-3 hours after observations are taken. 
Further, rather than forecast individual thunderstorms, this work has 
concentrated upon forecasting rainfall for rain systems defined as periods of 
rainfall with gaps not to exceed 6-hours over a 400 mi2 area. Achtemeier 
(1981) described the development of this method for dense network raingage data 
for the summers (June-August) of 1971-1975. The evaluation of the prediction 
scheme for an independent set of rainfall data collected over eastern Illinois 
as part of PACE has been summarized in Chapter 5. 
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Covariates for the Prediction of Rainfall Amount. Ackerman et al. (1976) 
stressed the importance of predictor variables in their design of the High 
Plains Experiment. Extensive literature searches were undertaken to find 
relationships between predictor variables and rainfall amounts for summertime 
convective weather systems. A comprehensive list of predictor variables in use 
or tested by a number of researchers was compiled by Achtemeier et al. (1978). 
(These literature searches have been expanded by Westcott (1979).) 
Achtemeier et al. (1978) calculated 136 predictor variables derived from 
1200 GMT soundings taken at Dodge City, Kansas, for 13 Junes from 1958-1970. 
In addition, they calculated the 24-hour tendencies of these predictor 
variables thus doubling the number to 272. These variables were correlated 
with daily rainfall data collected within a 175 km square centered on Dodge 
City. No single variable was able to explain more than 10% of the rainfall 
variance. There was no improvement when the variables were correlated with 
three-hourly rainfall from six hourly rainfall recording stations within the 
1975 km square. 
Twenty predictor variables were developed from fields of 3-hourly surface 
data taken at 10 sites over Kansas and adjacent parts of Nebraska and Colorado. 
These were correlated with daily and 6-hourly rainfall for the summer months 
of 1965-1970 through a multivariate statistical method called Factor Analysis. 
Combinations of factor patterns were able to explain up to 23% of the July 
rainfall (for a single predictor variable) and up to 47% of the rainfall 
variance when the factors for all the variables were combined. 
There were additional predictor variable studies using a 1-D cloud model 
initialized by the 1200 GMT Dodge City soundings with the boundary layer 
modified for maximum surface heating and studies using National Weather Service 
radar summary data. 
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Achtemeier and Schickedanz (1979) showed that atmospheric measurements 
should be taken almost simultaneously with the onset of precipitation for the 
predictor variables to have maximum predictive power. They suggested that the 
radiosonde data might be replaced by the more frequently observed surface data 
as long as the precipitation-producing disturbances were in some way coupled 
with the boundary layer. 
Following a methodology for the development of surface covariates 
(Changnon et al., 1979), Achtemeier (1980a) investigated patterns of 24 co-
variates and their relationships with rainfall for a large area of the central 
Middle West (see Fig. 1, Chapter 5). The rainfall data were from a 400 mi2 
subset of the dense METROMEX raingage network operated by the Illinois State 
Water Survey from 1971-1975. These analyses confirmed that the spatial 
analysis approach was important in developing powerful predictor variables. 
Some of the predictor variable correlation coefficient patterns varied 
spatially on the small mesoscale while others varied on the regional scale. 
Still others, such as the surface pressure, varied on the synoptic scale. 
Extensions of the surface predictor variable analyses to patterns in time 
lagged from the rainfall beginning times has been done by Achtemeier (1981). 
Patterns of correlation coefficients evolve and thus any variable's variation 
in both space and time may have to be taken into consideration for its 
selection as a predictor variable. In addition, three regression equations 
were developed from the surface predictor fields subject to two constraints: 
1) those points for which the correlation coefficient patterns could be 
explained physically were allowed in the regression; and 2) the magnitudes of 
those correlation coefficients had to exceed 0.20. The evaluation of these 
regressions is included as a part of this report. 
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The relationship between surface convergence and total rainfall from 
individual rain cells (Achtemeier, 1980b) was found for thunderstorm scale 
motions. This space scale is at least an order-of-magnitude smaller than the 
regional scale for which studies of the other surface predictor variables were 
conducted with dense rainfall and surface wind data from the METROMEX networks. 
The statistical relationship varied over a time span of + 75 minutes from the 
time of first appearance of 27 raincells. However, the predictive power for 
the surface convergence was limited to the 15-minutes before the rain began. 
This time interval was considered to be too short to be of much use for weather 
modification operations. 
Severe weather watches or radar echo tops in excess of 50,000 ft. are 
usually present when severe weather occurs over Illinois. However, thunder-
storms of moderate intensity can produce locally severe weather under certain 
conditions. As part of ongoing and future PACE related studies, a numerical 
thunderstorm gust front model is under development in anticipation of the need 
to monitor severe weather. Specifically, the model is being designed as a 
real-time nowcast model that will enable project meteorologists to: 1) 
identify and monitor severe shear zones that may be hazardous to project air-
craft operating near cloud base; and 2) identify and monitor storm outflow con-
figurations that lead to locally damaging winds. 
The gust front model is described in detail in Chapter 5 of this report. 
Severe Storm Studies 
The primary effort to relate the severe weather problem with cloud seeding 
activities has been the impact of severe weather related seeding mission can-
cellations upon the duration of seeding experiment. Achtemeier (1979) proposed 
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5 scenarios of operations stand-down criteria for the High Plains. These 
scenarios are consistent with the state of the art in weather modification 
(Achtemeier, 1980c). 
The scenarios were developed from the areal distributions of severe 
thunderstorm and tornado watches issued by the National Severe Storms Forecast 
Center. Depending upon the type of watch and the area for which the watch was 
valid, the length of an operational cloud seeding experiment in June in Kansas 
could be increased anywhere from a factor of 1.09 to a factor of 5.22. A 
similar study for Illinois would also have to include maximum radar echo top 
height information. State law requires that operations stand down when radar 
echo tops reach or exceed 50,000 ft. in or near the operations area. 
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STUDY OF JULY-AUGUST RADAR ECHOES IN ILLINOIS 
Gregory L. Dzurisin 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the informational needs of PACE is quantified information on the 
characteristics of summertime radar echo development and decay, as based on 
quality radar data. An understanding of the characteristics of Illinois 
summertime convective radar echoes is essential to the formulation of future 
echo morphology models for use 1) as an operational and forecasting aid, and 2) 
in design and evaluation applications as to individual echo behavior (Phase 2 
of PACE) and area echo information (Phase 3). As such, echo statistics have 
particular relevance to planned weather modification (Changnon, Semonin, and 
Ackerman, 1979). 
Thus, the study focused on echo systems from July-August, the period when 
rainfall modification would be most beneficial to crop yields in Illinois. To 
this end, a climatological-type analysis was pursued, using available radar 
data from three years (1975, 1977, 1979) and from three locales (southern, 
central, and northern Illinois). The echoes were categorized into three broad 
categories: areas of echoes, lines of echoes, and isolated echoes. Statisti-
cal-type summaries were developed for each of these classes. 
DATA 
The data used in the study were from PPI scope photographs of reflectivity 
factor (Z) measured by two ISWS radar (HOT and CHILL). Although operating at 
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the same wavelength (10 cm), the half power beam widths of the radars are 
different (1° for the CHILL and 1.5° for the HOT radar). The scope intensity 
levels (corresponding to different contour intervals of Z) of the two radars 
may have differed by as much as 10 dBZ on occasion. The objective of this 
study, however, was not the characterization of quantitative Z. For most of 
the variables under consideration these differences should not compromise the 
compatibility of the two data sets. In order to increase the total sample 
size, the results from the two radars were combined. 
The locations where the CHILL and HOT radars operated during July and 
August in a manner amenable to the desired analysis (e.g., routine volume 
scanning) are listed below: 
Year CHILL HOT 
1975 None Pere Marquette State Park (southern Illinois) 
1976 None None 
1977 None Joliet (northern Illinois) 
1978 None None 
1979 Champaign Joliet (partial data) 
(Central Illinois) 
The 1975 HOT radar operations provided 80-nautical mile coverage including 
the metropolitan St. Louis area (Fig. 1). In 1977 and 1979 the HOT radar 
coverage of 120 nautical miles (nm) included the metropolitan Chicago area, 
Lake Michigan, northern Indiana and southwest Michigan. The radar was located 
close to Joliet. In 1979 the CHILL radar was located near Champaign, and its 
coverage was an 80 nm semicircle with its eastern boundary a north-south line 
through the radar (Fig. 1). 
Climatic studies of July-August rainfall (Changnon and Huff, 1980) reveal 
only slight regional differences across Illinois. Hence, integration of the 
data from three areas is not seen as a problem. 
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The analysis was confined to data gathered at low elevation angles 
relatively free of ground returns (usually at an angle of l°-2°). An inspec-
tion of the data produced three general echo system classifications: area, 
line, and isolated. For a system to be classified, it had to exist for at 
least one hour. Thus a line, or area, was studied even if it appeared (or dis-
appeared) at the edge of scope, as long as it persisted one hour. 
A group of 4 or more distinct echoes not lying along a single line was 
called an "area of echoes." In order for an echo to be included in an "area," 
the distance between an echo and the nearest echo in the area could not exceed 
separation, S , between any echoes in the area. Separate areas were max 
identified on the scope whenever the minimum separation between echoes in one 
area from those in another was at least Smax of each area. 
A group of echoes along a line with a length at least twice its width and 
extending for at least 20 nm was called a "line of echoes." Lines would appear 
either alone, with areas of echoes, or in conjunction with isolated echoes. 
An "isolated echo system" was any group of less than four distinct echoes 
separated from other echo systems (lines, areas, or other isolated echoes). 
A single scope picture is not adequate to classify an echo system. Rather 
it is necessary to follow the evolution of each echo system through time. 
Typically a classification of a particular echo system was founded on at least 
four consecutive samples, each 15 minutes apart. 
The data set was derived from 70 rolls of 150 ft 35 mm film (Table 1). 
This included 806.25 hours of echo events. 
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TABLE 1 
Total % of Night % Total 
Hours All Data Hours Hours 
July 1975 115.75 14 32.75 28 
August 1975 158.25 20 43.25 27 
Summer 1975 274.00 34 76.00 28 
July 1977 79.25 10 18.00 23 
August 1977 176.25 22 52.00 30 
Summer 1977 255.50 32 70.00 27 
July 1979 (C) 122.75 15 36.25 30 
August 1979 (C) 70.50 9 23.25 33 
July 1979 (H) 7.25 1 2.50 34 
August 1979 (H) 76.25 9 31.25 41 
Summer 1979 276.75 34 93.25 34 
All July 325.00 40 89.50 28 
All August 481.25 60 149.75 31 
All DATA 806.25 100 239.25 30 
C = CHILL RADAR 
H = HOT RADAR 
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The analysis yielded 155 areas, 262 lines, and 256 isolated echo systems. 
Although isolated systems were frequent, the present analysis was directed 
toward lines and areas because of their association with greater area-wide 
precipitation amounts. 
Characteristics 
For lines and areas, several characteristics were tabulated every 15 
minutes. These characteristics are defined as follows: 
Number of Grid Elements A grid overlay of 5 x 5 nm elements was placed 
with Cells — over the photograph. Each time a cell (≥2nd 
contour level) covered ≥50% of an element, the 
entire elemental area was counted. This 
tabulation did not include non-cellular echoes. 
Number of Grid Elements — Any echo of ≥2n contour level which covered 
≥50% of a grid element, the elemental area was 
counted. Both cellular and non-cellular 
echoes (i.e., no apparent reflectivity maxima) 
were included. 
Number of Cells — Number of distinguishable reflectivity maxima 
(cells) of at least second intensity level or 
greater. 
Length of Line — Measured in nautical miles (nm). 
Width of Line — Average width in nm. 
Orientation — Position of line on scope. Divided into 8 
directions: N-S, NNE-SSW, NE-SW, ENE-WSW, 
E-W, ESE-WNW, SE-NW, SSE-NNW. 
Movement of Cells — Usually determined in first 15 minutes after 
a line or area formed. Cells were tracked 
every 3-minutes. Direction and speed of move­
ment was noted. 
Movement of Line — Static lines or cells as well as sixteen 
directions of movement were used (N, NNE, NE, 
etc.). 
Intensification — Indicates which regions of a line or area were 
intensifying, i.e., where the reflectivity was 
increasing. 
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Weakening — Indicates where in the line or area that the 
reflectivity is decreasing. 
Percent of Total Echo coverage in a line (or area) expressed 
Echo Coverage — as a percent of total echo coverage on the 
scope. 
Maximum Intensity — The maximum contour level of any cell(s) in a 
line or area. Only cells of second contour 
level or greater were counted. 
Location of New Where in the line or area, there was new 
Development — development of cells (as distinguished from 
intensification of existing cells). 
Location of Decay — Where in the line or area, the cells dis-
appeared (as distinguished from identifiable 
cells weakening). 
Duration — The duration of an echo system was defined 
as the elapsed time from the first identifica-
tion until all "echoes were weakening. 
Total Movement — The total distance the line traveled (nautical 
miles). If the line lasted only briefly and 
was moving very slowly, then the distance 
traveled was zero. 
Echo System Evolution — Also the original system of echoes which 
eventually became a line (or area) as deter-
mined. In addition, following the demise of 
the line (or area) the subsequent system clas-
sification of the remaining echoes was noted. 
The tabulations of these variables were normalized by the total sample 
size and are presented in graphical form (Figs. 3-22). The data were also 
subdivided into night (2000-0559 CST) and day (0600-1959 CST) measurements in 
an attempt to look for any substantive diurnal differences. 
LINE CHARACTERISTICS 
The first conditions examined was the duration of a line; that is, the 
length of time between formation (first identification of line) and decay 
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(all echoes weakening). Figure 2 shows that, on the average, a line persisted 
62 minutes. Summation of the durations reveals 65% of the lines lasted from 
30-75 minutes. In fact, only about 10% of the lines survived for more than 2 
hours. The standard deviation was 50 minutes. 
Figure 3 shows that the average speed of the lines was 16 kt with most 
moving between 10 and 30 kt. There was a lot of variation, as evident in the 
large standard deviation (16 kt). 
Interestingly, the average distance of travel was only 17 nm (Fig. 4 ) , 
although great differences existed. Most lines traveled less than 40 nm. Also 
20% of the lines were stationary. This suggests that, in this late summer 
sample, some echo lines were not associated with squall lines, or other rapidly 
moving conditions like cold fronts or troughs. A few of the lines, 10 of 262, 
traveled more than 60 nm with one up to 135 nm, reflecting more typical squall 
line behavior. Although the average duration of lines appears short, one must 
remember that it is determined by the definition used. As will be shown later 
many lines (as defined) formed from pre-existing echo areas or isolated echoes 
which had durations of 1/2 to 2 hours. Also, the definition of line ending 
does not consider the total time to dissipation (or to a change to echo area) 
which typically would add 1/2 to 2 hours. Thus, the line duration, as defined 
by its first and last echo may be more typically 3 to 5 hours. The relation-
ship of the summer lines and major synoptic scale features is not defined and 
warrants investigation. It may be that most of these lines are more a reflec-
tion of sub-synoptic scale factors such as outflow from other echo systems. 
The meteorological causes of line formation, however, were beyond the scope of 
this study. 
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The average line width was 5 nm (measured in 5 nm increments) which 
accounts for 63% of all lines (Fig. 5). Over 90% were ≤10 nm. The average 
length of a line (Fig. 6) was 64 nm, but the frequency distribution was broad, 
ranging from 22 to 130 nm (standard deviation was 33 nm). 
The area of a line (Fig. 7) was determined by multiplying length by 
width. The average is 530 nm2, with 55% of the lines having areas less than 
400 nm2. The standard deviation is 487 nm2. 
Figure 8 illustrates the direction toward which lines were moving. The 
northwest (to southeast) movement was dominant (45%). West and southwest move­
ment accounted for another 27% of the cases. These three along with 22% static 
(quasi-stationary) cases accounted for 94% of all line movements. Figure 9 
shows that 75% of the lines were oriented NNE-SSW clockwise around to W-E. 
Cell motion from the southwest (toward the northeast) accounted for 49% of 
all cases (Fig. 10). West and northwest cell movement accounting for 36% of 
all cases. There were no static cells in lines. 
A comparison of day and night results revealed no significant differences 
between the investigated properties of nocturnal and daytime lines. Appar­
ently, echo line characteristics considered here are not strongly dependent on 
diurnal effects (like daytime heating). This is not to say that other charac­
teristics such as maximum echo intensity are not. Analyses of such properties, 
however, requires much more extensive processing of quantitative radar data 
than was feasible with this data set. 
In summary, an 'average' line of July-August extends 65 nm and is oriented 
SW-NE. It is 5-10 nm wide and travels about 20 nm from the NW before decaying. 
It lasts for about an hour and travels at an average speed of about 20 knots. 
Cells in the line move from the SW. 
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In 20% of the cases, lines formed in the absence of other echo systems. 
When lines developed, however, more than one would often form during the 
observing period. With 70% of the lines (183 out of 262) new lines developed 
with them. Figure 11 shows that 62% of the time with close (in time) formation 
this new line formed within 30 minutes of the dissipation of the first line. 
Since, on the average, lines persisted for about an hour, frequently, at a 
given instance, more than one line was present. The causes of multiple lines, 
usually in parallel bands, are not clear. 
The normalized distribution of the number of distinct echoes throughout 
the duration of the lines is shown in Fig. 12. There is an average of about 20 
cells per line with 68% of the number of cells between 4 and 10 (standard 
deviation = 6 ) . On the average, the peak number of distinct echoes (Fig. 13) 
observed during the lifetime of a line was 14. This peak occurred, on the 
average, 27 minutes after line formation (Fig. 14). In fact in over 80% of the 
cases, the greatest number of distinct echoes occurred within the first 45 
minutes of line duration. The peak contour level occurred, on the average, 
within the first 18 minutes (Fig. 15). These data indicate that the develop-
ment and intensification of a line in July-August is. rapid. This has con-
siderable significance for weather modification operations. 
Lines usually occurred (80% of the time) in the presence of other echo 
formations (areas and lines). In fact, 92% of the lines (241) formed from 
another line (i.e., a line split into two lines) or an echo area. Excluding 39 
cases undetermined because of temporary radar or camera problems, analysis 
shows that out of 202 samples, 65% of the lines organized from areas, 27% from 
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isolated echoes, and only 8% from the splitting of lines. Although some lines 
(especially forming from areas) may be due to chance alignment of echoes, or 
the definition we used, the typical 1-hour duration of lines suggests that 
chance alignment was not a significant problem. 
In order to specify within a line those locations of intensification and 
development, a line was divided into thirds. Defining a compass origin at the 
center of the line, the central third is coincident with the center of the 
line. The western 1/3 of the line is defined to lie to the left of a N-S line 
(including north) while the eastern 1/3 of the line lies to the right of the 
N-S line (including south). The results indicated that in 90% of the cases, 
new development occurred at an end of the line, (40% on the west end and 50% on 
the east end). However, the locations of echo intensification were equally 
distributed throughout the line. 
Line Dissipation 
The data showed that- during line decay, echoes dissipated on the ends in 
80% of the lines. Also the reflectivity of these lines generally weakended 
uniformly at the same time. 
Usually, there was not complete and rapid dissipation, but rather a trans-
formation into another echo system. Fifty-three percent of the lines trans-
formed into areas, and 20% broke into isolated echoes. Again, less than 10% of 
the lines separated and formed two lines. 
The statistics show that 131 lines formed from echo areas, and then 139 
lines "dissipated" into echo areas. This total (270) is greater than the echo 
areas studied (see below) because many of the echo areas were incompletely 
defined (near edge of scope, radar on/off, etc.). 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AREAS 
The average duration of an area was 129 minutes (Fig. 16). This was more 
than twice as long as a line, with a standard deviation of 124 minutes. About 
63% of the areas lasted less than 150 minutes, the time most events moved 
through the indicated scanning areas (Fig. 1). On the other hand, a few of the 
areas, (<10%) lasted more than 5 hours. 
In 80 out of 155 area cases, more than one are formed per operational 
event, typically 4 to 8 hours. Since the average time between successive 
formations was 110 minutes, while the average duration is 133 minutes, an 
observation on the scope of two simultaneous areas is unlikely. 
The average number of cells in an area is 6.8 with a standard deviation of 
3.8 (Fig. 17). Seventy-nine percent of the areas had ≤10 cells. This can be 
compared to the average of 9.9 cells in a line. The number of cells in an 
area usually increased with time until the maximum (40 minutes on the average). 
On the average, this maximum was 13 (Fig. 18) as compared to 14 for lines. 
The cell size in areas also differed from those in lines. Most of the 
cells in a line were small, ≤5 nm in diameter, whereas the cells of an area 
were typically 5 to 10 nm in diameter. Therefore, with fewer in number, the 
average area extent of areas (383 nm2) was less than that of lines (530 
nm2). 
In an attempt to measure areal coverage, a grid consisting of 25 nm2 
squares was used. Figure 19 shows an average of 383 nm2 per area with 69% of 
the areas less than the average. Hence, the majority of areas were smaller 
than averages with a scattering of very extensive echo areas (standard devia-
tion equals 463 nm2). Analysis showed that the average number of 25 nm2 
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squares containing more intense echoes (contour level 3 or higher) was 11, (275 
nm 2). On the average, therefore, about 72% of an echo area contained echoes 
of moderate intensity. 
Since echo areas did not have distinctive geometric characteristics, and 
because of the difficulty in estimating the component of motion due to echo 
formation and decay, the translation of areas was not investigated. However, 
cells within an area showed a tendency to move from the west and northwest 
(57%, Fig. 20). There is also a secondary maximum of movement to the south-
west. This is unlike lines in which the cells showed a stronger tendency to 
travel from the southwest. 
Evolution of Areas 
As with lines, areas typically progressed through one maximization between 
formation and decay. Although conceptually an area could have formed from the 
splitting of another area, this was never observed. Rather the analysis shows 
that 38% of the time an area formed from a line, while 62% of the time it 
formed from a system of isolated echoes. 
An area of echoes was divided into 10 regions of development: the compass 
octants (north, northeast, etc.), with the origin centered in the echo area, 
the middle of the area, and the entire area. The predominate feature shown in 
Figure 21 is that about half (47%) of all developments (51 cases) occurred in 
the west and northwest sector of an area. This is not thought to be an arti-
fact of the radar beam overshooting the clouds at far ranges, since at 80 nm 
the beam was usually only 8000 ft AGL. 
As the area increased and the echoes intensified, the data showed that in 
30% of the cases, the greatest number of distinct cells occurred within the 
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first 15 minutes of formation of an area. On the average the maximum number of 
cells was reached within 40 minutes; 84% of the maxima occurred within the 
first 75 minutes. Since for areas about 80% of the maxima occurred within 75 
minutes, whereas only 45 minutes was required for lines, a characteristic 
evolutionary time-scale for areas seems to be greater than that for lines. 
When maximum reflectivity occurred, there was an average of 8 cells per 
area (average number of cells in lines was 11). Ninety-three precent of the 
total cells at maximum reflectivity in echo areas ranged from 1 to 13 cells. 
However, the rapid development of the reflectivity maxima is quite similar to 
that of lines. The maximum reflectivity in 63% of all areas occurred within 15 
minutes of area formation. On the average 25 minutes was required, whereas the 
average time elapsed for a line was 18 minutes. 
Dissipation of Echo Areas 
During the weakening stages of areas, there was a transformation to 
different echo formations. Analysis showed that 36% of areas became lines, 
while 64% broke into isolated echoes. 
Decay of an area was considered to have begun when the number of cells 
with returns ≥ contour level was less than the total number of cells. Greater 
than half (56%) of the areas started to weaken in the first hour. The average 
time to first evidence of weakening is 67 minutes with a standard deviation of 
61 minutes. Sometimes decreasing intensity was observed mostly in particular 
portions of areas. In particular, decay was found 32% of the time in the east 
octant. No other octant exhibited any preferential decay. In fact, most often 
44% decreasing intensity appeared to occur in all octants simultaneously. 
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SUMMARY 
These data indicate that in the summertime, lines of echoes occur 
frequently within areas of about 6000 to 14,000 nm2. Most are distinctly 
different from classical frontal squall lines in duration, extent and speed of 
translation. They are similar, however, in orientation and with regard to echo 
movement within the line. The intensity and duration of these summertime lines 
do not show discernible night and day differences in the variables considered 
in this study. 
Areas of echoes are typically more extensive and of greater duration than 
summertime lines. They usually form from isolated echoes and, as with lines, 
reach maximum intensity quickly. There were no discernible morphological 
differences between nocturnal and daytime areas. Apparently, the detection of 
daytime and nightime differences requires the analysis of more quantitative 
data such as reflectivity factor and echo heights. 
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Abstract 
A two-dimensional polynomial derived from synoptic scale data is 
used to infer values at intermediate subsynoptic points in order to enhance 
the detail in the analyzed variable fields. Variables examined were 850, 
700, and 500 mb geopotential heights and temperatures for two map times, 
0000 GMT 13 August 1980, a convectively quiet period, and 0000 GMT 
14 August 1980, a convectively active period. 
Results suggest that during inactive periods the enhanced 
analysis only serves to confirm the lack of favorable convective 
development conditions. However, if synoptic-scale conditions are 
suitable, the availability of more detailed height and temperature 
fields can help delineate more likely convection regions. 
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1. Introduction 
Essential to the success of a cloud augmentation program is the ability 
of operational personnel to successfully predict the occurrence and develop-
ment of cloud types amenable to a seeding exercise and of those that may 
grow to intensities that render them unacceptable as seeding candidates. 
The objective of the work described here is to provide enhanced upper air 
data fields which might provide a broader range of subsynoptic predictor 
variables for statistical and dynamical convective precipitation forecast 
models. 
The basic approach used is to exactly fit the upper air observations 
over a small geographic region with a two-dimensional polynomial and then 
to infer values at intermediate subsynoptic points. When extended to higher 
order terms such polynomial fits tend to be unstable, sometimes yielding 
extreme variabilities at intermediate points. In this study this proved to 
be the case for moisture and wind data. However, the polynomial used was 
of low enough order to yield useful results for temperature and geopotential 
height. 
2. Computational methods 
The basic polynomial equation used was 
where q. is an observation at a point i located west-east and south-north 
distances xi, yi. from a center point in the data region. The unknowns are 
the constant c and the m/2 a., b. coefficients. Thus, in order to obtain 
an exact fit, m + 1 data points are required. 
In this study eleven (m + =11) upper air data stations (Fig. 1) were 
used, thus yielding a fifth order (Cm- /2 = 5) polynomial for (1). 
Separate equations were determined for the temperature at 850, 700, and 500 
mb and the geopotential height at 850 mb. These equations were then used to 
Fig. 1. Original rawinsonde data stations (circled dots) and 
additional stations (dots) at which temperature and 
height values vere inferable. Border encompasses total 
computational domain. 
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infer corresponding values at the additional 56 stations depicted in Fig. 1. 
Values for 700 and 500 mb geopotential heights at the additional stations 
were determined hydrostatically using the hypsometric equation with the 
arithmetic mean of the inferred temperatures at the upper and lower pressure 
levels. In all equation determinations, data and x,y position values were 
first normalized by dividing by the eleven station average of the absolute 
value of each variable. This was done to avoid generating singular matrices 
in the solution of the m + 1 linear equations represented by (1). 
After initial examination of derived temperature and height fields, 
it was felt that a mild data smoother would be appropriate. The smoother 
used was based on the assumption that the variance of the total 67 station 
data field should be close to that of the original 11 station observational 
data field. To insure this, the following procedure was adopted. First, 
the two variances were compared. If they were within 10% of each other, 
no smoothing was done. If they were not, the coefficients of (1) were 
modified by multiplying by the factor 
The new coefficients were then used to re-calculate values at the 56 
inferred data points, leaving the original observational data unchanged. 
Next, the new inferred and original data were combined to obtain a 33rd 
order polynomial of the same form as (1) which was then used to derive a 
final data set for all 67 stations. In all cases this yielded final 
variances within 20% of the original data variance with only minor alter-
ation of the original data. 
3. Data utilized 
Rawinsonde temperature and height data for the eleven stations shown 
in Fig. 1 were used for two map times, 0000 GMT 13 August and 0000 GMT 14 
August 1980. Figs. 2 and 3 contain 850 and 500 mb height/temperature analyses 
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Fig. 2. 850 and 500 mb height (solid, dm) and temperature (dashed,°C) 
analyses for 0000 GMT 13 AUG 1980. 
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for 0000 GMT 14 AUG 1980. 
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for the two times taken from National Meteorological Center facsimile charts. 
At the first map time the study region is dominated by high pressure and, 
thus, contains little convective activity. The second time is influenced 
by a weak upper air trough and approaching frontal system sufficiently 
intense to encourage extensive convective activity (Fig. 4). 
4. Results 
A. 0000 GMT 13 August 
Fig. 5 depicts the inferred 850 mb and 500 mb height, temperature, 
and 850-500 mb lapse rate fields for the first map time. The 850 mb 
analysis presents an amplified view of the ridge seen in the original 
NMC analysis (Fig. 2) with ridge axis in essentially the same position. 
Note that the enhanced analysis yields a height maximum of 1590 m over 
southern Missouri, in contrast to a 1560 m NMC maximum over southern Arkansas. 
The temperature field shows greater departure from the NMC analysis. 
Although the thermal trough extending from Wisconsin to Arkansas in 
general compares well, the thermal ridge along the Indiana-Illinois border 
is a distinct departure from the NMC field. 
At 500 mb the very smooth height field in the NMC analysis is augmented 
in the enhanced field by a minor wave feature. The enhanced thermal field 
shows a ridge over eastern Iowa and Missouri, somewhat further west than 
the NMC analysis presents, with a generally weak temperature gradient. This 
weaker 500 mb temperature field yields a lapse rate field more strongly 
dependent on the 850 mb temperatures. Thus, axes of minimum and maximum 
lapse rates are oriented along the 850 mb thermal trough and ridge, respectively. 
However, with the exception of the extreme western portion of the enhancement 
region, no lapse rate reaches 6°C/km. 
Overall, we can see an enhanced synoptic pattern that is dynamically 
(low level ridge, weak wave aloft) and hydrostatically (small lapse rates) 
Fig. 4. National Meteorological Center radar summary for 2335 GMT 
13 AUG 1980. 
Fig. 5. Inferred 850 and 500 mb height (solid, dm) and temperature 
(dashed, °C) and 850-500 mb lapse rate (°C/km) analyses 
for 0000 GMT 13 AUG 1980. 
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stable and, thus, not conducive to convective cloud formation. This 
corresponds well to observational evidence. However, no advantage 
has been gained by using an enhanced analysis in this case because the 
original NMC fields lead to the same conclusion regarding convective 
development. 
B. 0000 GMT 14 August 
Both 850 and 500 mb enhanced height fields (Fig. 6) reflect the general 
patterns in the NMC analyses, but in both cases superimposed short waves 
are present in the enhanced fields with one trough extending from Minnesota 
through Central Iowa and Missouri and another near the eastern boundary. 
Similarly, the thermal patterns reflect the basic-NMC fields with super-
imposed short wave fluctuations. As would be expected, the lapse rate 
field also contains this fluctuation. However, in comparison with the 
previous map time, we see that almost all of the values exceed 5°C/km with 
a substantial number over 6°C/km. 
Whereas the previous maptime was quite stable, this one is not. The 
previous low level ridge has been replaced by southwest to northeast flow, 
and the air is hydrostatically much less stable. Under these conditions the 
presence of short wave features, which in this case are present throughout 
the layer, are more likely to influence convective development. Indeed, as 
previously seen in Fig. 4, the convection is significant. Further, it 
appears that the enhanced data fields do effectively isolate the convection 
areas. Most of the convection is in areas with lapse rates greater 
than 6°C/km. The exceptions are areas on the Iowa-Missouri border and in 
northeastern Indiana. In both of these latter cases the convection is 
associated with the more intense portions of the two short wave troughs, 
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for 0000 GMT 14 AUG 1980. 
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i.e., portions in which the contour curvature is clearly cyclonic and the 
contour gradient is stronger. 
5. Conclusions 
The use of polynomial fields in the manner described in this report 
proved unsuccessful when applied to strongly fluctuating variables such as 
horizontal wind and moisture. This difficulty might also extend to geopo-
tential heights and temperatures if they are experiencing similar fluctuations. 
However, the results of this study suggest that in summer over a small region 
reasonable enhancement of synoptic scale height and temperature data is 
possible. 
If the synoptic-scale circulation and stability conditions are not 
conducive to convective development, the data enhancement is an unnecessary 
exercise which only serves to confirm the lack of favorable development 
conditions. However, if synoptic-scale conditions are suitable, the avail-
ability of more detailed height and temperature fields can prove useful. 
In the case examined here convection was seen to occur in areas where the 
lapse rate was greater than 6°C/km and/or in association with the more 
intense portion of the two short wave troughs. 
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Chapter 4 
REMOTE SENSING OF CLOUD GLACIATION 
D. B. Johnson and A. R. Jameson 
INTRODUCTION 
Ground-based radar has long been an important tool in evaluating weather 
modification experiments. Radar measurements have been used to identify the 
size, location, and motion of precipitation areas and to try to estimate the 
precipitation flux to the surface by application of an empirical reflectivity-
rainfall rate relation. Recent studies with dual-parameters radars (e.g., 
Cherry et al., 1980) suggest that the additional information provided by these 
sophisticated modern radars may allow discrimination between regions of ice 
particles and water drops. If such techniques can be verified they could be 
powerful tools in physically evaluating cloud seeding experiments. 
DIFFERENTIAL REFLECTIVITY (ZDR) 
If a radar is capable of transmitting and receiving at either vertical or 
horizontal polarization, it is possible to combine the measured reflectivity 
factors from horizontal and vertical polarizations into a single parameter 
(ZDR) 
horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively. This parameter is largely 
dominated by particles that deviate from spherical symmetry and have a high 
degree of mutual orientation. The differential reflectivity concept, first 
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introduced by Seliga and Bringi (1976), was originally considered to be a new 
parameter that could improve rain rate estimates by providing a measure of the 
flattening of large raindrops and thus a better estimate of their size and rate 
of fall. This use of differential reflectivity techniques is still undergoing 
testing by scientists at Ohio State University and may ultimately provide 
direct physical measurements that often improve on empirical reflectivity-rain-
fall rate relations for surface rainfall estimates. 
Since liquid drops do tend to flatten out as they grow large and since as 
liquid drops they can't withstand a shear stress, they tend to be highly 
orientated. On the other hand, ice pellets, frozen drops and graupel tumble in 
free fall and will not exhibit the mutual orientation necessary to produce non-
zero values of ZDR. Lower density ice forms such as snowflakes and 
aggregates will often exhibit significant deviations from spherical symmetry, 
but don't tend to be highly orientated and can generally be distinguished from 
liquid "drops by their lower absolute reflectivities. 
This new measurement technique seems to offer considerable promise for 
direct observation of the freezing of large liquid drops that often signals the 
onset of rapid glaciation in warm-based convective clouds (Lamb et al., 1981). 
If the drops involved are large enough to produce a detectable, significant 
ZDR signal, their freezing should be easily recognizable since the frozen 
drops will normally start to tumble (see Blanchard, 1950) and the ZDR 
signal will quickly drop toward zero. To produce this glaciation "signal", of 
course, it is necessary that a significant fraction of the liquid drops 
involved by larger than 1-2 mm diameter and that these large drops dominate the 
measured reflectivities. Drops smaller than 1-2 mm diameter do not flatten 
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much at all and will not produce readily detectable ZDR values signifi-
cantly different than zero in either liquid or frozen states. 
PACE 1980 
During the summer of 1980 the Illinois State Water Survey's CHILL radar 
was equipped to make differential reflectivity measurements. (The first 
Z D R measurements taken by CHILL were performed in SESAME in 1979 in a 
cooperative project of ISWS and Professor Seliga of Ohio State University.) 
The potential importance of this new measurement technique made it the major 
consideration in our radar observations during the 1980 pre-experimental cloud 
studies. Our major goal for both the aircraft and radar measurements was to 
firmly document the natural glaciation of a "typical" active convective core. 
Such documentation is very difficult during a limited duration field experiment 
and, in fact, proved somewhat elusive during PACE 1980. The radar measurements 
were particularly difficult since the radar was equipped with a slow mechanical 
polarization switch that severely limited the region that could be scanned by 
the radar. Although we did not obtain a good data set covering the glaciation 
of a warm-based convective cell, we were able to perform an interesting test of 
phase discrimination with simultaneous aircraft and dual-polarization radar 
measurements by looking at the melting of ice and graupel falling from high-
based weak convective activity. On the morning of August 19, 1980, activity 
was limited to light rain produced by an altocumulus deck with bases in the 
vicinity of the 0°C isotherm. Aircraft penetrations were made above, at, and 
in precipitation below cloud base over a period of about one hour. 
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Aircraft Data 
Repeated passes through the most active portions of the altocumulus deck 
were made at each of three different levels: 5.0 km AGL (0°C), 4.1 km (0°C), 
and 3.1 km (6°C). Throughout the penetrations the clouds were only weakly 
convective with peak updrafts of only a few meters per second. Cloud tops were 
estimated at 6-6 1/2 km AGL. Passes were approximately normal to the mean 
cloud motion and were adjusted to follow the system as it drifted eastward. 
Examples of data obtain with one of the University of Wyoming's airborne 
instruments - a 2-D Knollenberg probe - are shown in Figure 1. The initial 
passes at 5.0 km found mostly small graupel and rimed flakes. The second set 
of passes at 4.1 km were performed near cloud base at the 0°C isotherm. At 
this height, the plane was alternately above and below the somewhat variable 
cloud bases. At this level, we found more graupel, larger flakes, and 
occasionally what appeared to be aggregates of needles or other columnar ice 
forms. At no time did we see evidence of large liquid drops at or above the 
0°C level. Descending toward 3.1 km we encountered large liquid drops for the 
first time, some as large as 2-2 1/2 mm diameter. The actual passes at 3.1 km 
(6°C) were well below cloud base, moving through the light rain produced by the 
melting ice and graupel. During these passes we only observed small raindrops 
with few drops larger than about 1 mm diameter. 
Radar Data 
During the aircraft penetrations, the CHILL radar collected dual-
polarization data using the radar's "slow" polarization switch (see Mueller, 
1981). The radar scans were closely coordinated with the Wyoming aircraft 
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and were designed to concentrate on a narrow range of elevations and azimuths 
centering on the midpoint of each aircraft pass. The antenna position was 
adjusted manually in a series of discrete steps, rather than a continuous scan, 
in order to ensure that both horizontal and veritcal polarization data would be 
obtained from the same exact radial. During analysis, the first sample at each 
polarization was discarded to make sure that the transmitted power had returned 
to stable levels after switching. 
Figure 2 summarizes the general features of the radar observations for 
this light rain situation - both horizontal reflectivity, ZH, and differen-
tial reflectivity, ZDR. This figure represents a grand average of all 
observations with point reflectivities exceeding 17 dBZ based on over 30 
minutes of radar scans covering the central region of the convective complex. 
While this presentation suppresses a good deal of potentially interesting 
structure within the evolving convective elements, it provides a general view 
of the overall system structure - a view that is difficult to obtain when 
scanning this slowly. 
While this is not a classic bright band case, there is a significant 
increase in reflectivity associated with the onset of melting. As would be 
expected, the differential reflectivity also shows an increase with the start 
of melting, but then returns to much smaller values at lower altitudes while 
the reflectivity remains at moderate levels. While this sort of feature could 
be caused by spatial and temporal variations in the evolving precipitation, it 
also suggests the possibility of transient increases in ZDR associated with 
melting. Theoretical calculations of the ZDR values expected during 
melting show this same general pattern (see Johnson and Jameson, 1981). In any 
case, the observations generally support increased ZDR values associated 
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with liquid (or partly melted) drops while illustrating the difficulty in 
detecting small (≤ 1 mm diameter) raindrops with the ZDR technique. The 
major question concerning the usefulness of the technique in monitoring natural 
or seeding-induced glaciation of warm-based convective clouds would seem to be 
whether or not the size and number of large liquid drops involved is adequate 
to produce a satisfactory ZDR signal. The potential for such a ground-
based remote probing technique that might directly monitor cumulus glaciation 
is so important for future seeding experiments that this sort of measurement 
should be considered for inclusion in any future PACE operation. This is 
particularly true since recent modification to the CHILL radar allow "fast" 
polarization switching capabilities that give much greater versatility in 
collecting the data (see Mueller, 1981). 
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Chapter 5 
METEOROLOGICAL STUDIES IN SUPPORT OF PACE 
Gary L. Achtemeier 
INTRODUCTION 
Meteorological studies in support of PACE have included the following: 1) 
the development of objective techniques in support of operations and for post 
analyses, 2) the evaluation of the performance of these products, 3) severe 
weather studies, and 4) the development of predictor variables derived from 
fields of upper air data. The results of these -studies are presented in six 
sections. The first section describes the development of the objective 
techniques and the logistical and programming effort required to make the 
products available in real-time. The second section describes the synoptic 
weather conditions that prevailed during the rain events that occurred during 
the operations periods. The rain events are investigated as possible seeding 
candidates in the third section. The evaluation of the objective products is 
given in the fourth section. The fifth section deals with severe storm studies 
and the sixth section presents the progress toward an objective analysis 
technique for the development of the upper air predictor variables. 
OPERATIONAL APPLICATION OF OBJECTIVE PRODUCTS 
Part of the meteorological support effort for PACE was to develop the cap-
ability to provide objective products for project operators in near real-time. 
These objective products were derived from surface data from 31 stations 
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surrounding ECIN (Fig. 1) and included 1) objectively analyzed fields of 
pressure, temperature, dewpoint temperature, wind streamlines and convergence, 
2) predictions of whether or not the network mean rainfall would exceed 0.10 
in. and predictions of rainfall amount by 3 regression equations developed for 
selected rain event classes given that it would rain within 1-3 hours after 
observation time, and 3) prediction of rainfall amount and cloud top heights 
over Illinois with the Krietzberg and Perkey (1976) quasi-time-dependent, one-
dimensional cloud model. 
This section describes procedures for data collection and editing, the 
objective analysis, the regression equations, and the cloud model programs. 
Data Collection and Editing 
With respect to the objective products, the operations period was 
scheduled from 15 July - 31 August with the period including 15 - 31 July 
designated for the shakedown of procedures and the debugging of programs. The 
daily data collection period was scheduled from 1100 GMT (0600 CDT) to 2100 GMT 
(1600 CDT) except when the evening observation period was lengthened during 
favorable weather conditions. 
Data were collected from the Service A teletype circuit through an 
arrangement with the University of Illinois-Willard Airport Flight Service 
Station (FSS). The standard teletype paper rolls were replaced with rolls 
containing carbon copy paper. The teletype was usually turned on at 0600 CDT 
and turned off late in the evening by FSS personnel. Thus no surface data were 
available for real-time needs-had the project been run during the nighttime 
hours. 
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During an ideal operations day, data were collected by ISWS-PACE personnel 
at half past the hour and observations from the 31-station subset were typed 
into the University of Illinois CYBER computer through a remote terminal 
located at the ISWS operations site at Willard Airport. It took approximately 
10-minutes to type the 31-station data observation subset into the computer. 
An additional 10-minutes were required to run the programs and graphically 
display the analyses. Thus, 50-minutes were required to process the hourly 
data. Forty of the 50-minutes were allotted for collecting and typing data. 
In the future, tie-in with a high speed data transmission line and providing 
for direct digital read-in to the computer will lead to more timely presenta-
tion of analyses. 
The actual operations were usually less than ideal. Equipment malfunc-
tions involving the FSS teletype burdened with carbon paper caused the loss of 
data on 3 days and on parts of other days. Table 1 summarizes the days and 
periods of data collection and the rain event periods and amounts for the real-
time data collection during August 1980. Data collection was terminated after 
20 August because of the project wind-down and a prolonged dry period. 
The surface observations were edited after being keyed into the computer. 
Observations were flagged if the temperature was greater than 100°F but less 
than 111°F; the dewpoint was greater than the temperature, greater than 80°F, 
or less than 40°F. Observations were also flagged when the wind direction was 
greater than 360°F; the wind speed was greater than 40 knots; the altimeter 
reading was greater than 30.60 in. Hg or less than 29.50 in. Hg; and the 
differences between the altimeter reading coverted to millibars and the surface 
pressure (when available) exceeded 10 mb. 
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Table 1. Summary of periods for real-time surface data 
collection and analysis, August 1980. 
Begin Data End Data 
August Collection Collection Rain Event 
Day (CDT) (CDT) Period Amount 
01 0600 1600 0300-0630 0.02 
02 Missing 0730-1830 0.08 
03 Missing 
04 0900 2100 2100-0900 0.33 
05 0600 1500 
06 1000 1800 1300-1830 0.02 
07 1000 1600 0800-1130 0.07 
08 0700 1500 
09 0700 1600 
10 0700 1700 0300-0500 0.01 
1845-2200 0.30 
11 0600 1500 0600-0945 0.07 
12 Missing 
13 0600 1700 1845-0800 1.96 
14 0600 1500 
15 0600 1600 
16 0900 1500 0400-1100 1.64 
17 0700 1600 
18 0700 1700 0500-1610 0.22 
19 0700 1600 
20 0900 1500 
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In addition, an observation was flagged if the station identification 
letters did not match the identification letters within the 31-station data 
set, and if the current weather abbreviations did not conform to one of the 
many codes allowed. 
The editing programs were useful for detecting gross errors. Provision 
was made to list out the data after the editing step so that smaller errors 
could be corrected through visual inspection. 
Objective Analysis and Graphical Display 
An objective interpolation technique (Achtemeier et al., 1978) constructed 
fields of u and v wind components, temperature, dewpoint temperature, and 
altimeter setting converted to pressure in millibars from the 31-station data 
sets. The locations of the observation sites are given in Fig. 1. There are 
localities where this network was not adequate for de'scribing the large meso-
scale motion fields. In Illinois, for example, a gap in the surface network 
between Champaign (CMI) and O'Hare International Airport at Chicago (ORD) spans 
130 miles (210 km). Further, the O'Hare station is often influenced by the 
local circulations associated with Lake Michigan. Another large (150 mile) gap 
exists south of Champaign. Data gaps of this type tend to cause the objective 
analysis to concentrate gradients of meteorological variables within them (a 
form of aliasing). 
Several additional regularly reporting surface stations should be added to 
the existing network of surface stations in Illinois if objective means used in 
support of operations and for post analyses are to be an integral part of PACE. 
Four possible sites are proposed. These are Kankakee and Marseilles (already 
existing on another circuit) to fill the gap north of Champaign and to shield 
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Figure 1. Base map outlining the boundary of the analysis grid, and showing 
the location of the surface and upper air observation sites relative 
to the ECIN raingage network. 
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the northern third of Illinois from analysis errors introduced by the unrepre-
sentativeness of the O'Hare site. Also stations at Effingham and at Mt. Vernon 
are proposed to fill in the gap over southern Illinois. 
The fields of weather data were graphically displayed as pressure, temper-
ature, dewpoint temperature, streamlines and convergence. The method for con-
structing streamlines has been described by Achtemeier (1979). Figure 2 gives 
examples of the meteorological fields with station plots and base map as 
produced on a Tektronix 4631 hard copier located at the operations center. A 
large mesosystem accompanied by numerous thunderstorms over Iowa and Missouri 
was pushing into western Illinois as 2300 GMT (1700 CST) 04 August 1980. A 
well-defined wind shift and pressure trough preceded this system into western 
Illinois (Fig. 2a). A zone of strong convergence (Fig. 2b) with convergences 
to -1.4 x 10 sec formed over western Illinois along the wind shift 
line. The convergence zone outlines the leading edge of the mesosystem from 
northern Illinois southward to the Illinois-Missouri border north of St. Louis 
and westward through central Missouri. This pattern was confirmed by the 
temperature analysis (Fig. 2c) and to a lesser extent, the dewpoint analysis 
(Fig. 2d). 
These informative charts were available to the project directors about 50 
minutes after the hour. They were useful mostly for monitoring the changing 
weather conditions. Project personnel were able to maintain a state of 
readiness commensurate with current and expected weather conditions. 
Regression Equations 
The importance of using the most efficient design and statistical test in 
weather modification has often been stressed by various authors (Neyman and 
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Figure 2. Objective fields of surface pressure (mb), streamlines and con-
vergence (times 10-5 sec-1), temperature (°F),and dewpoint tempera-
ture (°F) for 1700 CST, 04 August 1980. 
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Scott, 1967; Schickedanz and Krause, 1970; Simpson et al., 1973). However, 
even in the most efficient statistical test, the sample size required to detect 
seeding effects is often too large to permit an evaluation program to be time 
and cost effective. A promising method for reducing sample sizes is to incor-
porate covariates (predictor variables) into the design and evaluation (Neyman 
and Scott, 1967; Schickedanz and Changnon, 1970; Changnon and Morgan, 1976; 
Ackerman et al., 1976; Simpson and Woodley, 1974; Biondini et al., 1977; 
Simpson, 1980; Klazura and Prichard, 1980; Achtemeier, 1980). 
Development of the statistical relationships between precipitation and 
meteorological variables is considered to be an important aspect of the design 
and evaluation of operational cloud seeding experiments. Results from past 
studies indicate that the meteorological variables may provide the added margin 
of information needed to be successful in determining the impact of seeding on 
precipitation. Meteorological variables are useful in the reduction of natural 
variability or the reduction of variance in the particular quantity that is 
being measured, in this case rainfall. Two studies in particular have relied 
strongly on meteorological covariates. These are the CLIMAX project which was 
conducted in the mountains of Colorado and the FACE project which was conducted 
in Florida. In both of these projects, meteorological predictor variables or 
covariates played an important role in determining the overall effect of the 
treatment. 
It is well known that the kinds of meteorological variables that are 
important for developing relationships with rainfall vary according to the 
topography and latitude of a particular area and the types of weather systems 
that frequent that area. Both the CLIMAX and FACE sites have semi-permanent 
geographic forcing functions that were important in the development of the 
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covariates. In particular, at the CLIMAX site, the role of the mountains in 
the uplifting of moist air masses is well known. The sea breeze in Florida is 
a common climatological factor that occurs almost every summer day. The sea 
breeze acts as a triggering mechanism for the initiation of the deep cumulus 
clouds. 
The Midwest has no unique forcing functions which can be readily utilized 
for the development of predictor variables or which can be used to restrict the 
possible number of candidates. It was necessary to seek out a number of 
possible atmospheric triggering mechanisms, or forcing functions, that are 
related to the convective precipitation. High correlations between single 
meteorological variables and the rainfall were not expected. Yet, when 
combined, it was possible that significantly large correlations could be 
obtained and that the covariates could be useful for detecting the effects of 
cloud treatment. 
To probe this important area, relationships between various meteorological 
variables and the rainfall for a selected subset of raingages within the 
METROMEX network located near St. Louis, Missouri have been used to develop a 
set of five regression equations (Achtemeier, 1981) that differ in rainfall 
stratification, type of variable predicted, and the method of introducing the 
predictor variables. Each meteorological variables shown in Table 2 was 
derived from one or more objectively analyzed fields of the basic surface 
observations. Pearson correlation coefficient patterns were obtained between 
rainfall and the grid point values of each variable as calculated for the 
period 1-3 hours before the rain began. 
In order to reduce the number of potential predictor variables, a method, 
designated the meteorological constraint, required all variables to meet the 
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Table 2. List of candidate surface covariates 
and their abbreviations. 
1. Mixing ratio (MIX) 
2-5. Geostrophic wind line projections (DGA-DGD) 
6-9. Observed wind line projection (OBA-OBD) 
10. Divergence (DIV) 
11. Vorticity (VOR) 
12. Moisture advection by the geostropic wind (GMA) 
13. Moisture advection by the observed wind (OMA), 
14. Moisture divergence (MDV) 
15. Wet bulb potential temperature (WPT) 
16. Cumulative lift (CML) 
17. Pressure trough analysis (PTA) 
18. Pressure tendency (t-t ) (PTY) 
-3h 
19. Sky cover (SKY) 
20. Cloud base height index (CHT) 
21. Pressure (PRS) 
22. Temperature (TMP) 
23. Dewpoint temperature (DEW) 
24. Spot index (SPT) 
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following conditions before they could be included in the stepwise regressions. 
First, those variables for which the correlation coefficient patterns suggested 
physical relationships with rainfall were eligible to be included in the 
regression. Second, the variables that satisfied the first constraint had to 
have correlation coefficient magnitudes greater than 0.20 (explain 4% of the 
rainfall variance) in order to be retained. 
Further, the regressions would have to be transferred from the METROMEX 
network to the ECIN for the 1980 PACE research effort. If the two precipita-
tion networks were within the same climatological regime, the extent of trans-
ferability would mostly depend upon the locations and sizes of the correlation 
coefficient patterns which can be sensitive to the location and spacing of the 
sites where atmospheric measurements are taken. Correlation coefficients 
calculated from the dynamic variables derived from derivatives of measured 
quantities show considerable variation on the scale of the station separation. 
Thus, it may be necessary to have, at any alternate site, the same station 
distribution as at the site for which the regression was derived. The problem 
is especially acute for regressions for which one point is selected from an 
area of points. Statistical techniques that use all of the information of the 
predictor variable fields, such as the principle components method, should be 
less sensitive, though not totally insensitive, to the data distribution. 
Extreme variables are constructed by taking the maximum or minimum values 
(depending upon the sign of the correlation coefficient) from a set of highly 
intercorrelated adjacent points (usually 4-6 points) in the predictor variable 
fields identified by the meteorological constraint approach. The regression 
calculated with extreme variables depends less upon the location of a single 
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point and more upon an area, an important consideration for transferability 
into areas with differing data distributions and data densities. 
The five regression equations were derived for the following precipitation 
stratifications: 
Regression REG1: All Rain Events, Daytime-Convective Period. The rain 
events were grouped into two periods; the daylight convective period (1200-2100 
CST) which begins at mid-day and extends until darkness, and the noctural and 
morning period (2200-1100 CST). The reasons for this grouping are as follows: 
1) It has been assumed that the morning storms are carryovers from the 
nocturnal storms and are more related dynamically to these storms than 
with the afternoon storms that form when daytime heating plays an 
important role in releasing convective instability. 
2) The mixing layer in the early morning is still shallow though in the 
process of deepening. Thus, during the morning, as at night, the 
surface winds are not as representative of the winds in the cloud 
bearing layer as are the surface winds during the afternoon. 
3) The mixing layer may be deep and cumulus clouds may form during the 
late morning. These clouds may evolve into cumulonimbus clouds but 
there is ususlly a time lag of 1-2 hours from the time cumulus clouds 
begin developing and the time rain is observed at the ground. These 
storms will be most likely grouped into the daylight convective 
period. 
Following the methods outlines by Achtemeier (1981), a stepwise regression 
REG1 = -.093+.02*DIVX+.03*VORX-.03*GMA1-.011*GMA30-.022*OMA26 
+.041*PTA17+.06*PTA25. (1) 
consisting of 5 point variables and 3 extrema variables was derived for day-
light-convective period rain events. Table 3 gives the locations of these 
variables with respect to the ECIN. 
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Table 3. Locations of predictor variables from the ECIN. 
Direction (degrees) 
and Distance (km) Approximate 
Variable ID from CMI Direction 
MIX3 214 360 SW 
MIX18 225 141 SW 
DIV40 360 200 N 
DIVX* 360 250 N 
VOR25 270 100 W 
VOR39 333 223 NW 
VORX* 225 71 SW 
MDV10 225 283 SW 
CML17 243 223 WSW 
PTA17 243 223 WSW 
PTA25 270 100 W 
PTA27 090 100 E 
PTAW* 071 158 NE 
PTY11 205 223 SSW 
PTY24 270 200 W 
GMA13 153 223 SSE 
GMA30 108 316 ESE 
GMAX* 063 112 NNE 
GMAY* 284 206 WNW 
SKY16 252 316 WSW 
SKY33 090 100 E 
OMA26 
*Extrema variable centroids 
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This regression is valid subject to the conditions that it would rain within 
3-hours after the time of the surface observations and that the rain would 
begin during the period 1200-2100 CST. 
Regression REG2: Rainfall Greater Than 0.10 in. There are limitations as 
to when rain modification could and should be applied to natural rain 
conditions. Agricultural factors call for elimination of rains of less than 
0.10 in. (inconsequential benefits) and those greater than 1.00 in. (too 
damaging) (Achtemeier et al., 1980). Further, the natural variability of 
weather conditions makes it difficult to predict rainfall amounts for the rain-
falls less than 0.10 in. Given these two reasons, REG2 = -.20+.038xMIX3 
.015xDIV40+.025xVOR25-.003xMDV10+.0005xCMLl7+.039xPTA25-.228xPTYl1 
+.143xPTY24. (2) 
was derived with rain event data stratified for 70 heavier rainfalls. Table 3 
gives the locations of these variables with respect to the ECIN. This 
regression is valid subject to the conditions that it would rain within 3-hours 
after the time of the surface observations and that the rainfall would exceed 
0.10 in. 
Regression REG3: Rainfall Greater Than 0.10 in During the Daylight-
Convective Period. The PACE operations for the summer of 1980 were restricted 
to the daylight hours. For this reason, the rain events used for REG2 were 
further restricted to include only the rainfall that was greater than 0.10 in. 
and that fell during the period from 1200-2100 CST. The new regression, REG3 = 
0.46MIX18+0.04DIVX+0.024VORX-0.02GMA13-0.035GMA30-0.43 (3) 
was derived with 27 daylight-convective period moderate to heavy rain events. 
See Table 3 for the locations of these variables with respect to the ECIN. The 
regression is valid subject to the conditions that it would rain within 3-hours 
after the time of the surface observations, that the rainfall would exceed 0.10 
in., and that the rain event would begin during the period 1200-2100 CST. 
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Regression PIS: Discriminator Between Light and Heavy Rainfalls. It is 
extremely difficult, to predict if the network mean rainfall will exceed 0.10 
in., with subjective and objective forceast tools currently available. There-
fore, as part of the development of the objective rainfall prediction tech-
niques, regressions to discriminate between the two rainfall categories were 
developed. 
The daylight - convective period, defined as the period from 1200-2100 
CST, and consisting of 82 rain events, was used for the discriminator 
regression study. All rainfalls less than 0.10 in. were assigned a value of 0 
and all rainfalls greater than 0.10 in. were assigned a value of 1. The 
regression discriminator equation is: 
DIS = .066*VOR39-.017*GMA13+.058*PTA27+.144*SKY16+.165*SKY33-.31 (4) 
Regression DISX: Discriminator Between Light and Heavy Rainfall with 
Extrema Variables. The regression equations developed with METROMEX 
rainfall data were to be transferred to the ECIN, located within the same 
climatological regime but surrounded by a different distribution of surface 
stations. Therefore, the discriminator regression was rederived including 
extrema variables to reduce the dependency (if any) upon station distribution. 
the regression is: 
DISX = .21+.048*VORX-0.008*GMAZ-.011*GMAY+.042*PTAW+.203*SKY33 (5) 
Both DIS and DISX are valid for the daylight-convective period and if it rains 
within 3-hours after the time of the surface observations. 
The meteorological effort for PACE operations during July-August 1980 
included developing the software to calculate the regression in real-time 
regressions. The method of data collection has already been described. The 
data, once collected and edited, were presented on a regular mesh by objective 
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interpolation. Then the predictor variable fields were calculated from the 
gridded meteorological fields and the specified points extracted for inclusion 
in the regressions. 
Several predictor variables such as the 5-hour cumulative lift and the 3-
hour pressure tendency, required a time series of weather data for their 
calculation. Thus, when data collection began at 0700 CDT, the first forecast 
from REG1 (Eq. 1) was made at 1100 CDT. 
The evaluation of these regressions is presented in another section of 
this report. 
Meshing Surface Analyses with a Cloud Model 
Data from the morning (1200 GMT) rawinsonde ascents at Peoria (PIA) and 
Salem (SLO), Illinois were collected as part of the PACE meteorological effort'. 
These soundings were available to initialize a 1-D cloud model, however, the 
results would be only representative at the rawinsonde location and the 
rawinsonde ascent time because of the spatial and temporal variability within 
most Middlewest airmasses. 
Achtemeier (1978) developed fields of soundings by meshing single 
soundings with fields of surface temperature, moisture and convergence. A 
number of restrictive assumptions were made to accomplish the surface data-
sounding data meshing. Several of these assumptions are as follows. The 
boundary layer temperature was adjusted to make the surface temperature 
(slightly modified for the superadiabatic layer when it existed near the 
ground) representative of the bottom of a dry adiabatic layer. The boundary 
layer moisture was assumed to be well mixed and equal to the surface moisture. 
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Finally, the sounding was lifted or subsided according to the vertical dis-
placement calculated from the surface convergence assumed to be representative 
of a layer 1 km deep and integrated over 5-hour periods. These fields of 
modified soundings also vary with time as the surface conditions change. 
As part of the PACE meteorological effort, computer software was developed 
to calculate the modified soundings, use them to initialize the Krietzberg and 
Perkey (1976) one-dimensional, time-dependent numerical cloud model, and to 
plot selected fields of model variables. These fields were made available to 
program managers in real-time (approximately 50-minutes after the hour) as 
predictions of likely areas of storm development. The evaluation of this 
objective tool is presented in another section in this report. 
In preparing the soundings for spatial and temporal modifications, 
synoptic scale warm advection in the 850-700 mb layer was allowed for by 
predicting the 0000 GMT 850 mb temperature at the rawinsonde site from the 850 
mb sounding temperature and sounding adjusted to eliminate any superadiabatic 
lapse rates in the layer from 850-700 mb. 
An example of the plotted model output (Fig. 3a-d) shows fields of 
simulated cloud base heights, maximum cloud top heights, total cloud rainfall, 
and average areal rainfall for up to 5 clouds within a 90-minute period 
beginning at 1700 CST (2300 GMT) 04 August 1980. The initial sounding was 
taken at SLO at 1200 GMT. Cloud bases higher than 4 km were not plotted. 
Clouds taller than 10 km were simulated mostly where the surface temperature 
exceeded the convective temperatures, approximately 90°F (see Fig. 2c). Higher 
dewpoints over northeastern Illinois accounted for the greater cloud ensemble 
and areal average rainfalls there. Vertical displacement within the strong 
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Figure 3. Cloud model simulated fields of cloud base heights (km), maximum 
cloud top heights (km), total cloud rainfall (mm), and average areal 
rainfall (mm) for 1700 CST, 04 August 1980. 
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convergence zone over western Illinois (Fig. 2b) was insufficient to release 
the convective instability within the cooler airmasses in the area (at least in 
the model). 
RAIN EVENT SYNOPTICS 
Eleven rain events occurred during the 20-day August operational period. 
However, only 4 rain events began during the afternoon or evening, sufficient 
time for the creation of a surface weather history. Since only four samples 
were collected in real-time, additional hourly surface data for July and August 
were acquired to provide an expanded data set for the verification of the 
regression equations. 
The 27 rain events at the ECIN network during July-August 1981 are 
summarized in Table 4 for duration, amount, distribution and intensity of rain-
fall within the network. July was an abnormally dry month and its rain events 
are noteworthy for their brevity. The longest, lasting 11.5 hours, occurred on 
27 July and produced 0.48 in. of rain. This system intensified as it crossed 
the raingage network, having produced amounts generally less than 0.10 in. in 
the western part, but producing amounts in excess of 2.00 in. in the eastern 
part. Rain events 3 and 4 were also noteworthy for rainfall concentrated near 
network boundaries. 
Six August rain events produced amounts in excess of 0.10 in. Two of 
these rain events, numbers 9 (1.96 in.) and 10 (1.64 in) were long duration 
storms of 35 hours and 31 hours, respectively. Both events were a series of 
rain periods, sometimes heavy, separated by rainless periods of several hours. 
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Table 4. The July-August 1980 rain event periods, rainfall 
amounts, brief description of ECIN network rainfall. 
Rain Time 
Event CDT Date Amount Comments 
1 0700-0830 02 JL 0.02 Amounts scattered over network, range 
0.00-0.12 in. 
2 1630-1930 02 JL 0.04 Amounts uniform over most of network range 
0.00-0.08 in. 
3 0400-0630 04 JL 0.17 Amounts increase over southern part of net-
work indicating moderate storm over 
southern one half. Range 0.00-0.57 in. 
4 0300-0630 05 JL 0.30 Amounts increase over northern one half of 
network. Range 0.10-0.83 in. 
5 0400-0830 12 JL 0.03 Amounts scattered over network, range 0.00-
0.08 in 
6 0800-0900 15 JL 0.01 Amounts concentrated at northwest corner of 
network. Range 0.00-0.10 in. 
7 0900-1145 19 JL 0.03 Amounts scattered over network, range 0.00-
0.07 in. 
8 0430-0600 21 JL 0.01 Amounts scattered over eastern part of net-
work. Range 0.00-0.18 in. 
9 1400-1900 21 JL 0.06 Amounts uniform over all but southeast cor-
ner of network. Range 0.00-0.13 in. 
10 1400-2330 26 JL 0.18 Amounts uniform over network. Range 0.10-
0.26 in. 
11 0730-1700 27 JL 0.48 Major rain develops over eastern edge of 
network. Range 0.00-2.17 in 
12 1930-2215 -31 JL 0.01 Amounts scattered over network. Range 
0.00-0.05 in. 
1 0300-0630 01 AG 0.02 Amounts scattered over network. Range 
0.00-0.07 in. 
2 0730-1830 02 AG 0.08 Two rain periods separated by 2 hours. 
First produced scattered amounts, range 
range 0.00-0.05 in. and second produced 
more uniform amounts over network, range 
0.00-0.12 in. 
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Table 4. (Continued) 
Rain Time 
Event CDT Date Amount Comments 
3 2100-0900 04- 0.03 Two rain periods separated by 2 hours. 
05 AG First produced rain at all gages and 
several centers of heavy rainfall over 
northeastern one half. Range 0.06-0.92 in. 
Second product amounts along northern edge 
of network. Range 0.00-0.07 in. 
4 1300-0830 06 AG 0.02 Amounts scattered over network. Range 
0.00-0.17 in. 
5 0800-1130 07 AG 0.07 Amounts with heavy rainfall centers scat-
tered over network. Range 0.00-0.48 in. 
6 0300-0500 10 AG 0.01 Amounts over northwest corner of network. 
Range 0.00-0.17 in. 
7 1845-2200 10 AG 0.30 East-west pattern of heavy rain through 
center of network. Range 0.00-0.93 in. 
8 0600-0945 11 AG 0.07 Scattered light rain over network with 
center of moderate rain extreme north. 
Range 0.00-0.40 in. 
9 1845-0800 13- 1.96 Five rain periods over 35 hours. The first 
15 AG from 1845-2330 13 AG produced rain with 
embedded heavy rain centers over network. 
Range 0.03-0.79 and mean 0.20. The second 
period 0200-0800 14 AG began 2.5 hours 
after the first and produced widespread 
heavy rain. Range 0.54-2.29 in. mean 1.43 
in. The third rain period began 2 hours 
after the second period ended and produced 
moderate rainfall along an west-east pat-
tern through the center of the network. 
Range 0.02-0.64, mean 0.20. The fourth 
rain period began an hour after the third 
ended and produced heavy rainfall over the 
southern one third of the network. Range 
0.06-1.06 in., mean 0.32. The fifth rain 
period began 4 hours after the fourth ended 
and produced light amounts over the extreme 
south edge of the network. Ranage 0.00-
0.10 in. mean 0.02 in. 
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Table 4. (Continued) 
Rain Time 
Event CDT Date Amount Comments 
10 0400-1100 16- 1.64 Three rain periods over 31 hours. The 
17 AG first produced widespread heavy rainfall 
over the network. Range 0.45-1.50 in., 
mean 0.92 in. The second rain period 
began 3.5 hours after the first ended. 
It produced uniform amounts over most of 
the network. Range 0.00-0.06 in., mean 
0.03 in. The third rain period began 1.5 
hr. after the second ended produced heavy 
rainfall through center of the network. 
Range 0.11-1.25 in., mean 0.69 in. 
11 0500-1610 18 AG 0.22 Two rain periods over 11 hours. The 
first produced uniform amounts except 
isolated heavy rain center at south edge 
of network. Range 0.05-0.98. The second 
rain period began 2 hours after the first 
ended and produced scattered light amounts 
over network except for isolated heavy 
rainfall at south edge. Range 0.00-0.74 
in., mean 0.05 in. 
12 1330-1615 28 AG 0.02 Amounts scattered over network. Range 
0.00-0.15 in. 
13 1145-1600 29 AG 0.09 Scattered moderate rainfall amounts over 
northern one half of network. Range 
0.00-0.51 in. 
14 1530-1915 30 AG 0.05 Rainfall confined to northern one half of 
network. Range 0.00-0.24 in. 
15 0830-1400 31 AG 0.22 Amounts uniform over network. Range 0.12-
0.34 in. 
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Heaviest rains, 1.23 in., fell during the second period of rain event 9. 
Weather conditions were changing during rain event 9 to favor heavier rainfall. 
Predictors for these favorable conditions would have not been found in the 
surface data used for regression rainfall predictions 1-3 hours before the 
beginning of the first rain period. Heuristically, because of the large time 
intervals and the changing weather conditions, the surface data collected 
within a few hundred kilometers of the raingage network should not be reliably 
predictive of the period 2, rain event 9 rainfall nor the heavy rains of period 
3, rain event 10, nor of any weather conditions occuring 24-30 hours after data 
collection. 
From term by term analysis of the regression equations derived from the 
original surface data (Achtemeier, 1981) the heavier rains tended to occur 
when there were prevailing conditions of abundant moisture and dynamical 
mechanisms to process that moisture. Therefore, it was expected that best 
results with independent data would be obtained for rain events occurring under 
similar meteorological conditions. The radar echo characteristics (derived 
from radar summary charts) in the vicinity of the ECIN, a summary of the 
surface frontal conditions antecedent to the rainfall, and a summary of the 
upper air conditions at the observation time closest to the rain event begin 
time have been compiled to determine the prevalent weather conditions near the 
ECIN immediately preceding and during the July-August 1980 rain events. These 
results are summarized in the following 3 tables. 
The characteristics of the radar echoes that passed over the ECIN during 
each of the 27 July-August rain events are given in Table 5. Five criteria to 
stratify the radar echo patterns, were the echo type, the echo height, the 
general character of the echo pattern, the age of the system, and the intensity 
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Table 5. Precipitation echo characteristics over the ECIN during 
the July-August 1980 rain events as deduced from NWS 
hourly radar summary charts. 
Radar Echo Summary 
General 
Rain Time Amount Precipitation Radar Pattern Intensity 
Event CDT Date Inches Echo Type Top Description Age Trend 
1 0700-0830 02 JL 0.02 TRW 550(S) Large Area Old Dissipating 
2 1630-1930 02 JL 0.04 R 200 Large Area Old Dissipating 
3 0400-0630 04 JL 0.17 TRW 600(S) Area Old Dissipating 
4 0300-0630 05 JL 0.30 TRW 450 Line Old No Change 
5 0400-0830 12 JL 0.03 R 350(W) Area Old No Change 
6 0800-0900 15 JL 0.01 No radar echoes at RADU reporting times. Storms over 
north Illinois, south Wisconsin and Iowa during period. 
7 0900-1145 19 JL 0.03 No radar echoes at RADU reporting times. Small TRW tops 
250 near ECIN at 0635 CDT. 
8 0430-0600 21 JL 0.01 R — Area Old Dissipating 
9 1400-1900 21 JL 0.06 R/RW 340(W) Area Old No Change 
10 1400-2330 26 JL 0.19 R 20Q Area Old No Change 
11 0730-1700 27 JL 0.48 R 250(N) Area Old Increasing 
12 1930-2215 31 JL 0.01 TRW 250 Isolated Old Dissipating 
1 0300-0630 01 AG 0.02 R/RW 230 Area Old No Change 
2 0730-1830 02 AG 0.08 R/RW 230 Area Old No Change 
3 2100-0900 04- 0.33 R/TRW 350 Area Old Dissipating 
05 AG 
4 1300-1830 06 AG 0.02 R 220 Area Old Dissipating 
5 0800-1130 07 AG 0.07 TRW 350 Isolated New Dissipating 
6 0300-0500 10 AG 0.01 TRW 350 Isolated New Dissipating 
7 1845-2200 10 AG 0.30 TRW 450 Area Old No Change 
8 0600-0945 11 AG 0.07 TRW 360 Area Old No Change 
9 1845-0800 1 3 - 1 . 9 6 
15 AG 
Rain period 1 0.20 RW/TRW 220 Area New Increasing 
Rain periods 2-5 No RADU data available 
10 0400-1100 16- 1.64 R 260 Area Old No Change 
17 AG 
Rain period 1 0.92 R 260 Area Old No Change 
Rain period 2 0.03 TRW+ 650 Isolated Old No Change 
Network on extreme N-edge of storm - possibly within 
rain falling from anvil. 
Rain period 3 0.69 TRW 350 Area Old No Change 
11 0500-1610 18 AG 0.22 
Rain period 1 TRW 330 Area Old Intensifying 
Rain period 2 TRW 280 Area Old Intensifying 
12 1330-1615 28 AG 0.02 No radar echoes over ECIN area during times RADU 
observation taken. Some storminess over eastern 
Illinois south and east of ECIN during period. 
13 1145-1600 29 AG 0.09 RW 250 Area Old Dissipating 
14 1530-1915 30 AG 0.05 TRW 320(W) Line Old Rapidly 
Dissipating 
15 0830-1400 31 AG 0.22 R/TRW 300(S) Area Old No Change 
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trend. The echo types (R, RW, TRW) were used to deduce echo intensity and/or 
whether the precipitation pattern was convective or nonconvective. They were 
determined from direct reports of the type, the maximum echo tops, and the app-
arent uniformity of the echo tops. The most likely stratiform echo type is the 
R (rain) category and the most likely convective echo type is the TRW (thunder-
shower) category. Precipitation echo tops were listed in thousands of feet 
when available. In some instances, particularly when thunderstorms were embed-
ded within areas of general rain, the echo tops near the ECIN were not charac-
teristic of the heights of the clouds over the raingage network. A letter in 
parenthesis follows the reported echo top to indicate its direction from the 
ECIN. The last three categories give the general echo pattern descriptions 
(area, line, or isolated), the age of the system (old if having developed more 
than 150 miles from the ECIN and new if having developed within 150 miles of 
the ECIN or having a pronounced redevelopment near an old system), and the 
intensity trend (deduced from trends in echo top heights and area coverages). 
Radar precipitation echoes could not be confirmed over the ECIN during 
three rain events by using the hourly radar summary charts. Radar data were 
missing during another rain event. Of the remaining 23 rain events, 7 were 
classified as general rain producers, three of which produced amounts in excess 
of 0.10 in. This includes part of the 31 hour August 16-17 rain event that 
produced 1.64 in. At least nine of the 23 rain events produced precipitation 
over ECIN from clouds with maximum echo tops less than 30 kft. Eleven rain 
events were associated with dissipating precipitation systems. Only 3 rain 
events developed within 150 miles of the ECIN. 
Fourteen of the 23 rain events were classed as either shallow tops less 
than 30 kft or dissipating. (The shallow rains tended to be associated with 
stratiform altocumulus or nimbostratus cloud systems.) 
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Light rainfalls were recorded for 9 of the 11 rain events associated with 
dissipating precipitation systems. The dissipating systems were almost equally 
distributed between 5 daytime-convective periods and 6 nocturnal-morning 
periods. Six of the nine amounts for the rain events associated with shallow 
rain systems were less than 0.10 in. Two, and most of a third, rain events 
that produced more than 0.10 in. were stratiform rain systems. Seven rain 
systems were neither shallow nor dissipating. Four of these rain events 
produced amounts in excess of 0.10 in. 
Table 6 summarizes the positions and movements of frontal systems in 
relation to the rain events. Obtained from NWS surface synoptic analyses, the 
frontal systems were identified by type (CF=cold front, WF=warm front, SF= 
stationary front, LW=wave on stationary front south of ECIN, and WS=warm 
sector). Also given are the frontal orientations as they passed over the ECIN 
area. The cold fronts were generally oriented NE-SW, the warm fronts were 
oriented E-W or NW-SE, and the stationary fronts were orientated E-W. The 
frontal speed was given where appropriate. The strength of the front was an 
estimate of the strength of the pressure field surrounding the front. Most of 
the fronts were accompanied by extremely weak pressure fields, hence light 
winds and small amounts of surface convergence. The last two columns of Table 
6 give the distance to the front at the rain begin time and the distance to the 
front at the rain end time. The positive (negative) number means that the 
front was approaching (moving away from) the network. These entries are useful 
in determining if the rain event was accompanied by a frontal passage. 
Eleven rain events were classified as warm sector in which fronts were not 
within 150 miles of ECIN nor were moving toward the ECIN. Four of these rain 
events produced rainfall amounts in excess of 0.10 in. The remaining 16 rain 
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Table 6. Summary of the surface synoptic conditions 
at the rain event begin time. 
Distance Distance 
Rain Time Front Front Front Front to Front to Front 
Event CDT Date Amount Type Orientation Speed Strength RST RET 
1 0700-0830 02 JL 0.02 CF E-W 30 M -100 -130 
2 1630-1930 02 JL 0.04 WF E-W 0 M -150 -100 
3 0400-1630 04 JL 0.17 SF E-W 0 M 0 0 
4 0300-0630 05 JL 0.30 WS - - - 400 400 
5 0400-0830 12 JL 0.03 WS NE-SW 30 W 250 200 
6 0800-0900 15 JL 0.01 CF NE-SW 10 W 150 150 
7 0900-1145 19 JL 0.03 SF E-W 0 W 0 0 
8 0430-0600 21 JL 0.01 CF NE-SW 10 W -75 -100 
9 1400-1900 21 JL 0.06 CF E-W 0 W -100 -150 
10 1400-2330 26 JL 0.18 CF NE-SW 10 W 0 -100 
11 0730-1700 27 JL 0.48 LW NE-SW 0 W -150 -200 
12 1930-2215 31 JL 0.01 CF NE-SW 10 W 0 -50 
1 0300-0630 01 AG 0.02 SF E-W 0 W 0 0 
2 0730-1830 02 AG 0.08 WS - 0 0 150 150 
3 2100-0900 04- 0.33 WS - - 200 200 
05 AG 
4 1300-1830 06 AG 0.02 WS - - - 400 4?? 
5 0800-1130 07 AG 0.07 WS - - - 500 500 
6 0300-0500 10 AG 0.01 SF E-W 0 W 0 0 
7 1845-2200 10 AG 0.30 SF E-W 5 W -25 -50 
8 0600-0945 11 AG 0.07 LW NE-SW 10 W 0 -50 
9 1845-0800 13- 1.96 
15 AG 
RP1 1845-2300 13 AG 0.20 WS - - - 200 175 
RP2 0200-1200 14 AG 1.23 SW - - - 175 175 
RP3 1400-1730 14 AG 0.20 CF NE-SW 10 W 175 175 
RP4 1830-0100 14- 0.32 CF NE-SW 0 W -50 
15 AG 
RP5 0500-0800 15 AG 0.01 SF NE-SW 0 W -100 -100 
10 0400-1100 16- 1.64 
17 AG 
RP1 0400-1430 16 AG 0.92 WF NW-SE 10 M 200 100 
RP2 1800-2230 16 AG 0.03 WF NW-SE 0 S 100 100 
RP3 0000-1100 17 AG 0.69 WF NW-SE 10 S 100 0 
11 0500-1610 18 AG 0.22 CF E-W 5 W 50 -25 
12 1330-1015 28 AG 0.02 WS - - 150 200 
13 1145-1600 29 AG 0.09 WS - - - 400 400 
14 1530-1915 30 AG 0.05 WS - - - 400 400 
15 0830-1400 31 AG 0.22 WS - - - 350 350 
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events were divided among cold fronts (7), stationary fronts (5), and warm 
fronts and low pressure waves (2 each). There were no indications of a pre-
ferential association of heavier rains with frontal type or warm sector. 
National Weather Service upper air analyses and LFM initial vorticity 
fields were used to determine if 700 mb and 500 mb troughs and areas of 
positive vorticity advection existed over or near the ECIN during the rain 
events. Short wave troughs within 500 miles of the ECIN were considered as 
possible dynamic initiators of the rain events. These troughs were classed 
subjectively according to approximate intensity and location relative to the 
ECIN. These are summarized with the observation time by rain event (Table 7). 
The interpretations of the three letter abbreviations is as follows. The 
middle letter T designates trough. The first letter designates intensity (W= 
weak, M=moderate, S=strong) as deduced subjectively from the upper level 
charts. The intensities were increased with increasing trough amplitudes and 
with increasing strength of the wind fields surrounding the troughs. The third 
letter designates the location of the troughs relative to ECIN (N=north, E= 
east, S=south, W=west, 0=overhead). Thus, the 700 mb designation for the first 
July rain event reads; weak trough-north. 
The 500 mb vorticity analyses at the time closest to the rain begin time 
and 12 hours later were used to determine the signs and approximate magnitudes 
of the vorticity advections for each rain event. These are tabulated in the 
next two columns in Table 7. The vorticity advection magnitudes were estimated 
subjectively from the sizes of parallelograms and partial parallelograms formed 
by the intersections of the vorticity isopleths with the height contours, the 
latter giving estimates of the strength of the wind fields. 
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Table 7. A summary of the conditions at 700 and 500 mb as pertains the 
location of troughs within a 500 km radius of the ECIN and 
the 500 mb vorticity advection at the time closest to the 
rain event begin time and 12 hours later. 
Time (GMT) Closest 500 mb 
Rain to Rain Event Condition Aloft PVA at PVA at Intensity 
Event Begin Time 700 mb 500 mb T = RBT T = RBT +12 Category 
1 1200 02 JL WTN WTN None WP L 
2 0000 03 JL WTO WTO WP WN L 
3 1200 04 JL MTO WTN None WN L 
4 1200 05 JL STN MTN WP WP H 
5 1200 12 JL WTO None WP None L 
6 1200 15 JL None None None None L 
7 1200 19 JL None WTO None None L 
8 1200 21 JL STN MTNW WP MP H 
9 0000 22 JL STO STO MP None H 
10 0000 27 JL MTO WTO WP WP H 
11 1200 27 JL MTO MTS WP None M 
12 0000 01 AG WTO WTN WP None M 
1 1200 01 AG WTE WTE None WN L 
2 1200 02 AG MTW None MP SP H 
3 0000 05 AG STW STW WP WN H 
4 0000 07 AG None WTN None WN L 
5 1200 10 AG WTN WTN WN None L 
6 1200 10 AG None None WP None L 
7 0000 11 AG None WTW None MP M 
8 1200 11 AG MTW MTW MP WP H 
9 0000 14 AG None WTNE WP WN L 
1200 14 AG WTN None WN WP 
0000 15 AG WTN WTN WP None 
0000 15 AG WTN WTN WP None 
1200 15 AG MTNE WTNE None None L 
10 1200 16 AG WTNW None None None 
0000 17 AG WTN None None None 
0000 17 AG WTN None None None 
11 1200 18 AG None WTN MP WN M 
12 0000 28 AG WTNW None None None L 
13 1200 29 AG WTS None None None L 
14 0000 31 AG MTE WTS NM None L 
15 1200 31 AG MTW WTE None WN L 
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Table 7 shows that short wave troughs were present at either 700 mb or 500 
mb or at both levels within 500 km of the ECIN near the initiation of 25 of the 
27 rain events. The two rain events for which no trough was clearly present 
each produced 0.10 in. of rainfall. Positive vorticity advection was present 
near the start of 14 of the rain events and was present within the first 12 
hours of the rain events. 
From Table 7, it appears that almost all of the July-August rain events 
were associated with the near passage of an upper level trough and this may be 
a useful condition for the prediction of a rain event. However, this study has 
not centered on all troughs that passed near the ECIN and it cannot be con-
cluded that the near passage of an upper level trough is a sufficient condition 
for the prediction of a rain event. 
A crude estimate of the rain event rainfall was made by combining the 
trough and positive vorticity advection information into three categories as 
shown in Table 8. The correlations between these categories and the rain event 
rainfalls was made upon designation of the light rainfalls as 0.05 in., the 
moderate rainfalls as 0.20 in., and the heavy rainfalls as 0.50 in. The 
categories are listed in the last column of Table 7 for each rain event. 
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the event rainfall and the 
rainfall predicted by the trough-vorticity advection indicator was -0.14 and 
was not significant for the 27 rain events. The negative correlation co-
efficient means that there existed an inverse relationship between predicted 
and observed rainfall. This was mostly due to August rain events 9 and 10 
which began as shallow and/or stratiform rain events (Table 6). Initially, the 
weather system that produced rain event 9AG was weakly present (if at all) in 
the upper air patterns (Table 7). Weak positive vorticity advection changed to 
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Table 8. Relationship between upper level troughs and positive 
vorticity advection (PVA) as estimators of approximate 
rainfall amount (light, moderate, or heavy). 
PVA nearest rain begin time 
Note: Letter in parentheses gives indication of trough present at 700 mb and 
500 mb and PVA present 12 hours following rain begin time. 
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weak negative vorticity advection 12 hours later. The breakdown by rain period 
shows that the upper level troughs and positive vorticity advection became 
better defined later in the rain event. Rain event 10AG, producing 1.64 in. of 
rainfall, was associated with a warm front that was reflected as a weak trough 
at 700 mb north of the ECIN. There was no discernible 500 mb trough nor was 
there positive vorticity advection at 500 mb throughout the rain period. 
SEEDING CANDIDATE RAIN EVENTS 
The basic experimental unit, the rain event, was defined as a period of 
rain with gaps not to exceed 6 hours for the 400 mi ECIN raingage network. 
Rain events may last from an hour to several days. Changnon's analysis of 
benefits and disbenefits of increased precipitation (Achtemeier et al., 1980) 
showed that small percentage increases in rains that naturally deposit less 
than 0.10 in. over 500 mi2 yield insignificant benefits and that percentage 
increases in rains that naturally deposit average amounts in excess of 1.00 in. 
could be damaging by increasing already excessive runoff. Therefore, those 
rain events with amounts between 0.10 and 1.00 in. were selected as candidate 
rain events for seeding. 
There were 27 rain events, 12 in July and 15 in August, during which some 
meteorological background data was collected. Eight July rain events produced 
less than 0.10 in. Nine August rain events produced less than 0.10 in. and 2 
rain events produced amounts in excess of 1.00 in. Thus, eight rain events 
qualified as candidate seeding rain events as regards rainfall amounts. 
Severe weather watches, and/or severe weather, and/or radar echo tops in 
excess of 50 kft, all criteria for suspending cloud seeding activity were noted 
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during four rain events. Two of the rain events, 4JL and 7AG, had been classed 
as seeding candidates by the rainfall criteria. The 4JL event was an early 
morning (0300-0630 CST, 5 July), fast-moving squall line accompanied by wide-
spread severe wind storms across much of Illinois. Although no severe weather 
watches were valid during the time the squall line passed through Illinois (one 
was later issued for Indiana) and although cloud tops did not exceed 50 kft, it 
is likely a meteorological group with" access to high speed real-time data 
sources would have determined the severity of these storms before they passed 
through the ECIN area. 
A severe weather watch was valid for the ECIN area before storms developed 
in association with rain event 7AG (1845-2200 CST, 10 August). The elimination 
of this rain event along with rain event 4JL reduced to six the number of 
potential seeding candidates during the two-month July-August period. These 
were: 3JL (0400-0630 CST, 04 July), 10JL (1400-2300 CST, 26 July), 11JL (0730-
1700 CST, 27 July), 3AG (2100-0900 CST, 04-05 August), HAG (0500-1610 CST, 18 
August), and 15AG (0830-1400 CST, 31 August). 
Radar summary data were used to class the candidate seeding rain events by 
precipitation type. General rains, with cloud tops less than 20 kft (Table 5), 
and falling from stratiform layers of mid-level clouds, were not suitable for 
seeding. Several other rain events were classed as thunderstorms embedded in 
stratiform rains. Rain event 10JL and 11J1 were classed as stratiform rains. 
Rain events 3AG and 15AG were classed as thunderstorms embedded within strati-
form rains. 
Eliminating rain events 10JL and 11JL decreases to four the number of 
seeding candidates. If for some reason the thunderstorms embedded in light 
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rain situations are not suitable for treatment (the 3AG rain event occurred at 
night and the stratiform cloud cover would have made it difficult to locate up-
drafts in the darkness), then the rain events 3JL and 11AG remain as seeding 
candidates. These two rain events had a combined total precipitation of 0.39 
in. or approximately 6% of the total July-August 1980 precipitation. 
Because approximately 40% of eastern Illinois summer rainfall falls at 
night, Changnon has suggested that any effective seeding program in Illinois 
should make provision for operations at night. The 3JL rain event occurred 
mostly during darkness. The ECIN was at the northern edge of an area of strong 
thunderstorms that formed over western Illinois and moved eastward during the 
night. Severe weather class storms with tops to 60 kft as detected by radar 
passed about 80 miles south of ECIN. This weather system rapidly dissipated as 
it moved through eastern Illinois. 
If seeding operations were conducted during daylight hours only, the HAG 
rain event would have been the only seeding candidate. It consisted of two 
rain periods. The first- began at 0500 CST 18 August and continued until 1000 
CST. It produced thunderstorms with tops to 33 kft which developed as part of 
an aged but intensifying shower area that was embedded within a mid-level 
moisture stream. Cloud bases were estimated at 9000 ft. The second rain 
period began at 1200 CST and lasted until 1600 CST. Also an intensifying 
weather system, it began within the mid-level moisture stream and eventually 
coupled with boundary layer moisture when the boundary layer deepended along a 
convergence zone that formed near the southern edge of the outflow from the 
first period rainstorms. Both rain periods produced locally heavy rainfalls 
within the ECIN (0.98 in. for rain period 1 and 0.74 in. for rain period 2). 
Rain period 2 produced funnel clouds near Champaign and the area was placed 
under a tornado warning. No touchdowns were reported, however. 
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In summary, only 4 rain events could be considered as candidate seeding 
events. Two were classed as thunderstorms embedded in light rain. If these 
were disqualified, only two candidates remained one of which occurred at night. 
Their combined rainfall accounted for only 6% of the July-August 1980 rainfall. 
EVALUATION OF THE SUMMER 1980 OBJECTIVE PRODUCTS 
This section contains the evaluation of the objective products in use 
during the August 1980 operational period. 
Regression Equations 
The operational periods were generally from 0800-1700 CDT unless afternoon 
weather activity was sufficiently interesting to prolong the observational 
period. Data collection began with the 1200 GMT (0700 CDT) observation time 
normally the time the Flight Service Station teletype was turned on. The 
regressions began at this time with the exception of REG1 which required a 5-
hour period to build up the data set for the predictor variables. Since the 
regressions were valid if it rained 1-3 hours after the observation time, the 
operational forecasts spanned the period from 0800 CDT to 2000 CDT (except 
during prolonged observation periods). It is this period that is of major 
interest (for the time being) for operational weather modification interests 
and it is the period during which Illinois rain systems typically commence to 
form. 
Eleven rain events occurred over the ECIN during the August 1-26 project 
period. Only four of these rain events began during the operational forecast 
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periods, however. The remaining seven began during the early morning hours 
(0300-0800 CDT). Thus, the amount of surface data collected during the project 
was sufficient for testing the regression equations for only 4 rain events. 
New Data Sets. The number of rain events availale for testing the 
regression equations was enlarged when additional surface data to include the 
July rain events and the seven early morning August rain events was acquired 
from the National Severe Storms Forecast Center (NSSFC). This "raw" data had 
been archived on a new computing system and had never been quality checked. 
Software programs to edit the NSSFC data tapes were developed at the ISWS 
as part of PACE. In addition to processing gross observation errors, it was 
necessary to test for interchanged days, repeated times and/or days, and 
multiple observations within each one hour period. The programs were made man-
machine interactive for comparing the multiple observations as some were 
identicial, some were corrections of transmission or observation errors, and 
some were updates of weather conditions. 
The editing phase was the same as for the interactive program developed 
for the summer operations. Observations were flagged if the temperature was 
greater than 100°F but less than 111°F; the dewpoint was greater than the 
temperature, greater than 80°F, or less than 40°F; the wind direction was 
greater than 360°; the wind speed was greater than 40 knots; the altimeter 
reading was greater than 30.60 in. or less than 29.50 in., and the difference 
between the altimeter reading converted to millibars and the surface pressure 
(when available) exceeded 10 mb. 
After editing, the data sets were tested for completeness. There were 
several large gaps in the data set, the largest being a 9 1/2 day gap extending 
from mid-day on August 4 through August 13. This period contained seven of 
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the 15 August rain events, including three with network mean rainfalls greater 
than 0.10 in. Thus, it was necessary to fill the data gap with the limited 
data set collected during the operational period. Furthermore, a number of 
observations which were missing in the NSSFC data set were present in the 
operations data set. Additional software was developed to merge the two data 
sets so that the density of the stations within the PACE surface network would 
remain similar to the density of the stations within the network from which the 
original regressions were calculated. 
The edited data sets were objectively interpolated to a regular grid from 
which the predictor variable fields were calculated. Then selected grid point 
values were substituted into the regression equations and the calculations per-
formed for each available hour. However, it is emphasized that the regressions 
were valid only for the times and rainfall amounts for which they had been 
originally derived. 
The original regression equations were predictors of rainfall for the 
period 1-3 hours before the rain began because they were derived from 3-hourly 
surface data. The PACE data set, consisting of hourly surface data, produced 
three, sometimes discordant, regressions forecasts for each three hour period. 
The predicted rainfall amounts were averaged over three hours periods, to make 
them consistent with the data sets used in the original derivations. 
There were 27 rain events at the ECIN network during July-August 1981. Of 
these, events 1 and 2 in July and events 6, 8, and 14 in August were dropped 
from the analysis because no corresponding surface data were available. 
Furthermore, no regressions were derived to predict precipitation for rain 
events that produced less than 0.10 in. during the nocturnal-morning period. 
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July rain events 5, 6, 7, and 8 and August rain events 1, 2, and 5 were also 
dropped from the data set leaving a total of 15 rain events for the two month 
study. 
The regressions used for the PACE 1980 summer operations were developed 
along two approaches. The first approach, designated REGl, included all rain 
events that began during the daytime-convective period (1200-2100 CST). This 
regression was valid only if rain began during the forecast period. Two 
regressions, REG2 and REG3, developed as part of the second approach, included 
rain events that produced rainfalls exceeding 0.10 in. REG3 was further con-
strained to include only daytime-convective rain events. These regressions 
were valid when the rain events produced natural rainfall greater than 0.10 in. 
during the 1-3 hour period after the forecast was made. 
Because REG2 and REG3 were valid only if the natural rainfall exceeded 
0.10 in., some objective method was needed to classify the predicted rain 
events into greater than and less than 0.10 in. categories. The discriminators 
DIS and DISX served this" purpose. Both discriminators were valid during the 
daylight-convective period. They differed in that the predictors used in DISX 
were representative of small areas rather than points (extrema variables 
(Achtemeier, 1981)) and that made the regression less sensitive to differing 
data distributions when transferred for use at other sites. 
Table 9 summarizes the rainfall amounts from the 15 rain events and gives 
the corresponding rainfall amounts predicted by regression where valid. 
Regression REGl, valid for all daytime-convective period rain events predicted 
rainfall for nine rain events. The inclusion of the light rainfall events made 
REGl a poor predictor of rainfall with the independent PACE data. 
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Table 9. Rainfall amounts from the July-August 1980 rain 
events and corresponding amounts predicted by 
regressions where valid. 
Obs Number Amt REG1 REG2 REG3 DIX DISX DXKEG2 DXREG3 
1 03 JL 0.17 - 0.12 -
2 04 JL 0.30 - 0.06 -
3 09 JL 0.06 0.71 - 0.22 1 0 0.05 0.05 
4 10 JL ' 0.18 0.37 0.25 0.28 1 0 0.05 0.05 
5 11 JL 0.48 - 0.20 -
6 12 JL 0.01 0.18 - 0.12 0 0 0.05 0.05 
7 03 AG 0.33 0.86 0.01 0.14 - 1 1 0.01 0.14 
8 04 AG 0.02 0.42 - - 1 1 0.01 0.30 
9 07 AG 0.30 0.77 0.32 0.71 0 1 0.32 0.71 
10 09 AG 1.96 0.32 0.34 0.59 0 1 0.34 0.59 
11 10 AG 1.64 - 0.43 - - -
12 11 AG 0.22 - 0.16 -
13 12 AG 0.02 0.35 - - 0 0 0.05 0.05 
14 13 AG 0.09 0.45 0 0 0.05 0.05 
15 15 AG 0.22 - 0.26 -
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Table 10 shows that the correlation coefficient between observed and REG1 
rainfall amounts was -0.14, and indication that the observed and REGl amounts 
were inversely related. This relationship was not significant. By contrast, 
regressions REG2 and REG3, valid for rains greater than 0.10 in., were 
correlated with observed rainfall at 0.64 and 0.55, respectively. REG2 was 
significant at the 5% level. 
A comparison of the mean square error (MSE) and the predicted mean square 
error (PMSE) (Table 10) shows that the PMSE were more than six times larger 
than the corresponding MSE. These large differences arose almost entirely from 
the gross underestimates of the precipitation with the heavy 9AG and 10AG rain 
events. Both of these rain events had durations of over 30 hours. Some of the 
heavier rain periods (Table 4) occurred long after the rain events began. It 
is not likely that surface data collected 1-3 hours before the rain begin time 
and within 500 km of the raingage network would have much predictive power 
beyond 12 hours, especially when the prevailing synoptic weather conditions 
were undergoing rapid change as was observed during 9AG. 
When the 9AG and 10AG rain event totals were replaced by the totals from 
the first rain periods (0.20 and 0.92 in., respectively), the PMSE (in 
parentheses) was reduced favorably relative to the MSE (Table 10). 
The discriminators were given weights of 1.0 for moderate and heavy rains 
and 0.0 for light rains less than 0.10 in. Contingency tables (Table 11) show 
the accuracy of these variables for discriminating rainfall over the ECIN. 
Five of the nine daytime-convective period rain events were correctly 
discriminated by DIS. Two of the rain events incorrectly predicted to exceed 
0.10 in. might be regarded as operational inconveniences in that seeding air-
craft would be dispatched to treat storm systems for which the supposed 
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Table 10. Summary of regression equation performance 
with rain events from July-August 1980. 
No of Correlation Dependent Independent 
Regression Obs Coefficient MSE PMSE Significance 
REG1 9 -0.14 0.07 0.45 (0.16) .72 
REG2 10 0.64 0.06 0.43 (0.05) .04 
REG3 6 0.55 0.05 0.37 (0.06) .26 
DXREG2 9 0.74 — 0.24 (0.05) .02 
DXREG3 9 0.61 — 0.30 (0.02) .08 
Table 11. Contingency tables for the greater than or less 
than 0.10 in. rainfall discriminators DIS and DISX. 
DIS DISX 
OBSERVED OBSERVED 
P YES NO P YES NO 
R R 
E YES 2 2 E YES 3 1 
D D 






increased water yields would be so small as to have little economical benefit. 
More serious were the failures, particularly the two storms expected to be 
light rain producers but which in fact produced rainfalls in excess of 0.10 in. 
These presumed economically beneficial systems could conceivably escape treat-
ment. The two failures were 07 AG (0.30 in.) and 09 AG (1.96 in.). 
The DIX discriminator, which was less sensitive to the data distribution 
than was the DIS, correctly discriminated 7 of the 9 daytime-convective period 
rain events. There was one false alarm (04 AG, 0.02 in.) and one failure (10 
JL, 0.18 in.). Using DISX as a "front end", two new regressions, DXREG2 and 
DXREG3 were created so that when the discriminator indicated light rainfalls, a 
value of 0.05 in. was assigned. When the discriminator predicted rainfalls in 
excess of 0.10 in., the value of REG2 or REG3 was assigned to DXREG2 or DXREG3, 
respectively. The rainfall amounts for these new regressions are shown in the 
last two columns of Table 9. Amounts of 0.05 in. were assigned to 09 JL (0.06 
in.), 10 JL (0.18 in.), 12 JL (0.01 in.), 12 AG (0.02 in.) and 13 AG (0.09 
in.). The false alarm, 04 AG (0.02 in.) was given the value predicted by REG2 
(0.01 in.) and REG3 (0.03 in.). Since the new regression were restricted to 
the daytime-convective period, several of the better REG2 predictions, most 
notably 03 JL, 11 AG, and 15 AG were dropped from the sample. The very poor 
prediction for 10 AG also was dropped. With the changes in the observations, 
the DXREG2 correlation was 0.74 significant at the 2% level. DXREG3 was 
correlated at 0.61 and was significant at 8%. 
The prospect of including the nocturnal-morning rain events in the new 
regressions was considered but not attempted. The DISX discriminator had been 
derived from daytime-convective period data only a review of the original 
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correlation coefficient patterns from this period and from the nocturnal-
morning period showed that the rainfall-covariate relationships were not 
similar for the two periods. 
The findings of the regression evaluation for the PACE summer 1980 
revealed that the regressions based upon data from rain events that produced 
rainfall amounts in excess of 0.10 in. have predictive power and would be 
useful for reducing the natural rainfall variance in the evaluation of a cloud 
seeding experiment. The discriminator regression, DISX, seems to have some 
value as an aid in the decision of whether or not to commence aircraft opera-
tions given that it will rain from 1-3 hours after the observation time. 
Further testing with additional independent observations are needed to 
determine if these optimistic conclusions are justified. 
For purposes of comparison, the rainfall amounts predicted from DXREG2 and 
DXREG3 were replaced with the rainfall amounts estimated from the trough-
vorticity advection table (Table 7) and the Pearson correlation coefficients 
recalculated. Both regression coefficients were statistically insignificant 
and were negative (-0.23 and -0.39) indicating an inverse relationship with 
rainfall. 
Evaluation of Surface Analysis/Cloud Model Mesh 
The Kreitzberg and Perkey (1976) (K-P) time dependent, one-dimensional 
cloud model was used to simulate convective clouds over a region including most 
of Illinois. The model was initialized with soundings created through a 
complex scheme described by Achtemeier (1978). No independent soundings were 
taken to evaluate the accuracy of the soundings generated with the input of 
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the surface analyses. Therefore, the evaluation consisted of comparing the 
timing of development and the location of simulated deep "radar detectable" 
precipitating clouds with the timing and location of radar detected precipitat-
ing cloud systems as determined from radar summary charts. 
The evaluation comprised the real-time modeled cloud analyses produced 
between August 1-20, 1980. Table 12 summarizes the model simulations for each 
operational day. There were a total of 71 simulation runs. 
A qualitative comparison between observed and simulated patterns of deep 
"radar detectable" precipitating clouds revealed that the model had little or 
no skill in simulating either the timing or the location of storms. As an 
operational tool, the model output was disregarded by the PACE meteorologists 
and project managers. 
The modified soundings used to initialized the K-P model were not 
representative of the spatial and temporal atmospheric conditions or there 
would have been greater correspondence between simulation and observation. 
This lack of correspondence was traced to the gross violation of three of the 
assumptions made in developing the sounding modification techniques. These 
assumptions and the reasons for the violations are the subject of the following 
discussion. 
Assumption 1: The Precipitation System is Coupled with the Surface. The 
first basic assumption made in deriving the sounding analysis technique 
(Achtemeier, 1978) was that the vertically integrated effects of sub-synoptic 
and mesoscale weather systems are detectable in the surface observations, both 
in space and time. Two reasons why this assumption may not be valid are: (1) 
the distances separating observation sites may be so large that the weather 
disturbances go undetected, and (2) the weather disturbances may be attached 
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Table 12. Days of objective products in August 1980 and 
number of sounding analysis cloud model runs. 
Day Number of Simulations Day Number of Simulations 
1 6 11 7 
4 8 13 7 
5 0 14 7 
6 3 15 6 
7 3 16 0 
8 4 17 6 
9 6 18 3 
10 0 19 5 
20 0 
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to middle-level moisture and vertical motions which are not linked to the lower 
levels except at later stages when and if precipitation induced downdrafts 
produce outflowing air masses large enough to be detected in the surface 
observations. 
As regards the surface network, there were several large data gaps north 
and south of the ECIN (Fig. 1) which were large enough to hide moderate sized 
meso-circulations and to cause errors up to 100 km (equal to 1/2 the distance 
across the data gaps) in the location of the meso-circulations that were 
detectable. 
As regards the second reason for the failure of assumption 1, aircraft 
flight logs, and cloud photographs were used to deduce that the weather dis-
turbances were not always coupled with the surface layer. Cloud base heights 
and cloud type information were cataloged for 29 August days. There were 5 
clear days and 6 days with fair-weather cumulus. Of the 18 days remaining, 14 
days were described as having high based cumulus (cloud bases higher than 8,000 
ft.), as having two cumulus layers one high based and the other more typical of 
fair weather cumulus, or as having rain showers from high based cloud layers. 
Thirteen rain events occurred over the ECIN during the first 29 days of 
August. Eleven of the rain events were either confirmed as originating from 
high based cloud layers or high base cumulus were observed during part of the 
rain period. Eight of the rain events produced amounts less than 0.10 in. at 
the ECIN. However, several of these were convective cloud systems with well 
defined rain shifts and occasional bolts of cloud to ground lightning. The 
11AG (18 August) rain event was the most notable, having produced two periods 
with locally heavy rain storms. Funnel clouds formed during the second period 
when low based cumulus congestus finally coupled with high based cumulonimbus. 
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Airmass vertical structures that led to double-layer cumulus decks (Fig. 
4) were characterized by a shallow moist surface layer overlain by a dry warm 
layer which was overlain by a deep moist layer at middle levels. Rain events 
were in progress at the ECIN at the time both soundings were taken. Peoria is 
located approximately 60 miles northwest of the ECIN. The surface moist layer 
was only 50 mb deep on both soundings. Capped by stable layers below 850 mb, 
cumulus cloud development was limited to the shallow fair weather type. The 
upper moist layer was based between 700 and 750 mb and produced high based 
thunderstorms on both days. The middle level environment sounded at 1200 GMT 
11 August was convectively unstable with respect to saturated air parcels 
originating from near 750 mb (Fig. 4b). 
In summary then, decoupling of the surface layer from the layers that 
produced deep precipitating clouds was the primary reason for the persistent 
violations of the first assumption. It is believed that airmass stratifica-
tions of the type shown in Fig. 4 are not uncommon in the upper middle west. 
However, August 1980 may be unique in that these airmasses predominated for 
most of the month. 
Assumption 2: The Soundings are Representative of the Undisturbed 
Environment. Another basic assumption made in deriving the sounding analysis 
technique was that the reference Peoria and/or Salem soundings must be 
representative of the undisturbed environment. This assumption was necessary 
because temperature and moisture profiles above the boundary layer are extra-
polated without modification in space and time. The extent to which this 
assumption was satisfied during the period the sounding analysis was run 
operationally was assessed by finding the number of days that precipitation was 
within 50 miles and +/- two hours of the 1200 GMT observation time at either 
Peoria or Salem. 
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Figure 4. Temperature and moisture sounding from the surface to 500 mb for 
1200 GMT a) 01 August, and b) 11 August, 1980. 
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The model was initialized with 1200 GMT soundings taken on 17 of the first 
20 August days. On 14 of those days, precipitation was close enough in space 
and/or time to have possibly modified the soundings by changing the temperature 
and moisture structure by advection and/or by cloud scale vertical motion 
fields. Of the remaining three days, for which radar echoes were not close to 
the rawinsonde sites at 1200 GMT, on only one, 4 August, did precipitation form 
later in the day. August 4 was classed as a day with double layered cumulus 
decks. 
Assumption 3: Boundary Layer Moisture is Assumed to be Well Mixed and 
Equal to the Surface Moisture. The fields of surface moisture provided the 
only means used thus far for the modification of the reference sounding 
boundary layer for spatial and temporal variations in moisture. Boundary layer 
moisture was set equal to the surface moisture. If, in actuality, the boundary 
layer moisture was not well mixed, i.e., there existed a negative gradient of 
moisture, assumption 3 led to overestimates of the boundary layer moisture with 
the result that the boundary layer convective instability was overestimated and 
the lower troposphere was over-destabilized. Thus, there was an increased 
possibility that the K-P model would simulate deep precipitating clouds when 
initialized with these modified soundings. 
Although the boundary layer is seldom homogeneous with respect to moisture 
(well mixed), several atmospheric conditions combined to produce strong 
vertical gradients of moisture at times during August 1980. These were: 1) a 
dry airmass covering a shallow moist airmass that was generally less than 100 
mb deep, 2) overnight and early morning rains followed by afternoon clearing, 
and 3) abundant evaporation of surface moisture and evapotranspiration during 
the hot afternoon hours. 
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The local change in surface moisture can be expressed by 
where the sources of moisture are evaporation of falling rain, evaporation of 
surface moisture, and evapotranspiration. The moisture sinks are condensation 
into dew and mixing of moist air with dryer air from aloft. If the moisture 
observations are taken deep within a homogenous airmass, - =0 and the 
moisture varies with local sources and sinks. 
Hilberg's (1978) analysis of 4 summers of moisture data from the St. Louis 
area showed substantial dewpoint increases from shortly after sunrise until 
mid-morning. Then, from mid-morning to late afternoon, the dewpoint either 
rose slowly, remained constant, or fell slowly depending upon the relative 
magnitudes of the moisture sources and sinks. The dewpoint rose again from 
late afternoon until about sunset and afterwards fell gradually through the 
night until reaching its early morning minimum. 
During August 1980, the rapid evaporation of abundant moisture deposited 
by early morning rains combined with evapotranspiration to create a shallow 
surface layer with excessive moisture content. Dewpoints reached or surpassed 
the 75°F mark at many stations in Illinois and Indiana. Figure 5 shows time 
series of dewpoint for Indianapolis (IND) and Terre Haute (HUF), Indiana, for 
17-18 August 1980. Dewpoints reached or exceeded 80°F during part of each day 
at HUF; eight consecutive observations had dewpoints of 80°F or greater on the 
17th. 
As in Hilberg's analysis, the dewpoints rose rapidly after sunrise but the 
rate of rise did not decrease after mid-morning. Rather the dewpoints 
continued to the daily maxima around mid-afternoon - the time of maximum 
temperature and the time of expected maximum mixing at the interface between 
the boundary layer and drier air aloft. 
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TIME, CST 
Figure 5. Time series of dewpoint temperature for Indianapolis (IND) and 
Terre Haute (HUF), Indiana, for 17-18 August 1980. 
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The strong low level moisture sources and the upper level moisture sink 
combined to produce large vertical moisture gradients on 6 of the 17 opera-
tional days. Table 13 shows that the boundary layer was well mixed on 4 days 
(mixing ratio lapse rate less than 2 gm/kg/km), was moderately mixed on 7 days 
(mixing ratio lapse rate between 2-4 gm/kg/km), and was poorly mixed on 6 days 
(mixing ratio lapse rate greater than 4 gm/kg/km). The mixing ratio lapse 
rates were greatest during the first half of the operational period, the period 
during which the credibility of the sounding analysis as an operational fore-
cast tool was being assessed. The largest mixing ratio lapse rate occurred on 
August 10 with 8.2 gm/kg/km. 
SEVERE STORM STUDIES 
The Illinois Weather Modification Act excludes weather modification 
activities on rain events when 1) severe weather warnings are issued, and/or 2) 
radar echo tops exceed 50 k ft. These rules have been promulgated for two 
reasons. Firstly, attempted weather modification in various other regions of 
the United States at times when very severe weather occurred has been a source 
of occasional public controversy and lawsuits. Secondly, it is not known for 
certain the effect of attempted rain modification on such severe storm systems. 
One or both of these two severe weather indicators are usually present 
when severe weather occurs over Illinois. However, thunderstorms of moderate 
intensity can produce locally severe weather under certain conditions. As part 
of ongoing and future PACE related studies, a numerical thunderstorm outflow 
model is under development in anticipation of the need to monitor severe 
weather. Specifically, it is being designed as a real-time, nowcast model 
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Table 13. Lapse rates of mixing ratio at 0000 GMT 
on PACE operational days August 1980. 
Boundary Layer Mixing Ratio 
Date/Time Depth Lapse Rate 
GMT (mb) gm/kg/km 
8/ 2/00 63 6.2 
*8/ 5/00 63 5.5 
8/ 6/00 105 3.0 
8/ 7/00 144 6.7 
8/ 8/00 58 3.4 
*8/ 9/00 199 6.7 
8/10/00 61 8.2 
*8/ll/00 230 0.4 
8/12/00 68 0.4 
*8/14/00 55 7.3 
8/15/00 168 3.4 
8/16/00 107 1.1 
*8/17/00 235 1.1 
8/18/00 139 3.4 
8/19/00 56 2.7 
8/20/00 101 3.2 
8/21/00 187 4.0 
*PIA sounding missing or no discernible boundary layer. SLO sounding 
substituted. 
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that will enable project meteorologists to 1) identify and monitor severe shear 
zones that may be hazardous to project aircraft operating near cloud base, and 
2) identify and monitor storm outflow configurations that lead to locally 
damaging winds. 
The model under development is considered a 2 1/2-dimensional model 
designed to predict transports of boundary layer heat and momentum on the cloud 
scale and larger. It is 3-dimensional in temperature and height of the outflow 
layer, but is only 2-dimensional in wind. The model can use a variable grid 
that ranges in size from 20 km to 200 km or larger. The grid spacing is also 
variable; 1 km and 2 km grid spaces have been used in tests. The outflow model 
is based upon the horizontal momentum equations, the equation of state, the 
continuity equation, and an equation for the temperature profiles for the 
environment and for the storm downdraft. The basic equations are: 
The advective term has been left out of (3) as it is treated separately as part 
of the integration scheme. The atmosphere is partitioned into 2 layers. The 
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influence of the upper layer defined from some level H (order of 1 km) to the 
top of the atmosphere upon the lower level defined from the ground to H, comes 
through PH. The variable PH is assumed to be equal to the surface pressure 
minus boundary layer pressure-disturbances brought on by temperature variations 
such as in thunderstorm outflows, shallow fronts, sea and/or land breezes. 
The unknown variables are u, v (the west-east and south-north wind 
components), h (the depth of the outflow layer), (the pressure perturbation 
caused by the dense cold outflow air), and 6T (the temperature perturbation 
between the environment and the outflow). Parameters are pQ (air density, a 
constant for shallow layers by the anelastic approximation), a (the fraction of 
the outflow layer depth that is within divergent flow), F (the coefficient for 
the nonlinear friction terms), PH (the pressure at the upper boundary (level 
H) held fixed until updated), and and (the lapse rates of temperature 
for the environment and for the downdraft, respectively). 
For the "undisturbed part of the flow", the model is initialized and 
updated with large scale pressure at the upper boundary (H) and with large 
scale pressure, temperature, and wind at the lower boundary (surface). These 
data may be obtained from any or all of the following: surface observations, 
rawinsonde observations, and satellite remote sensing observations, whichever 
are appropriate and available. For the disturbed motions, the model is also 
initialized and updated with the perturbation pressure and temperature at the 
location of the source of the perturbation. The location of the source may be 
obtained from raingage data, radar data, and satellite data whichever are 
appropriate and available. The perturbation pressure and temperature can be 
obtained directly from mesoscale network data (usually available only for 
special studies). When these data are unavailable, the perturbation pressure 
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and temperature will have to be obtained empirically from other routine 
observations such as rawinsonde, surface, radar, and satellites. The 
envisioned typical initialization procedure is to update the larger scale 
fields once per hour or more and to update the perturbation fields as 
frequently as the radar and/or satellite data indicate is necessary. 
The integration method is similar in some respects to the marker and cell 
method used in fluid mechanics (Harlow and Welch, 1965; Harlow and Shannon, 
1967; Daly and Pracht, 1968; Foote, 1971). The initial conditions consist of 
the large scale surface velocity components, pressure, temperature and lapse 
rates on an Eulerian grid. Also included are the locations of local perturba-
tion sources, if any, the surface temperatures and lapse rates. Lapse rates 
may be prespecified. 
The model operates with a 3-step integration sequence; 2 Eulerian and 1 
Lagrangian. The first Eulerian step consists of calculating the downdraft 
pressure anomalies and adding them to the existing environmental pressure 
fields. Then equations (1) and (2) are solved for the total derivatives of u 
and v. The pressure gradient force and the existing velocity components are 
interrogated to find the shortest time increment required for an accelerating 
particle located at a grid point to pass through a neighboring grid square. 
This assures linear stability. The Lagrangian step consists of calculating 
trajectories of each point proceeding from the grid corners to somewhere within 
the grid interiors. All properties associated with each point, including 
temperature and height of the outflow layer, are advected to the new positions. 
Then all grid squares are interrogated. If more than one advected point is 
within a square, only the one with the coldest temperature is retained. Empty 




layer heights are interpolated back to the grid points (Cressman, 1959). The 
radius of influence is increased around any empty grid square. The second 
Eulerian step calculates the divergence and equation (3) is solved. Then the 
integration sequence is repeated. 
To date the model has been tested with only one case study, the left-
moving thunderstorm of 23 April 1964 (Hammond, 1967) which was an example of a 
strong fast moving gust front that persisted at great distances from the parent 
storm. The initial field of pressure and wind assumed for the model is shown 
in Figure 6. The initial temperature of 85°F was uniform over the grid. The 
grid used was a 100 x 100 km square with a grid spacing of 2 km. The 16 dark 
squares are the location where time series of wind speed and direction, 
pressure, convergence, and temperature were made. 
The model was updated at 10-min intervals with artifical radar thunder-
storm echoes that simulate the development of a severe splitting thunderstorm 
(Achtemeieri 1969). The perturbation pressure beneath the echoes was assumed 
to be a linear function of the strength of the thunderstorm "high" and the 
maximum radar echo intensity. Figure 7 shows the wind, pressure, and tempera-
ture fields after 78-rain of integration. The radar "echoes" are contoured for 
intensity with the more intense areas receiving the largest downdraft pressure 
perturbation according to the linear approach assumed for this case. 
Several features of the airflow around the left-moving "storm" (the storm 
at the upper right of Fig. 7) are of particular interest. First, the apparent 
anticyclonic circulation within the outflow air (as indicated by the anti-
cyclonic curvature in the wind field) is in agreement with the analyses of 
left-moving storms by Fujita and Grandoso (1968). Second, the main thrust of 
the outflowing air is along the gust front from left forward edge of the storm 
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Figure 7. 
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and westward (leftward) some 24-30 km into an area through which storms did not 
pass. This outflowing airmass spread northwestward as the model storm was 
moved northeastward along the dark arrow (Fig. 7). 
The storm studied by Hammond also showed the main thrust of the outflow 
along and to the left of the storm (Fig. 8). The gust front, with gusts to 40 
kts all along its leading edge, extended off the network at least 30 nm (56 km) 
to the left of the area of precipitation. The movement of high velocity air 
into an area with little or no convective activity, can result in sudden 
unanticipated shifts in the vector wind and the development of severe shear 
zones which can be hazardous to many interests. 
Figure 9 shows the time series for the wind for a point in the model (Fig. 
9a) and a site in the mesonetwork (Fig. 9b) both of which were located just to 
the left of the center of the maximum pressure perturbation as the left-moving 
storm passed by. 
Although the gustiness of the actual wind gives more detail in the 
observed trace than is apparent in the trace of the modelled wind, the major 
features are similar. The wind surges to near 50 kts (points A) were followed 
by winds less than 10 kts approximately one half hour later (points B). Then 
the wind speed increased again to 15-20 kts (points C). Thus, the similarity 
between observed and modelled winds exist for both the major features of the 
wind trace and the relative timing of these features. 
THREE-DIMENSIONAL CROSS SECTION ANALYSIS 
In our 1980 report (Achtemeier et al., 1980), a technique was presented 
for three-dimensional analysis of rawinsonde temperature, height, and wind 
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Figure 8. Surface temperature over the NSSL mesonetwork at 1700 CST 
23 April 1964 (Hammond, 1967). 
Figure 9. a) Time series of wind direction and speed from the ISWS 
model; b) time series of wind speed at a NSSL mesonet 
site (Hammond, 1967). 
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fields. By this method, the horizontal resolution of meteorological fields 
could be improved by exploiting the vertical resolution of the rawinsonde 
temperature and moisture observations. It was assumed that the observed 
thermal structures have spatial continuity and that the slopes of these 
features do not depart significantly from the slopes obtained with currently 
available data networks. Several examples of preproduction analyses produced 
by the 3-dimensional cross-section technique showed upper level baroclinic 
zones that accompany jet streaks. 
The technique further underwent sensitivity tests with a selected set of 
baroclinic zones that varied in strength, shape, and location within the data 
network. Figure 10 shows a subjective isentropic cross section (solid line) 
from 500-200 mb on 12 GMT 05 June 1973. A section of the 3-dimensional cross-
section analysis (dashed lines) shows that a strong baroclinic zone between 
Omaha, Nebraska (553), and Peoria, Illinois (532), was overstrengthened by the 
objective analysis. 
There were two reasons for the exaggerated baroclinic zone. Firstly, it 
is a characteristic of objective technique that fit by curves or surfaces to 
locate maximum isentrope slopes midway between observations. Results similar 
to those discussed here have been found with the spline interpolation (Shapiro 
and Hastings, 1973) and with the overlapping polynomial method (Whittaker and 
Petersen, 1977). Secondly, the location, spacing, and relative weights 
accorded observations near the baroclinic zone contributed to the intensified 
isentropic gradients. In the case of 12 GMT 05 June 1973 (Fig. 10), Topeka, 
Kansas, located 200 km south of Omaha, Nebraska, was accorded a relatively high 
weight by viture of its relatively short distance from the plane of the cross-
section. Its temperature observations were almost identical to the Omaha 




temperature observations and the combined relative weight of the two stations 
served to extend colder potential temperatures into the data void between Omah 
and Peoria. 
Although the concentration of baroclinic zones between observations may 
not be as evident as it was for the 05 June 1973 case, some effects of station 
spacing and curve fitting will always occur with this type of analysis. There-
fore, the 3-dimensional analysis planned for the development of upper air pre-
dictor variables for PACE has been delayed pending the completion of an 
improved 3-dimensional cross-section analysis. 
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DAILY WEATHER AND LIGHT PLANE OBSERVATIONS DURING 
THE SUMMER 1980 FIELD EXPERIMENT 
David B. Johnson and Patrick Kennedy 
INTRODUCTION 
The daily weather during the 1980 field experiment was capsulized and sub-
sequently used to characterize weather regimes during the project. On days 
when the light plane was flown, additional information was recorded to assist 
interpretation of the cloud base temperature data. The nearly daily map and 
rawinsonde data summaries are contained in Appendix A and the additional 
detailed flight-day summaries are in Appendix B. In this Chapter, a summary is 
presented of the synoptic weather regimes and the physical measurements 
obtained from both the University of Wyoming and the Survey's light aircraft 
operations. 
SYNOPTIC WEATHER SUMMARY 
The large chart presented in Figure 1 covers most of July and August 1980 
and is designed to provide an overview of the weather conditions that occurred 
during the project period. After the field effort had ended, the observational 
data were used to subjectively divide the operational period into eight 




Figure 1 cont inued. 
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(1) Cooperative Observer Network: Daily rainfall reports from 
volunteer observers were collected at the Illinois State Water 
Survey. Data from those observers located within the University 
of Wyoming's King Air Operational Area were analyzed. For each 
day the number of observers reporting rain and the average 
accumulation of those stations reporting rain are shown. 
(2) Clinton Network: A square grid of 49 recording raingages was 
operated by the Illinois State Water Survey near Clinton, Illinois; 
within the King Air Operational Area. Rainfall maps were pre-
pared for every rainfall period. The number of gages receiving 
rain each day and the average amount recorded per gage that 
reported rain are shown. 
(3) Morrow Plots Data: Daily climatic station observations taken 
by the Illinois State Water Survey at the Morrow Plots, Urbana, 
Illinois. This data includes precipitation type and amount as 
well as maximum and minimum temperatures. 
In examining the differences between the eight different subjective 
weather periods, it is interesting to compare some of the low level properties 
of representative soundings. For each day in the operational period, the 12Z 
wind direction at the 850 mb level was used to choose either the Peoria or 
Salem sounding as the one most representative of the low level air flowing into 
the project area. Average 850 mb temperatures from each day's representative 
sounding are shown for each weather period. Similar averages of the represent-
ative station's surface to 500 mb relative humidity were obtained from the NMC 
12Z moisture composite charts and presented for each weather period. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EIGHT WEATHER REGIMES 
Heat Waves (July 7-20) 
As the observation period began a large anticyclone dominated the south 
central United States. The main flow of the westeries was located near the 
southern Canadian Border, leaving Illinois out of the path of most short wave 
disturbances. Low level air was hot and dry, originating in the west Texas-
New Mexico area. Cloud and precipitation activity was very limited. High and 
middle clouds appeared on some days with cumulus being mainly associated with 
dry frontal passages. 
Trough 1 (July 21-25) 
By July 20 the first significant 500 mb trough of the period was able to 
reach far enough south to influence the project area. Low-level moisture 
increased sufficiently to support widespread shower and thunderstorm activity 
on the 21st. Cooling air" followed the trough and cumulus development decreased 
on each day thereafter. 
Trough 2 (July 26-30) 
The second significant 500 mb trough and frontal system was slower-moving 
than the first. The system was semi-stationary across Illinois July 26 and 27. 
Multiple level (mainly stratiform) clouds were located behind the surface 
frontal position. Widespread steady light rain fell, especially on the 27th. 
As before, a cool airmass followed the trough with steadily decreasing cumulus 
activity. 
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Ozark Flow (July 31 - August 4) 
The airmass following the second trough stagnated over Illinois through 
the end of July and blocked off low level southerly flow from the Gulf of 
Mexico. Between July 31 and August 3 moderate southwesterly 850 mb winds from 
Texas and Missouri limited the moisture available to approaching disturbances. 
Light precipitation fell from high based cumulus during most of this period. 
Gulf Moisture (August 5-14) 
During the evening of August 4th a surface low center and upper air trough 
system approaching the area from the northern plains succeeded in backing the 
low level winds to the south and increasing moisture. Between the 5th and the 
14th moisture was available over Illinois and permitted frequent periods of 
showers and thunderstorms associated with weak systems passing at the surface 
and aloft. 
Overrunning (August 15-17) 
A cold front moved south of Champaign on the night of August 14th and 
became stationary across the southern tip of Illinois. During the 15-16th 
Gulf moisture overran the front producing a general light to moderate rain 
pattern from stratiform clouds. 
Gulf Moisture (August 18-21) 
The southern Illinois stationary front moved northward past central 
Illinois at midday on the 17th*". In its wake was a warm airmass with moderate 
moisture as several levels. Thunderstorm activity occurred on the first two 
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days of this period, but subsequently the airmass dried and stabilized through 
subsidence which lead to a marked decline in cumulus activity. 
Canadian Air (August 22-29) 
Following the passage of a broad cold frontal zone during August 21 cool 
dry Canadian air overspread Illinois. Fair weather cumulus developed with 
afternoon heating in the new airmass, but no precipitation developed until 
middle level moisture re-entered the area at the end of the project period. 
SUMMER 1980 CLOUD OBSERVATIONS 
Background 
During July and August 1980 an effort was made to collect detailed micro-
physical data to add to our knowledge of the physical properties of Midwestern 
clouds in general and Illinois clouds in particular. During the entire period 
a light plane was operated to provide airborne reconaissance of cloud condi-
tions and measurements of cloud base temperatures. The light plane operations 
are summarized elsewhere within this report. The highlight of the summer oper-
ations was the August 1-22 participation of the University of Wyoming King Air 
research aircraft (2UW) in our on-going pre-experimental studies for PACE. 
Indeed, the 1980 summer operations were designed around the Wyoming aircraft. 
The Wyoming aircraft is a state-of-the-art research platform instrumented for 
cloud physics research. Its participation in PACE followed immediately after 
the completion of its involvement in HIPLEX operations in Montana. 
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With only a three week period for intensive operations, it would not have 
been possible (even in theory) to develop any sort of climatological study of 
cloud properties in the PACE operational area. All that could be hoped for was 
a detailed look at a number of specific cases that might illuminate some of the 
properties of convective clouds in this area. Unfortunately, the operational 
period was significantly reduced when a lightning strike to the plane on August 
6 (before the first cloud penetration of the day) grounded the King Air until 
August 15. During the nine days the King Air was inoperative, we experienced 
the most favorable weather of the summer for convective cloud studies with 
perhaps 7 days with "workable" clouds. On five of the days on which the King 
Air was operational we were able to collect significant sets of cloud micro-
physical data. Although these days contain a number of interesting features, 
none of the cases studied directly address the properties of the warm-based 
convective elements that are the most likely candidates for modification 
studies. 
An overview of the King Air observations and a discussion of the aircraft 
and its instrumentation was provided by Wyoming scientists (Appendix A). In 
order to compare the general features of the clouds studied during the 1980 
operations with the properties of Midwest clouds observed during the 2 week 
visit of NOAA's instrumented P-3 to Illinois in 1978, the Wyoming data were 
reanalyzed and summary tables of cloud properties prepared that are directly 
comparable with the P-3 results summarized in SWS Contract Report 245 of 
November 1980 (Final Report on PACE Pre-Experiment Studies under Contract NOAA 
NA79 RAC00114). To facilitate" comparison with the earlier results the data 
tables are presented in the same order and with the same numbering system as 
was used previously. 
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1980 Aircraft Data 
The overall goal of the 1980 aircraft operations was to study cloud 
glaciation and the evolution of ice, liquid water, and updraft structures in 
Illinois' warm-based convective clouds. Simultaneous radar observations were 
planned to test the utility of dual-polarization radar measurements to monitor 
the onset of cell glaciation, but except for the need for continual communica-
tion with the radar, the radar operations were designed to have little or no 
operational impact on the aircraft measurements. The radar observations are 
discussed elsewhere in this report. 
During the 1980 Illinois operations the King Air made 46 penetrations of 
12 different clouds on five major flights (see Table 1). In this analysis, 
second-by-second data for each pass were used to obtain the properties of each 
updraft or downdraft unit (370 in all). Since only 12 clouds were studied, it 
is possible to combine several data tables and directly summarize the maximum 
updraft velocity, liquid water content (J. W. instrument), and cloud droplet 
concentrations (FSSP instrument) for each cloud. This table summary is shown 
in Table 2. 
The flight on August 5, 1980 was limited to clouds that did not reach 0°C 
isotherm, but in all other respects were most like the clouds studied in 1978. 
The remaining 4 days in 1980 involved less active cells that were often high-
based and which had relatively low liquid water contents. On August 18, 1980 
the most severe weather of the study period was observed (the airport tower, 
for example, reported "funnels" aloft), but the convection was embedded in 
wide-spread stratiform layers which reduced visibility and mandated a con-
servative flight plan largely guided by on-board radar and designed to miss the 
most active cells. 
Table 1. Summary of 1980 PACE Aircraft Data. 
Total Average 
Number Number Est. Total Number Average Average Max. Droplet 
Date Brief of Clouds of Cloud Base of Updraft and Max. Updraft Max. LWC concentration 
(August 1980 Description Sampled Penetrations Temp. (°C) Downdraft Units (m s-1) (g m-3) (cm-3) 
5 Warm cumulus 4 10 18° 40 11.6 1.34 698 
15 Altostratus with 2 4 14° 37 7.1 .87 437 
embedded convection 
17 Mid-level convective 2 17 10° 118 5.2 .83 257 
cloud field 
18 Embedded convection 3 9 ? 97 9.2 .43 257 
19 High-based alto- 1 6 0° 78 6.6 .17 205 
cumulus 
Totals 12 46 370 
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Table 2. Cloud-by-Cloud Summary of 1980 PACE Aircraft Data. 
Max. Max. Max. Droplet 
Data Cloud Number of Updraft LWC concentration 
(August 1980) Number Penetrations (m s-1) (g m-3) (cm-3) 
5 1 2 12.6 2.09 773 
2 3 14.9 1.79 762 
3 2 11.4 .30 505 
4 3 7.6 1.19 752 
15 1 3 7.7 1.04 512 
2 1 6.5 .07 360 
17 1 7 4.6 .58 191 
2 10 5.7 1.07 323 
18 1 3 10.6 .92 292 
2 2 7.7 .29 253 
3 4 9.4 .08 227 
19 1 6 6.6 .17 205 
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Table 3 shows the distribution of cloud dimensions for each cloud 
penetrated as reflected in the pass length in km. Compared to the 1978 data, 
the clouds observed in 1980 were quite large. In actuality, the cells that 
make up each cloud were not that different in size, there were just more of 
them per penetration. Basically this just reflects the preponderence of 
embedded convection in the 1980 data. Table 4 shows the distribution of sizes 
of each of the 370 individual updraft or downdraft units observed during the 5 
major flights. The sizes are presented in 2-sec groupings, where a 2 sec pass 
would correspond to a cell size of 200 m. Table 5 shows the total number of 
updrafts and downdrafts per cloud penetration. In general, small features are 
not particularly important to the overall cloud structure. This is likely to 
be particularly true in the present analysis which simply used a change in sign 
of the updraft to define the cellular structure. If updrafts are near zero, 
the sign of the updraft can fluctuate and introduce large numbers of small, un-
important cells. Stratification 1 duplicates the presentation of numbers of 
updrafts and downdrafts, but in this case only considers features larger than 
0.5 km. Stratification 2 reports this procedure for features larger than 1.0 
km. Approximately 10% of the cloud penetrations had no feature larger than 0.5 
km while 33% had no feature larger than 1.0 km. Table 6 presents a similar 
analysis for updrafts alone. 
Tables 7-10 shows the distributions of both peak and mean values of liquid 
water content and updraft velocity for each of the 370 separate updraft and 
downdraft units analyzed in this study. Compared with the 1978 data, this 
additional data set shows weaker updrafts and lower water contents than pre-
viously measured. Table 11 also shows the reduced water contents. This table 
shows the portion of each updraft that had liquid water contents greater than 
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Table 3. Pass Length (km). 
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Table 4. Number of Updraft and Downdraft Units 
with the Indicated Dimensions (sec)*. 
*Each second of flight = 100 m path length. 
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Table 5. Number of Updrafts and Downdrafts per Penetration. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features smaller than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features smaller than 1.0 km 
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Table 6. Number of Updrafts per Penetration. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features smaller than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features smaller than 1.0 km 
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Table 7. Number of Updraft and Downdraft Units with Peak 
Velocities (V)* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
*V specified in m s-1. 
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Table 8. Number of Updraft and Downdraft Units with Mean 
Velocities (V)* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
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Table 9. Number of Updraft and Downdraft Units with Peak 
Liquid Water Contents (D* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
*L specified in g m-3 (J.W. instrument). 
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Table 10. . Number of Updraft and Downdraft Units with Mean 
Liquid Water Contents (L)* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
specified in g m-3 (J.w. instrument). 
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Table 11. Number of Updraft having Liquid Water Contents (J.W. 
instrument) Greater Than or Equal to 1 g m-3 over the 
Indicated Fraction of the Updraft (P). 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
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or equal to 1 g m-3. While a similar analysis of the 1978 data found that 
30% of the sampled updrafts had liquid water contents ≥ 1 g m-3 over more 
than half their length, that same figure was reduced to less than 4% in the 
1980 data. 
In the 1978 analysis no effort was made to explore the number concentra­
tion of cloud droplets measured by the FSSP instrument mounted on the P-3 
because of a considerable amount of uncertainty about the accuracy and repro-
ducability of the instrument. Advances in the use of this type of instrument 
now give more confidence in the drop concentration data and, in fact, the 
Wyoming group has taken the lead in development. Tables 12a and 12b show the 
peak and Tables 13a and 13b shows the mean values of the small particle concen­
tration measured with the Wyoming FSSP during the 1980 penetrations. The data 
from 5 August appears to be the most interesting, both because it showed the 
highest droplet concentrations and because it may be more typical of the 
warm-based convective clouds that are the primary focus of PACE. 
Summary 
The primary result of the 1980 cloud studies is to underline the need for 
a more extensive study of the physical properties of Midwest clouds. Under 
PACE there have been two sampling studies - one of two weeks duration and the 
other (because of the lightning strike) somewhat less than 2 weeks. The 
weather during the time period that the King Air was operational, as shown in 
the weather regime sections, is not thought to be typical of Illinois summers, 
but does illustrate some of the variability in the type of clouds that can 
produce summertime rain in the Midwest. 
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Table 12A. Number of Updraft Units with Peak Small 
Particle Concentrations (N)* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
*N specified in cm-3 (PMS FSSP instrument). 
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Table 12B. Number of Downdraft Units with Peak Small 
Particle Concentrations (N)* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
*N specified in cm (PMS FSSP instrument). 
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Table 13A. Number of Updraft Units with Mean Small 
Particle Concentrations in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
specified in cm-3 (PMS FSSP instrument). 
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Table 13B. Number of Downdraft Units with Mean Small 
Particle Concentrations (N)* in the Indicated Ranges. 
Stratification 1: Eliminate all features less than 0.5 km 
Stratification 2: Eliminate all features less than 1.0 km 
specified in cm-3 (PMS FSSP instrument). 
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While it it clear that Illinois clouds can have, and often do have, the 
high liquid water contents needed for seeding there is still a need to further 
refine our knowledge about the onset of cloud glaciation in unseeded clouds and 
to address the extent of variability in these clouds and cloud systems. Such 
studies should precede any seeding experiment and are essential for properly 
defining specific seeding hypotheses to be tested in subsequent experiments. 
While recent theoretical and observational studies have advanced our knowledge 
of summertime convective clouds there is still enough uncertainty about the 
likely response of Midwest clouds to possible seeding strategies to mandate 
additional (and better supported) observational studies. Such studies should 
optimally involve 2-3 instrumented aircraft and be scheduled to continue over a 
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STUDY OF CLOUD PHYSICS IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS 
I. INTRODUCTION 
During August 1980, the University of Wyoming and its King Air parti-
cipated in the summertime precipitation investigation program designated as 
PACE (Precipitation Augmentation for Crops Experiment). This participation 
was funded through a subcontract from the Il1inois State Water Survey Division. 
The primary goal of PACE was to establish an effective program to increase show-
ery summertime precipitation in central Illinois. The University of Wyoming's 
contribution towards this goal was to provide in-cloud data via aircraft obser-
vations and coordinated with radar observation to allow for preliminary 
investigations into precipitation processes that characterized rainfall in 
central Illinois clouds. Determining the dominant precipitation mechanism is 
an important prerequisite for assessing the potential for modification of 
clouds by Agl seeding. More specifically, the University of Wyoming's 
objective in these studies was to penetrate clouds in the region where pre-
cipitation first develops to determine the nature of the first precipitation 
particles that form. Initially, these penetrations were to he at the-10°C 
level*, however, due to the restrictive airspace boundaries imposed by the 
ATC-FAA at Chicago and the warm synoptic conditions limiting cloud growth, 
the desired penetration level was not always attained. 
Illinois' climate is typically continental with cold winters, warm 
summers and frequent short-period fluctuations in temperature, humidity, 
cloudiness and wind direction. Except for a few low hills in the extreme 
south and a small unglaciated aVea in the extreme northwest, the terrain 
is flat. Differences in elevation have no significant influence on the 
climate. River drainage is mainly toward the Mississippi River, which forms 
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the entire western boundary of the state. Approximately one seventh of 
the state drains southeastward into the Wabash and Ohio Rivers. Only a small 
area drains into Lake Michigan. 
Summer-season storm systems tend to be weaker than the more frequent 
winter and spring storm systems, and tend to stay north, leaving Illinois 
with much sunshine interspersed with thunderstorm situations of comparatively 
short duration, affecting relatively small areas. The erratic occurrence of 
summer showers results in uneven distribution. 
Normal July and August rainfall is insufficient to meet the demands of 
a vigorously growing field crop. Subsoil moisture must be stored during 
the previous fall through spring for best crop production during most 
seasons. Major droughts are infrequent. Rather prolonged dry periods during 
a portion of the growing season are not unusual. Such periods may result in 
reduction in crop yields. 
Our immediate goals of the PACE exploratory phase included obtaining 
more climatology of cloud and precipitation characteristics and improved 
understanding of the physics of natural clouds in central Illinois. Most 
of this objective was achieved to varying degrees. There was less than opti-
mal success due to the dearth of appropriate subject clouds and the aircraft 
lightning strike. However, the data acquired are sufficient to render 
valuable information on cloud and precipitation characteristics through 
which out understanding of precipitation mechanism has been advanced. 
The University of Wyoming participated in the 1980 PACE field program 
1 August - 25 August. Twenty-two clouds were investigated within eight 
1 "Climate of Illinois", Climatography of the United States #60, NOAA, 
Environ. Data Service, NCC, Ashville, N.C., November 1976. 
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non-consecutive days by the University of Wyoming's King Air. Between 6 
August to 14 August, the King Air was down due to an engine overhaul because 
of a lightning strike encountered at approximately 1410 LT 6 August during 
the penetration of a vigorous cloud turret. 
The analysis on the data was performed from September 1980 to July 
1981 with a one month no-cost time extension through August 1981. A 
preliminary. report and cloud summary chart was provided to the Illinois 
State Water Survey in June. 
The purpose of this document is to present a summary of findings and 
conclusions with regard to the stated objective and to provide support to 
the research analysis of the radar data. 
II. AIRCRAFT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
This section contains a description of the King Air Research aircraft 
which was acquired and instrumented by the University of Wyoming under Bureau 
of Reclamation Contract No. 7-07-83-V0001. The aircraft is a Beechcraft 
Super King Air Model 200T, with reinforced outer wing panels to accommodate 
wing-tip mounting of the sensors and PMS probes. The aircraft is certified 
for flight to 31,000 ft and has a service ceiling of 32,800 ft, Some charac-
teristics of this aircraft are listed in Table 1. The sea-level rate of climb 
is about 2450 ft/min, and the aircraft is capable of an average climb of about 
1000 ft/min from 15,000 to 24,000 ft. Climb from sea-level to 25,000 ft 
takes less than 20 min. The aircraft is stable in slow flight, and capable 
of cloud penetrations at an indicated airspeed of about 140-150 kts. Missions 
in excess of 4 hrs are usually possible depending on available runway length 
and temperature. The aircraft is fully deiced and certified for flight into 
known icing conditions. 
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Table 2 summarizes the instrumentation on the aircraft, and Table 3 lists 
the PMS probes now mounted on the aircraft. 
The data acquisition and processing systems on this aircraft is con-
trolled with an onboard computer. The measurements are converted to engineer— 
ing units and displayed for use by the crew during flight. The data are 
recorded on computer-compatible magnetic tape for subsequent ground processing. 
There are two independent digital displays, one easily visible from both the 
pilot and copilot positions, and the other visible from both the copilot 
and system-operator positions. In addition, there is an analog display 
visible from the copilot position and from the system-operator position. 
Three basic guidelines were emphasized in the design and construction 
of this sytem. First, fluidity was achieved by making the data system 
electronically bus oriented, with each sensor having its own interface. This 
allows sensors to be added or deleted with only minor impact on the hardware. 
Second, the data displays were made comprehensive, understandable, and flexible. 
Parameters are all displayed in engineering units, and calculated parameters 
such as potential temperature or horizontal wind are also available in 
addition to the basic measurements. Third, reliability was achieved through 
a proven design using only high-reliability parts and tested sensors. (An 
exception to this is the acoustical ice nucleus counter which was not developed 
by us and which does not fall into either category.) 
Data are recorded using two Pertec 9-track 1600 bpi magnetic tape 
transports. These are controlled by a formatter which is in turn driven by 
a PMS Data Acquisition System. The system alternates between these two tape 
recorders, so that data are not lost during tape changes. 
Data from two asynchronous sources are recorded on the same tape. Two 
of the PMS optical probes, the 0AP-2D-C and the 0AP-2D-P probes, have data 
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rates which are dependent on the probe activity. All other measurements are 
sampled at fixed rates. To allow for asynchronous recording from these two 
sources, two different types of records are recorded. The records from the 
2-D probes are recorded when the appropriate buffers are filled, while the 
records corresponding to all other measurements are recorded at fixed 1-second 
intervals. These two record types are thus mixed on the resulting tape. The 
buffers for the two type records are independent so that no conflicts between 
the two types of records occur; i.e., no data are lost if a 2-D buffer fills 
while a fixed-rate record is being recorded, and also no loss occurs if the 
fixed-rate record needs to be written while a 2-D record is being written. 
Data are displayed in two areas. The cockpit display consists of six 
selectable panels, each of which can display a 5~digit measurement or calcu-
lated parameter. The time and data are also displayed at this station. The 
parameter to be displayed in any of the six positions is selected by a two-
digit thumbwheel switch. The channel number selected and the desired measure-
ment are then displayed by a gas-discharge type seven-segment Beckman unit 
which provides good daytime visibility. The data display in the cabin, 
mounted behind the pilot and visible from the copilot position and from the 
system-operator position, is exactly the same; however, the selection of 
parameters is independent of the front unit. In addition, an HP graphics 
terminal is visible at this station for analog plots such as soundings, 
flight tracks, or time plots of measured parameters. 
The heart of the data acquisition is an HP 2109 "E" series computer. 
The program is loaded into this computer before each flight from a cassette 
loader. The computer directly controls all the displays and interfaces with 
two separate data collection electronic subsystems. One of the subsystems 
has been designed primarily to collect digital data and to interface digitally 
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TABLE 1. Beechcraft Super King Air Model 200 T (N2UW) 
TABLE 2. Instrumentation Onboard Wyoming King Air (N2UW) 
*Values quoted are estimates of overall useable resolution which can be expected for actual flight conditions. 
In several cases, Indicated by (-) , we have insufficient experience to estimate the useable resolution. Theoretical 
resolutions are one part in 4095 for all the above parameters. 
TABLE 2 ( con t i nued ) : 
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TABLE 3. PMS Probes Installed on Super King Air (N2UW) 
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with the data controller. The other subsystem is a microprocessor-controlled 
analog data multiplexer. This subsystem samples the primary analog data ten 
times a second and sends it in a burst to the computer once a second. 
111. CASE STUDIES 
5 AUG 81 
The synoptic situation for this day dealt with a building high pressure 
system in southeastern United States, combating an upper level wave centered 
over Minnesota. This struggle was reflected on the surface by a cold front 
which, at 12Z, stretched across Wisconsin, through southeast Iowa, northeast 
corner of Kansas, and southwest Kansas. The source of this front was a low 
pressure center located in Canada, north of Minnesota. A 1020-mb high pressure 
center was positioned over northern Georgia. As the day progressed the nor— 
thern portion of the front propagated eastward with the southern portion of 
the front becoming stationary. The high pressure center increased to 1022-mb 
and tracked northerly over Tennessee by 00Z 6 Aug. The airflow for central 
Illinois in this synoptic situation was veering from the south at the surface 
to the west at 500-mb, indicating warm air advection through the atmosphere. 
This is further evident by the 1 to 3 degree warming from 12Z to 00Z at 500-
mb and 700-mb. However, there was no change in the temperatures at the lower 
levels. Humidity was high during the morning hours with 850-mb dewpoints 
between 11 C and 15 C. A tongue of dry air associated with subsidence from 
a northwest-southeast ridgeline over South Dakota and Nebraska at 12Z propa-
gated eastward and dried out the northern half of Illinois by 00Z 6 Aug. 
This was evident by the large dewpoint gradient between Peoria (_2C) and 
Salem (16C). 
The aircraft soundings as shown in Figure 1 give support to these synop-
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tic events. The ascent sounding at approximately 20Z shows strong subsidenc-
at 650 mb characterized by a temperature inversion and strong drying out of 
moisture. This subsidence level lowered to 750-mb by the time of the descent 
sounding (~21Z). Cloud observations from aircraft reported the de-intens ifi-
cation with time of the cloud systems. 
SKEW-T 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Figure 1. Aircraft sounding traces for 5 August 80. The solid lines 
represent the ascent sounding (20Z) and the dashed lines 
represent the descent- sound i ng (21Z). 
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The physical nature of the clouds was convective cel1s embedded in a 
strato- or altocumulus cloud deck. Cloud base was at 915 m (3000 ft) MSL 
corresponding to a temperature of 18C. The top of the cloud deck was 2300 m 
(7500 ft) MSL with the convective cells topping out up to 3650 m (12000 ft) 
MSL. The inversion at 3800 m (12500 ft) or 650-mb limited any higher build-ups. 
Temperature at this altitude was 5C, therefore all the clouds studied on this 
day were designated as warm, with maximum cloud top temperatures for Cloud 
#1: 4C; Cloud #2: 5C; Cloud #3: 5C; Cloud #4: 6C. The general pattern in 
cloud growth was fairly uniform throughout the general cloud field. When 
Cloud #1, located at 230°, 55 km from CMl, was studied the clouds were in a 
building stage. Cloud #2 (230°, 50 km from CMl) was investigated while the 
cloud tops had reached a quasi-stationary point, and by the third penetration, 
had started to decay. Entrainment was noted on the second pass and the cloud 
top descended below the 3500 m (11500 ft) MSL flight level on the third penetra-
tion. Clouds #3 and #4 located at 225°, 50 km and 220°, 45 km from CMl, respec-
tively, were also in the decaying stage with the cloud top descended below the 
3350 m (11000 ft) flight level on the third penetration of Cloud #3 and below the 
2740 m (9000 ft) flight level on the fourth penetration of Cloud #4. 
For the locations of the penetration of each cloud with respect to the 
CHILL radar see Figures 6, 11, 17, and 22. 
The figures at the end of the text present a detailed analysis to the micro-
physical and thermodynamical properties of each cloud as per aircraft penetration. 
The first 2 figures for each cloud are " in-cloud" data traces of sixteen 
parameters. The first of these figures show heading, estimated cloud top 
altitude determined from the aircraft crew and photographs, estimated cloud 
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top temperature determined by aircraft soundings, aircraft altitude, tempera­
ture at the penetration altitude, vertical velocity, and FSSP liquid water 
contents. The second of these figures show data traces of FSSP concentration, 
IDC probe concentrations, concentration of particles measured by the 2DC 
probe, delineating spherical particles and all particles. The spherical 
particle delineation is a simple test which allows us to determine concentra­
tions of needle and columnar type crystals. Graupel particles may fail this 
simples test, such that a total determination of all ice particle concentra­
tions, as opposed to all water particle concentrations, cannot be accurately 
measured through this procedure. This spherical-all particle delineat ion was 
also applied to the concentration measurements by the 2DP probe. The last 
two parameters on the data traces are calculated rainfall rate and radar echo 
level, calculated from the 2DP particle spectral, assuming all particles to 
be water. The radar echo data is presented with two vertical divisions 
corresponding to one radar echo level. These levels were determined by the 
onboard aircraft radar system. Also presented are the time periods when 
CHILL radar reported an echo to the aircraft. The t = 0 on each of these 
clouds pertains to an arbitrary time related to time of first reported echo 
or time of first penetration. 
The second type of graph-figure is a size-concentration spectral 
graph present with Dn/dlog(_D) for one axis and diameter for the other. 
Data from all four probes are presented with the lower limits of the FSSP 
probe at 3 ym, IDC probe at 12 ym, and the 2DC and 2DP probes beginning at 
30 ym and 150 μm, respectively. Each graph is for one penetration into the 
cloud. 
The clouds selected for study were those that appeared to be most active 
in the general cloud field. 
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In examining the trace graphs in Figures 7 and 8 for Cloud #1 we find 
that this was a growing vigorous cloud below the 650 mb inversion. (t=0 is 
defined as the time of first penetration.) We find that FSSP concentrations 
are higher on the second penetration with a small calculated rainfall rate 
noted. The concentration of the 2DP probe, however, was lower than the 0.1 
L boundary, but was evident on the spectral graph (Figures 9 and 10) for the 
second penetration. Maximum size noted on this graph was 1.5-2 mm. Also, 
from the FSSP concentration and 0 traces, there appears to be two convective 
cores within this cloud. 
Cloud #2 was vigorous during the first two penetrations as evidenced by 
good updraft velocities of 10 m sec-3 (Figure 12), It appears that the second 
penetration was during the cloud's peak as, thereafter, no significant updrafts 
were noted on the third penetration and the cloud top began to descend. A 
precipitation product developed as noted in the calculated rainfall rate 
during the first two penetrations (Figure 13). By the third penetration, the 
cloud had rained out and decreased FSSP and IDC concentrations were noted. 
The spectral graphs (Figure 14-16) show maximum size particles of 2 mm were 
present during the first two penetrations. The t=0 corresponds to the time 
of first penetration of this cloud. 
Cloud #3 was a thinner, shallower, and shorter-lived cloud. Its most 
vigorous point was on the second penetration with the spectral graphs 
(Figures 20-21) showing only FSSP and some IDC size particles maximizing at 
40 μm during that same penetration. The third penetration was above cloud top 
and some downdraft air was noted (Figure 18), Again, t=0 corresponds to tim-
of first penetration of this cloud. 
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Cloud #4 showed large increases of 24 degrees in figure 23. Down-
drafts were noted on the second penetration coinciding with substantial cal-
culated rainfall rates (Figure 24). By the third penetration, the cloud was 
decaying rapidly with downdrafts still evident and decreasing FSSP and IDC 
concentrations. Maximum particle sizes on the spectral graphs (Figures 25-27) 
were generally 1-2 mm with some 3 and k mm particles noted on the second pene-
tration. The t=0 coincides with the time of first penetration. 
Cloud #2 and #4 were the best examples of the warm cloud evolutionary 
process. Some precipitation product was developed with cloud tops warmer 
than zero. No radar echoes were noted on any of these clouds. 
15 AUG 81 
The synoptic picture for this day showed a warm front extending across 
southern Kansas, southern Missouri, and southern Illinois. A cold front was 
trailing from southern Illinois up through northeastern United States, To the 
north of this west to east frontal boundary, a cool air mass was pushing south-
ward, reflected by a large, high pressure system. This placed Illinois in a 
northeasterly surface airflow. To the south of the front, the surface air-
flow was predominantly southerly. This airflow was also noted at 700-mb as 
far north and east as northeastern Missouri. The convergence of the northerly 
and southerly flow along the front coincided with the stronger thunderstorm 
activity. However, an over-running situation was prevalent for Illinois due 
to the moist southerly flow extending up through 700-mb riding over the cool 
air mass over the state. 
This situation is supported by the K/A ascent sounding (Figure 2) at 
approximately 20Z. The depth of the cool air is distinguished by a temperature 
inversion at 800-mb. This coincides with cloud base observations of approxi-
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mately 1830 m (6000 ft) MSL. Furthermore, the nature of the clouds, being of 
an altostratus type with embedded convection, are closely related to an over-
running situation. The airflow was noted to be southerly from 2130 m 
(7000 ft) MSL to 2440 m (8000 ft) MSL, though not considerably strong. 
SKEW-T 
TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Figure 2. Aircraft sounding traces for 15 Aug 80. The solid lines represent 
the ascent sounding (21Z) and the dashed lines represent the 
descent sounding (222). 
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There were 3 clouds Investigated during the day. Cloud #1 was pene-
trated three times (Figure 28). Its location was 250°, 30 km from CMI. Cloud 
tops reached 4270 m (14OOO ft) MSL during the first two penetrations at flight 
level 3350 m (110OO ft) MSL, corresponding to a temperature of -1.6C. On the 
third penetration the top had decayed to 4110 m (13500 ft) MSL. The second 
figure (Figure 35) and third cloud, located at 260°, 25 km and 200°, 25 km from 
CMI, respectively, were penetrated once during descent, while the clouds were 
decaying. Cloud top essentially did not penetrate much above the 0°C level. 
Thus, these clouds can be designated as "warm." 
The data traces for Cloud #1 are presented in Figures 29 and 30. The t=0 
is at 2042Z, corresponding to the time of first radar echo. This cloud had 
cellular features within it as denoted by pulses in the 9 , LWC and concentra-
tion traces. These cells are about a kilometer in length. The cloud is decay-
ing with time as depicted by decreasing cloud tops, FSSP LWC, and concentra-
tions. Maximum particle sizes, as shown in the spectral graphs for the cloud 
in Figures 31-35 are also decreasing with time with maximum sizes of 2-3 mm 
noted during the first penetration. Vertical velocities were relatively 
constant with prevailing rising air. This supports the over—running situation 
mentioned in the 15 Aug synoptic discussion earlier. The highest radar echo 
levels coincided with the rainfall rate. The cloud was raining out with time, 
losing the bigger particles and was mirrored by the radar echo level decreasing 
from 3 to 2 during the second penetration. The penetration altitudes were 
constant for this cloud. 
Data traces for Cloud #2 are presented in Figures 35 and 36 as an element 
of climatological studies. There was only one penetration so no time evolu-
tion discussion can be made. From the traces, however, it is a shallower 
cloud than Cloud #1, and has substantial updrafts. Maximum sizes shown in 
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the spectral graph (Figure 37) for this one penetration is 0.6-0.8 mm. 
Data for cloud #3 are not presented. 
17 AUG 81 
The weather for this day was the result of an upper level short wave 
passage during the morning hours. This is best indicated on the 700-mb map 
with the trough line extending nearly north-south from central North Dakota 
down to Omaha, Nebraska, at 12Z. At 00Z 18 Aug, the trough line had shifted 
north and east from Manitoba, through northeast Minnesota, and northeast 
Wisconsin. This movement of the trough line is further evidenced by the 
frontal reflection at the surface. At 12Z, low pressure centers were posi-
tioned at southeastern North Dakota and northern Missouri, with a well-
defined occluded front between the two lows. A warm front, extending from 
theMissouri low, protruded southeastward through southern Illinois and western 
Tennessee. As the day progressed, the Missouri low dissipated and the warm 
front advanced northward through Illinois and Indiana. The passage of this 
warm front through CMI was approximately between 14Z and 15Z, prior to the 
K/A flight period. The aircraft soundings for this day are presented in 
Figure 3. 
Two clouds were studied in a mid-level convective cloud field. Light 
rain was observed from these clouds at 2130 m (7000 ft) MSL and bases were 
at 2740-3050 m (3000-1000 ft) MSL corresponding to temperatures of 9C and 
10C. CHILL Radar was reporting cloud tops to 7620 m (25000 ft) MSL at the 
beginning of the flight. There were 7 penetrations made on the first cloud 
(Figure 39) with maximum cloud tops reaching 7320 m (24000 ft) MSL, and a 
temperature of -6C, during the first penetration, decaying steadily to 5790 m 
(.19000 ft) MSL by the 7th penetration. The general location of this cloud was 
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Figure 3. Aircraft sounding traces for 17 Aug 80. The solid lines represent 
the ascent sounding (16Z) and the dashed lines represent the 
descent sounding (17Z). 
330° at 20 km from CMI. Ice in the form of graupel particles was seen on 
the 2D records as well as the ice crystal slides. No detectable echo on the 
aircraft radar was seen until the 6th penetration. 
The second cloud (Figure 48) was studied in the developing stage with 
cloud top peaking out at 5940 m (19500 ft) MSL (temperature -6.7C) between 
the first and second penetration. No echo was detected by CHILL until the 
4th penetration. Its location was 270°, variable distance of 35 km to 20 km 
from CMI. There were little or no ice particles seen throughout the cloud. 
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However, the cloud was very wet; e.g. liquid water contents averaging 0,5 
g/m3. This cloud was also slower decaying than the first cloud. 
Cloud #1 on this day is the first cloud through which multiple penetra-
tion levels were conducted. This cloud consisted of mostly ice at the 
penetration levels. In examining the data traces in Figures 35 and 40, we 
find low FSSP concentrations, as opposed to higher concentrations from the 
2D probes. In retrospect to time-space there appears to he a broadening 
of the rainfall rate with time as well as a broadening in the 
hydrometeor concentration with a decrease in penetration altitude. This 
is further evident when the aircraft descended from the fifth penetration to 
the sixth penetration as the level 3 echo was noted in both penetrations. 
Sizes indicated from the 2DC and 2DP probes in the spectral graphs (Figures 
41-47) show a maximum of 2.5-3 mm during these penetrations. The sixth 
penetration is the key penetration of this cloud. It is at this point that the 
rainfall rates are the greatest; the IDC and 2DC concentrations are broadest, 
with regard to time-space, and the maximum particle size is noted from the 
spectral graphs. Other observations are 12 degree spikes in the traces. 
Cellular pulses are evident in the , vertical velocity and liquid 
water content traces, with vertical velocities becoming negative on the second 
and third penetrations. 
Cloud #2 was penetrated thirteen times. Therefore, the data traces are 
divided into two pairs (Figures 49-52). The first pair covers the first six 
penetrations, and the second pair covers the last seven penetrations. The 
cloud was narrow and a radar echo was reported by CHILL (t=0) four minutes 
before the first penetration. Yhe aircraft radar did not show a radar echo 
throughout the study of this cloud and the CHILL radar may have been scanning 
below us. Little or no ice was seen in the first six penetrations. Altitude 
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changes were purposely made to look for developing ice at the descending top 
of the cloud. FSSP and IDC concentrations are high and only a few 2DC records 
were seen on the eighth penetration as evidenced by the spectral graphs 
(Figures 53-65). (This coincides with the greatest rainfall rates.) Maximum 
sizes during the first six passes were less than a millimeter with a few 2DP 
spikes around 1.5 mm occurring on the eighth through the tenth penetrations. 
Maximum sizes were generally around 2 mm. With the ascent of the eleventh 
through the thirteenth aircraft penetration levels to near the top of the 
cloud, the maximum sizes dropped to 35 μm. Figures 66 and 67 are examples 
of 2D image records for the first three penetrations and the eighth penetra­
tion, respectively. Figure 66 shows a possibility of a few graupel particles 
and water drops registered by the 2DC probe at 163537Z. Apparently, the con­
centrations of these particles were not significantly large enough. Figure 
67 has one 2DC record showing water drops. 
It is conclusive that the echo that was picked out by CHILL was not 
developed by ice particles. This was a warm cloud process in the precipitation 
formation because of the lack of ice, even though it was at the -5C level 
(5500 m). 
18 AUG 81 
The synoptic situation for Illinois on this day showed that the state 
lay between two air masses. A warm air mass, distinguished by a surface 
warm front from theDakotas to central Illinois, was pushing north and east. 
This was a reflection of the upper level events with a ridge being forced 
over the northern Rockies further west, A cool air mass, distinguished by a 
surface cold front from western New York state to central Illinois, was 
supported by a protrusion of cool air in the 700-mb airflow centered over the 
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eastern border of Minnesota. Most of the thundershower activity was located 
along or ahead of this front. Radar observations of the southwest-northeast 
orientation of the showers confirm this, corresponding to the orientation 
of the cold front. 
SKEW-T 
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Figure 4. Aircraft sounding traces for 18 Aug 80. The solid lines represent 
the ascent sounding (19Z) and the dashed lines represent the 
descent sounding (21Z). 
The air was unstable as shown in Figure 4 of the K/A ascent sounding at 
19Z. The required surface temperature for free convection to be allowed was 
26C. This instability, along with the forcing of the cool air mass, provided 
an abundance of good clouds in the area, but they were all embedded and very 
difficult to work. Nearly all of the flight was in cloud, so no visual 
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observations of consequence were possible. The entire f1ight plan was based 
on the onboard radar imaging. A funnel cloud was sighted, associated with 
this cloud mass. 
Three clouds were studied during this day. Cloud #1 was located at 
245° and 34 km from CMI (Figure 68] and was penetrated three times at 579.0 
m (19000 ft) MSL corresponding to a temperature of -8C. 
Cloud #2 was penetrated twice at 4880 m (16000 ft) MSL with graupel and 
aggregate particles noted. Its location was 230° and 25 km from CMI (Figure 
74). 
Cloud #2 was located at 255° and 30 km from CMI (Figure 79) and pene-
trated four times, twice at 4570 m (15000 ft) MSL, corresponding to a tempera-
ture of -5C, and the third and fourth penetrations were at 3660 m (12000 ft) 
MSL. 
As previously mentioned, nearly all of the flight was in cloud and selec-
tion of embedded cells was based on the radar echoes. Cloud #1 produced the 
highest rainfall rates as well as the highest IDC, 2DC, and 2DP concentrations 
(Figure 70) of the field program. 0 was relatively constant as shown in 
Figure 69; therefore, this cloud was not very buoyant. However, some upward 
motion air was noted and was probably related to the forcing of warm air over 
the cool air mass pushing down from the north over Illinois. Maximum sizes 
from the spectral graphs in Figures 71-73 are generally 6-7.5 mm. 
Conclusions for Cloud #2 (Figures 75, 76) are similar to those of Cloud 
#1 except the concentrations and rainfall rates are slightly lower. The FSSP 
liquid water content is down in the absence of strong updrafts. Maximum 
sizes for this cloud extend out to 6-9 mm (figures 77, 78). 
Some buoyancy was noted (Figure 80). on the first two penetrations of 
Cloud #3 with an increase in altitude. Yet, overall it is still a relatively 
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stable cloud. Cloud #3 is weaker than the previous two clouds with lower 
rainfall rates (Figure 8l). The IDC, 2DC, and 2DP concentrations correlated 
fairly well to the rainfall rates. The maximum size of 9-10 mm (Figures 82-84) 
for the cloud is the largest of all the clouds studied in the field program. 
19 AUG 81 
The synoptic picture during this day is a little more difficult to explain. 
On the surface the warm air mass mentioned for 18 Aug 81 had moved through. 
However, the upper levels had cooled enough to destabilize the atmosphere, 
thus, some instability remained primarily above 800-mb (see Figure 5) 
The cloud bases were 4270 m (14000 ft) MSL and were of an altocumulus nature. 
Therefore, the moisture for cloud development may have possibly have originated 
at the 850-mb level. As the morning hours progressed, the upper level warming 
at 500-mb and 700-mb essentially stabilized the air, impeding any further 
cloud development. 
One cloud was studied intensively during the morning hours. The cloud 
was high-based at 4270 m (.14000 ft). MSL and OC. The cloud top was fairly 
quasi-stationary at 6100 m (20000 ft) MSL and -4.4C throughout the investigation 
period. The first seven pentrations were made in cloud with the last three 
penetrations made within the rainshaft from this cloud. The first four pene-
trations were made at 5180 m (.17000 ft). MSL and -6.0C. The fifth through 
seventh penetrations were at 4270 m (14000 ft) MSL, cloud base. The last 
three penetrations through the rainshaft were made 915 m (3000ft) below 
cloud base and at 6C. The location of this cloud was 290° and 60 km from 
CMI (Figure 86). 
This cloud was studied for approximately an hour. There are three pairs 
of data trace plots (Figures 87-92) divided into 20 minute segments. CHILL 
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TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Figure 5. Aircraft sounding traces for 19 Aug 80. The dashed lines represent 
the ascent sounding (14Z) and the solid lines represent the 
descent sounding (15Z). 
Radar reported an echo before one was detected by aircraft. The t=0 in this 
case is set to the time of the first reported echo by aircraft radar. A level 
1 radar echo was predominant through most of the case study, until the last 
penetration through a rainshower when a level 2 echo was detected for a short 
period of time. The first penetration was for a duration of 10 minutes through 
the middle of the cloud complex. The other nine penetrations were made through 
a single cell of this cloud complex, perpendicular to the first pass. Buoyancy, 
as depicted by the trace, was not great with spikes of 4 degrees being the 
largest change in the first four penetrations, before the aircraft descended 
to lower altitude. Also, in these first penetrations, the vertical velocity 
traces show some strong differentiation between up and downdrafts. A decrease 
in altitude corresponds to a more constant vertical velocity trace. 
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The FSSP liquid water contents and concentrations are low in this cloud 
as opposed to the high concentrations detected by the IDC, 2DC and 2DP probes. 
The general trend is a decrease in all particle concentrations with a decrease 
in altitude. The rainfall rate, however, is relatively constant through the 
first two levels of penetration. In the last three penetrations through Lhe 
rainshaft at a lower altitude, the rainfall rate is lower. 
The spectral graphs of Figures 93 through 102 for this cloud shows 
maximum particle sizes of 3-4 mm during the first five penetrations. With a 
decrease in altitude an increase in maximum particle size to 7 mm occurs. 
Figures 103 and 104 are photographs of an ice crystal slide sample taken 
at 142213Z at a temperature of -6.2C. These show needle crystal sizes of 
0.5-1 mm. The scale on the lefthand side is in divisions of 0.5 mm. 
IV-. CONCLUSION 
As previously mentioned, twenty-two clouds were investigated by the 
University of Wyoming's King Air. Nine of these clouds were not extensively 
analyzed due to various technical and instrumental problems. These clouds 
involved three days: 1 Aug, 6 Aug, and 16 Aug 80. On 1 Aug 80„ the flight 
was primarily a "shake-down" flight with a partial aircraft crew. Data 
collection was not complete enough to do an extensive analysis. The 6 Aug 80 
flight was the day the aircraft took a lightning strike after one penetra-
tion. On 16 Aug 80, the 2DC probe was not working properly and the data 
could not be used. 
The third cloud on 15 Aug was analyzed extensively, but was not in the 
report because of the similarities to the second cloud of that day. 
Of the remaining twelve clouds, we have labeled seven as "warm" clouds, 
while the remaining five included probable ice phase processes. One of the 
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"warm" clouds had cloud top temperatures below 0C yet little or no ice was 
detected. 
It is hoped that the in-cloud data via aircraft observations presented 
will contribute to the goal of PACE in establishing an effective program to 
increase summertime precipitation in central Illinois. Coordinated with the 
radar data collected, the data should be useful in the preliminary investiga-




5 August 1980 
-207 -
.800805 DATA 
P 1 - BEGIN 2 0 0 3 1 5 END 2 0 0 3 2 3 
P 2 - BEGIN 2 0 0 7 0 5 END 2 0 0 7 3 4 
F igure 6. Locat ion of the two pene t ra t ions of Cloud # 1 , 5 Aug 8Q, w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spac ings, 
and the p e n t r a t i o n labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
p e n e t r a t i o n . 
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Figure 7. Data traces for Cloud #1 on 5 Aug 80. 
-209-
Figure 8. Data traces for Cloud #2 on 5 Aug 80. 
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PACE DRTA AUG05 
Figure 9. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the first 
penetration of Cloud #l, 5 Aug 8Q. 
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PACE DATA AUG05 
Figure 10. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(.D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #1, 5 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #2 
5 AUGUST 1980 
-215-
8 0 0 8 0 5 DATA 
P 1 - BEGIN 2 0 1 2 5 0 END 2 0 1 3 0 0 
P 2 - BEGIN 2 0 1 6 3 5 END 2 0 1 7 0 0 
P 3 - BEGIN 2 0 2 0 2 5 END 2 0 2 0 4 3 
F igure 11 . Locat ion of the th ree penet ra t ions of Cloud #2 , 5 Aug 80, w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spac ings, 
and the pene t ra t i on labels are placed at the beginning of each 
g r i d . 
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Figure 12. Data traces for Cloud §2, 5 Aug 80. 
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Figure 13. Data traces for Cloud #2, 5 Aug 80. 
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PRCE DATA AUG05 
Figure 14. Spectral graph of dN/d1og(D) versus diameter for the first pene-
tratio of Cloud #2, 5 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG05 
Figure 15. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #2, 5 Aug 80. 
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PRCE DATA AUG05 
Figure 16. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter f o r the t h i r d 
pene t ra t i on f o r Cloud # 2 , 5 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #3 
5 AUGUST 1980 
-223 -
8 0 0 8 0 5 DATA 
P 1 - BEGIN 2 0 2 6 1 5 END 2 0 2 6 2 3 
P 2 - B E G I N 202935 END 202944 
P 3 - B E G I N 2 0 3 4 0 0 END 2 0 3 4 1 0 
Figure 17. Loca t ion of the three pene t ra t ions of Cloud #2, 5 August 80, 
w i t h respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spac ings , 
and the pene t ra t i on labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
p e n e t r a t i o n . 
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Figure 18. Data traces for Cloud #3, 5 Aug 80. 
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Figure 19. Data traces for Cloud #3, 5 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG05 
Figure 20. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D). versus diameter for the first pene-
tration of Cloud #3, 5 Aug 80. 
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PRCE DATA AUG05: 
Figure 21. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #3, 5 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #4 
5 AUGUST 1981 
- 2 3 1 -
800805 DATA 
P1- BEGIN 203720 END 203740 
P2-BEGIN 203920 END 203952 
P3-BEGIN 204215 END 204234 
P4- BEGIN 204715 END 204729 
Figure 22. Location of the four penetrations of Cloud #4, 5 Aug 80, wi th 
respect to CHILL Radar. The gr id is set up in 10 km spacings, 
and. the penetration labels are placed at the beginning of each 
penetrat ion. 
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Figure 23. Data traces for Cloud #4, 5 Aug 80. 
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Figure 24. Data t races f o r Cloud #4, 5 Aug 80. 
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PRCE DRTA AUG05 
Figure 25. Spect ra l graph o f dN/dlog(D) versus diameter f o r the f i r s t 
pene t ra t i on of Cloud #4, 5 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG05 
Figure 26. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #4, 5 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG05 
Figure 27. Spect ra l graph o f dN/dlog(.D) versus diameter f o r the t h i r d 
pene t ra t i on of Cloud #4, 5 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #1 
15 AUGUST 1980 
-239-
8 0 0 8 1 5 DATA 
P1- BEGIN 210135 END 2 1 0 3 4 8 
P2- BEGIN 210525 END 2 1 0 7 1 8 
P 3 - B E G I N 2 1 0 9 4 0 END 2 1 1 1 3 9 
F igure 28. Loca t ion of the three pene t ra t i ons of Cloud #1 , 15 Aug 80, w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spac ings , 
and the pene t ra t i on labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
p e n e t r a t i o n . 
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Figure 29. Data traces for Cloud #1, 15 Aug 80. 
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Figure 30. Data traces for Cloud #1, 15 Aug 80. 
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PACE DRTA AUG15 
Figure 31. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the first 
penetration of Cloud #1, 15 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG15 
Figure 32. Spect ra l graph of dN/dlog(.D)_ versus diameter for the second 
pene t ra t i on of Cloud # 1 , 15 Aug 80, 
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PACE DATA AUG15 
Figure 33. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the third 
penetration of Cloud #1, 15 Aug 80.. 
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CLOUD #2 
15 AUGUST 1980 
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Figure 35. Data traces for Cloud #2, 15 Aug 80. 
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Figure 36. Data traces for Cloud #2, 15 Aug 80 
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PACE DATA AUG15 
Figure 37. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the one penetra-
tion of Cloud #2, 15 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #1 
17 AUGUST 1981 
-253 -
8 0 0 8 1 7 DATA 
P1- BEGIN 160930 END 161001 
P 2 - B E G I N 161200 END 161224 
P 3 - B E G I N 161350 END 161402 
P4- BEGIN 161540 END 161626 
P 5 - B E G I N 161755 END 161836 
P6-BEGIN 162015 END 162119 
P7 -BEGIN 162205 END 162343 
F igure 38. Locat ion of the seven pene t ra t ions of Cloud # 1 , 17 Aug 80 , w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spacings 
and the pene t ra t i on labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
penet ra t i on . 
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Figure 39. Data traces for Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80. 
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Figure 40. Data traces for Cloud #1, 17 Aug 8Q. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 41 . Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the first pene-
tration of Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 42. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 43. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the third pene-
tration of Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80, 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 44. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the fourth 
penetration of Cloud #l, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 45. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the fifth pene-
tration of Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 46. Spectral, graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the sixth 
penetration of Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80, 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 47. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the seventh 
penetration of Cloud #1, 17 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #2 
17 AUGUST 1981 
-265-
800817 DATA 
P1-BEGIN 163350 END 163400 P8-BEGIN 164800 END 164847 
P2-BEGIN 163550 END 163601 P9-BEGIN 165045 END 165102 
P3-BEGIN 163755 END 163801 P10-BEGIN 165250 END 165308 
P4-BEGIN 163920 END 163930 P11-BEGIN 165520 END 165536 
P5-BEGIN 164120 END 164127 P12-BEGIN 155720 END 165736 
P6-BEGIN 164315 END 164351 P13-BEGIN 165920 END 165936 
P7-BEGIN 164535 END 164600 
Figure 48. Location of the th i r teen penetrations of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80, 
wi th respect to CHILL Radar. The gr id is set up in 10 km spacings, 
and the peretation labels are placed at the beginning of each 
penetrat ion. 
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Figure 49. Data traces for the first six penetrations of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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Figure 50. Data traces for the first six penetrations of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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Figure 51. Data traces for the last seven penetrations of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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Figure 52. Data t races fo r the l a s t seven pene t ra t ions of Cloud §2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 53. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(P) versus diameter for the first penetra-
tion of Cloud #2. 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 54. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 55. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the third pene-
tration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 56. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(.D) versus diameter for the fourth pene-
tration of Cloud §2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 57. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the fifth 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 58. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the sixth 
penetrat ion of Cloud #2,17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 59. Spectral" graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter f o r the seventh 
pene t ra t i on of C loud-#2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 60. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the eighth 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 61. Spectral graph of dN/d1og(D) versus diameter for the ninth 
penetration of Clou d #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 62. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(.D) versus diameter for the tenth 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 63. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the eleventh 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 64. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the twelfth 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG17 
Figure 65. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(.D). versus diameter for the thirteenth 
penetration of Cloud #2, 17 Aug 80. 
Figure 66. A segment of 2D image records for the first three penetrations 
of Cloud #2,17 Aug 80. 
Figure 67. A segment of 2D image records for the eighth penetration of 
Cloud §2, 17 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #1 
18 AUGUST 1981 
-287-
8 0 0 8 1 8 DATA 
P1- BEGIN 193100 END 193333 
P2 -BEGIN 193505 END 193827 
P 3 - B E G I N 194145 END 194445 
F igure 68. Locat ion of the t h ree pene t ra t ions of Cloud # 1 , 18 Aug 80 , w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spacings, 
and the pene t ra t i on labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
penet ra t i on . 
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Figure..69. Data traces for Cloud #1 , 18 Aug 80. 
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Figure 70. Data traces for Cloud #1, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 71. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versis diameter for the first 
penetration of Cloud #1, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 72. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(d) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #l, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG 18 
Figure 73. Spectral-graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the third 
penetration of Cloud #1, 18 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #2 
18 AUGUST 1981 
- 2 9 5 -
8 0 0 8 1 8 DATA 
P1- BEGIN 194815 END 194953 
P 2 - B E G I N 195225 END 195522 
Figure 74. Locat ion of the two pene t ra t ions of Cloud #2, 18 Aug 80, w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spac ings , 
and the pene t ra t i on labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
penet ra t i on . 
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Figure 75. Data traces for Cloud #2, 18 Aug 80. 
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Figure 76. Data traces for Cloud #2, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 77. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the first 
penetration of Cloud #2, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 78. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #2, 18 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #3 
18 AUGUST 1981 
- 3 0 3 -
800818 DATA 
P1- BEGIN 2 0 0 1 2 0 END 2 0 0 4 2 9 
P 2 - B E G I N 2 0 0 7 4 0 END 2 0 0 9 5 4 
P 3 - B E G I N 201300 END 2 0 1 5 5 0 
P 4 - B E G I N 201745 END 2 0 2 2 0 0 
Figure 79 . Loca t ion of the four pene t ra t i ons of Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80, w i t h 
respect to CHILL Radar. The g r i d is set up in 10 km spac ings , 
and the pene t ra t i on labe ls are placed at the beginning of each 
p e n e t r a t i o n . 
Figure 80. Data traces for Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80 , 
Figure 81. Data traces for Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 82 Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the first 
penetration of Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 83. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 84. Spectral graph of dN/dlogt(D) versus diameter for the third 
penetration of Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80. 
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PACE DATA AUG18 
Figure 85. Spectral qraph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the fourth 
penetration of Cloud #3, 18 Aug 80. 
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CLOUD #1 
19 AUGUST 1980 
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800819 DATA 
P1-BEGIN 135715 END 140750 P8-BEGIN 144520 END 144705 
P2-BEGIN 140945 END 141253 P9-BEGIN 144920 END 145127 
P3-BEGIN 141525 END 142057 P10-BEGIN 145435 END .145700 
P4-BEGIN 142125 END 142445 
P5-BEGIN 142555 END 142947 
P6-BEGIN 143255 END 143543 
P7-BEGIN 143825 END 144126 
Figure 86. Location of the ten penetrations of the 19 Aug 80 cloud, w i th 
respect of CHILL Radar. The gr id is set up in 10 km spacings, 
and the penetration labels are placed at the beginning of each 
penetrat ion. 
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Figure 87. Data traces for the first two and a portion of the third penetra 
tion for the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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Figure 88. Data traces for the first two and a portion of the third penetra-
tion for the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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Figure 89. Data traces for the'last portion of the third and the fourth 
through the sixth penetration for the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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Figure 90. Data traces for the last portion of the third and the fourth 
through the sixth penetration for the 19 Aug 80 cloud, 
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Figure 91. Data traces for the last four penetrations for the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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Figure 92. Data traces for the last four penetrations for the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 93. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the first 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 94. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the second 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 95. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the third 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 96. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(d) versus diameter for the fourth 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 97. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the fifth 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 98. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the sixth 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 99. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the seventh 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 100. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the eighth 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACR DATA AUG19 
Figure 101. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the ninth 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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PACE DATA AUG19 
Figure 102. Spectral graph of dN/dlog(D) versus diameter for the tenth 
penetration of the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
Figure 103. Photograph of needle crystals retrieved within the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
Figure 104. Photograph of needle crystals retrieved within the 19 Aug 80 cloud. 
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Chapter 8 
RESEARCH CONCERNING DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF PACE 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr. 
INTRODUCTION 
A continuing and central effort of PACE, begun at its inception, has been 
to evolve a careful and thorough design of all experimental phases. Hopefully, 
PACE, if conducted, can escape from the many problems which have negated many 
prior weather modification experiments. 
The general experimental approach and related tasks involved in the entire 
PACE program were set forth in the 1979 plan. It focused on an approach of 
identifying unknowns and milestones to be achieved. PACE is envisioned to have 
four major phases including 1) the on-going pre-experimental phase, 2) the 
exploratory phase, 3) the confirmatory phase, and 4) the summary phase. The 
pre-experimental phase of PACE which has been in progress at a relatively low 
level of funding, began in 1978. The total funding has amounted to 
approximately $0.5 million from NOAA, although NOAA did not recognize PACE as 
a "program", and approximately $0.25 from the State of Illinois. 
An area of continuing attention during the 1978-1981 pre-experimental 
phase has been the research and planning for the design and evaluation of the 
exploratory and confirmatory phases. This effort has involved work with the 
project statistician, Dr. C. F. Hsu, and a statistical consultant to the 
project, Dr. Ruben Gabriel of the University of Rochester. 
In the past 1.5 years, under NOAA Contract NA80RA00072, two specific areas 
of research have been pursued. These have related to two areas: 1) research 
into the design of the exploratory phase and 2) preparation of the first 
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planning document for the confirmatory phase. Although the confirmatory phase 
is viewed as many years away, a planning activity and related document were 
considered necessary to initiate thinking so as to detect problems that needed 
data or study well in advance of the initiation of this phase of PACE. 
RESEARCH NEEDS FOR THE DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT OF THE EXPLORATORY PHASE 
Many of the research studies of PACE during this past three years have 
been directed to issues which will yield information required in the design and 
execution of the exploratory phase of PACE. Two critical issues must be 
resolved before the exploratory phase can proceed. They relate to the 
delineation of 1) the experimental unit, and 2) the sampling unit. Prior 
research (Achtemeier et al., 1980), revealed that the exploratory phase 
experimentation should involve randomized treatments of the sampling on a storm 
or a daily basis. This unit would be entitled the "Experimental Unit." The 
effects of the seeding would be measured on a subset, such as single clouds, 
which would be labeled the "sampling unit." 
Figure 1 illustrates the research tasks and answers needed to resolve the 
final design and evaluation of the exploratory phase. Let us first consider 
the task related to the "delineation of the experimental unit", shown on the 
left portion of this figure. The primary initial question, as shown, is, "can 
we use the storm or must we use day as the unit?" There are several meteoro-
logical advantages to the use of the storm unit, as opposed to the daily unit. 
These relate primarily to more* definitive meteorological information with a 
higher possibility for learning from storm data. The first two major questions 
to be resolved under the storm vs day unit question are shown to be: 1) can 
FIG. 1 RESEARCH NEEDED TO COMPLETE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF EXPLORATORY PHASE 
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the storm be delineated in real time, and 2) does the storm approach involve 
contamination of other units? Real time delineation of the storm is an issue 
being addressed by several on-going PACE tasks. These include the atmospheric 
predictor variable research, the synoptic situation research, and the radar 
system climatology. Results available at this time and described in this 
report suggest that the storm can be delineated in real time. 
The other question involving contamination has not been researched yet as 
a part of PACE. Hence, at this stage in the design of the exploratory phase, 
we are unable to select the storm or day unit. However, in the ensuing part of 
the milestones for the experimental unit (Fig. 1), several of the characteris-
tics that could and should be measured have been defined through the research 
on predictor variables, covariates, and synoptic characteristics of the storm 
(and day) units. 
The other major research task needed before launching the exploratory 
phase is to the delineate the sampling unit in concise, quantitative terms. It 
is perceived that a "raincell" entity must be quantified, as defined collec-
tively from radar, surface raingages, and cloud physics properties. Certain 
research on surface raincells has already been conducted as input to this 
delineation. On-going research dealing with individual radar cells, being per-
formed on other projects, will provide useful input. Cloud physics studies of 
individual clouds, as developed from the early PEP project, from METROMEX, and 
from the limited PACE cloud sampling efforts will become the third set of 
information developed as input. However, these cloud physics definitions and 
individual radar-indicated raincell entities are as yet not totally completed. 
Hence, the task shown in Figure 1 as "collection and integration of all cell 
variables into the single 3-dimensional model" is not yet accomplished. 
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In summary then, basic research findings needed to 1) delineate the 
experimental unit, and 2) delineate the sampling unit have not been completed 
at this time under the pre-experimental phase. Given the resumption of 




RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN JULY RAINFALL AND CORN YIELD IN ILLINOIS 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many studies have been made in Illinois on the relationships between 
various weather conditions and the yields of the principal crops of the 
Midwest. These efforts have focused on the use of county and regional yield 
data in regression analyses with monthly and seasonal weather parameters. 
These have pointed to the importance of July rainfall as the single most 
important monthly weather variable relating to Illinois corn yields. The 
regression approach involving regional values and historical data cannot be 
considered to provide a firm answer as to the effect of added rainfall on corn 
yields. To this end, data from 90 farms in central Illinois, located within a 
400 mi network of 49 raingages, were studied in the mid-1960s. The 9-year 
data sample from these farms, each with a raingage within a mile of the farm, 
provided more specific insight into the weather-yield relationships, with some 
technological information being simultaneously evaluated (Changnon and Neill, 
1968). These data further established the importance of July rainfall to the 
corn crop. However, in the 9-year period studied, there were few extremes of 
rainfall samples, unfortunately few on the dry side (less than 2 in). Further-
more, since those years (1955-1963), there has been great advances in 
technology which may negate or alter results of these years. 
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CURRENT STUDY 
A 2-year data collection period was pursued in 1975 and 1980 in the same 
area of central Illinois studied in 1955-1963. Great attention was given to 
two important data sets: 1) the yield of the field immediately adjacent to the 
raingage and weather station, and 2) greater detailed information on technolog-
ical (management) practices. These results have been reported on elsewhere 
(Changnon and Sonka, 1981). The purpose of this research has been to provide 
information derived from this 2-year sample on the effects of July rainfall on 
crop yields. 
Agricultural Data 
In 1979, 94 central Illinois farmers (within an 1800 mi2 area) agreed to 
cooperate in this study of the effects of weather on corn production. These 
farm cooperators provided detailed information on yields and technological 
practices followed on their corn field adjacent to the site of Water Survey 
weather instruments. Fields for which data were provided ranged in size from 8 
to 245 acres with an average of 62 acres. The patterns of rainfall in both the 
1979 and 1980 summers are shown in Figure 1. Since 10 inches of rain is normal 
for this area in summer, one notes that most of the area received normal or 
above normal rain in 1979. It was a wet summer. Corn yields of most 
respondents ranged from 150 to .200 bushels per acre. A considerable range of 
technological practices (amount of fertilizer, planting density, tillage, etc.) 
were noted amongst the 94 sampled farmers. 
- 3 4 3 -
1979 
SUMMER RAINFALL 
(amounts in inches) 
1980 
SUMMER RAINFALL 
(amounts in inches) 
Figure 1.. Summer rainfall patterns in central Illinois study areas. 
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.9 In 1980, with a smaller weather network (500 mi ) fewer farms could be 
sampled. In total, 14 corn fields adjacent to weather instruments were avail-
able, and these were 14 from amongst the 94 sampled in 1979. As shown in 
Figure 1, the 1980 summer rainfall was near normal; however, the July rainfall 
was quite low, ranging from 0.3 inch up to 2.2 inches within the network. 
Results 
Figure 2 presented the field yields from both years plotted against their 
associated July rainfalls. Several interesting features are obvious. First, 
in both years, wide differences can be noted for a given level of July rain-
fall. For example, July rainfalls (in 1980) of one inch were related to yields 
ranging from around 40 to 120 bushels per acre. Similarly, in July 1979 rain-
falls of 5 to 6 inches showed yields ranging from 125 to 225 bushels per acre. 
Thus, an important message from the data in Figure 2 is that great differences 
in yields can occur with high or low July rainfall. These differences are pre-
sumably due to differences in technological-management practices. 
A second important feature shown in Figure 2 is that there is a pronounced 
effect or difference, between a dry and a wet July. July rainfall in this 
area is normally 3.5 inches, so the sampled years represented a relatively dry 
one and a wet one. One sees that July rainfall, in general, has a profound 
effect on the range of yields. The average yield in 1979 was 166 bushel per 
acre with an average July rainfall of 7.2 inches, as compared to an average of 
86 bushels per acre with an average rainfall of 1.2 inches in 1980. 
Further insight into the effect of the differences in July rainfall, as a 
result of technological practices, is shown in Figure 3. Here we see the 
shifts in the corn yields on the 14 farms (fields) sampled and measured in both 
- 3 4 5 -
JULY RAINFALL, inches 
Figure 2. 
- 3 4 6 -
JULY RAINFALL, inches 
Figure 3 . 
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1979 and 1980. In every instance the yield decreased markedly with lower July 
rains. One farm with the same management practices used in both years showed a 
decrease from 217 bushels per acre (with 9.70 inches of July rain) to 39 
bushels per acre with 1.27 inches of rain, a 178 bushel per acre decrease. 
Discussion 
It is not correct to totally assign the differences in the corn yields 
shown between the two years to July rainfall. Other weather conditions and 
technological factors had a role. However, a simplistic interpretation 
suggests that the difference between years in July rainfall and yields reveals 
the impact of the rainfall. The average difference in the rainfall between the 
two years was 5.93 inches. The average difference in the yields was 75 bushel 
per acre. If one assumes that the difference in the yields was due to rain-
fall, then one inch of rain was equivalent to 12.7 bushels per acre. Assuming 
a corn price of $2.6 per bushel, this means that the value of one inch of rain 
is $33 per acre. To carry this scenario further, if one considers a farm with 
200 acres of corn the worth of the total rain difference (1979 vs 1980 and 
assuming that the July rainfall was responsible for the difference) was $195 
per acre. That is, the rain in July 1979 is evaluated against that in July 
1980 and found to be worth $195 per acre. Two hundred acres of corn makes this 
rainfall difference between years worth $39,000. 
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DESIGN OF THE AREA FIELD EXPERIMENT FOR PACE 
Stanley A. Changnon, Jr. 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a preliminary effort to begin to set forth the design of the 
confirmatory (area) phase 3 of PACE. It is intended to address the issues, 
with or without necessary information in many instances. It is further 
intended to stimulate our thinking on phase 3, and to define futher research 
needs in the Pre-experimental Phase and the Exploratory Phase. 
Experimental Goals 
The goal of the PACE experiment will be to discern the degrees of 
alteration of various area precipitation characteristics including: 
1) Rain day frequencies 
2) Rainfall quantity 
3) Rain intensity 
4) Amount of seeded material in rainwater 
5) Raincell characteristics 
6) Rainfall extent 
7) Rain duration 
8) Storm-echo characteristics 
9) In-cloud microphysical characteristics. 
It would also seek to discern changes in rainfall associated characteristics 
(and impacts) including: 
1) Hail characteristics including volume of ice, kinetic energy, and momentum 
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2) Surface wind speeds and lightning frequencies 
3) Cloud cover 
4) Combinations of the above three characteristics 
5) Effects on fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides performance 
6) Effects of agricultural practices 
7) Amount of crop-yield benefit and quality. 
Proof of concept (confirmation) would be achieved when any three of the 
surface rain characteristics have been changed 30% or more (from the nonseeded 
sample) for any of the seeding methods used (cloud base or cloud top) over a 
period 3 (or 4) years. This provides a 30% chance of detection at the 0.05 
level of significance (all of this is up for debate). Furthermore, it is 
considered highly desirable that the direction of the difference for non-
significant parameters should be consistent with known physical theory and with 
the direction of the significant differences. In the above context, the 
historical rainfall data will be used in the role of crucial and supplementary 
central data to strengthen the conclusions reached concerning the proof of 
concept through randomization. 
Key experimental features basic to the goal of PACE are: 
1) Employment of advanced statistical-physical evaluation 
techniques using control data obtained through randomization 
and from historical data. 
2) Utilization of the best established modification hypothesis 
and seeding techniques. 
3) One-area (or 3-area) experimentation in a heavily cropped 
region. 
4) Involvement of all types of users (local, state, federal) of 
the potential enhancement technology, directly or indirectly 
(information exchange) in the experiment. 
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Design Philosophy 
The design of PACE is founded on a philosophy (and approach) first 
established in 1971 that before launching the area experiment of PACE there 
will be sufficient scientific information and evidence of enhancement of rain-
fall useful to agriculture to launch a proof of concept or confirmatory 
experiment over an area. 
The approach chosen for satisfying this goal is a) to initiate an 
extensive, scientifically oriented effort to study (and selectively seed) 
clouds and rainfall in the Illinois area to discern the modification 
capability, and b) to monitor quality experiments and operational projects 
concerning convective rainfall so as to determine results pertinent to an 
Illinois experiment. FACE and the experiments in the western Dakotas offer 
useful information, and the evaluations of the operational seeding projects in 
Illinois have furnished useful information (Changnon and Towery et al., 1977). 
Under this approach, extensive scientific investigations of all facets of 
convective rainfall, particularly those concerning the near-storm dynamics and 
in-storm microphysical processes, have to be pursued in the Illinois pre-area 
experiment studies (phase 1 and 2). The results are the precursors to the 
decision to launch the PACE area experimentation. 
Thus, the confirmation (or proof of concept) approach for PACE (phase 3) 
is based upon four sets of information, as follows: 
1) All results from the extensive, 30-year studies of rainfall in 
Illinois; 
2) Available data from below-cloud and in-cloud measurements 
obtained from other Water Survey flight and radar programs in 
1971-present. 
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3) The achieved modification revealed by well-conducted commercial 
(non-randomized) programs and by the single cloud and cloud group 
seeding experiments. 
4) The scientific findings about modification processes and the 
actual enhancement results achieved in well-conducted randomized 
experimental research programs (Dakotas and FACE). 
These four information sources not only affect the design of PACE, but 
also directly relate to decisions to implement the area experiment. A critical 
analysis of these information sources is relevant to understanding the design 
of PACE and the ensuing recommendations for its implementation. 
Application of Results 
The design for the PACE confirmatory experiment is offered, even with the 
limitations to desired information, because any pursuit of summer rain 
enhancement in the Midwest in the near future should be based on the best 
design concepts and information available at this time. A failure to develop a 
design at this time because certain information elements are missing is not 
considered justifiable, particularly if socio-economic pressures lead to a 
decision to start a project (experimental or otherwise) in the Midwest. 
The results of PACE in Illinois will be applicable to other parts of the 
Midwest. A study of the climate of the nation reveals that an area roughly 
from east of the 100th Meridian (eastern Kansas and Nebraska) to the 
Appalachian Mountains (eastern Ohio) and north from Tennessee to Minnesota and 
Michigan would be included. This is an area where most summer storms are 
produced by macroscale weather disturbances with only local urban and minor 
topographic effects on rainfall.. 
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Design Components 
The design of the area experiment of PACE is based on four components and 
the following portions of this section describe these. 
The first component is the modification hypothesis and the related 
seeding technologies. It addresses the choice of hypothesis to be tested and 
the seeding technologies. 
The second component is the statistical-physical design and evaluation. 
It concerns the basic area, randomization, experimental area, data for 
evaluation, and likely times required for detecting changes in rain. 
The third component involves the operational aspects. Here, the sub-
components of operations including the operational center, the forecast needs, 
radars, and communication system are described. 
The fourth component is the impact monitoring and interactions effort. 
This entails monitoring of impacts to agriculture, public attitudes, and 
enviromental impacts. It also involves the interaction with institutions of 
all types, the public, and all users of the results. 
MODIFICATION HYPOTHESIS AND SEEDING TECHNIQUES 
Conceptual Models 
Synoptic stratification of summer rain days has shown that the amount of 
rainfall produced by simple air mass events is of very small import in 
Illinois. Rainfall of consequence tends to be associated with synoptic scale 
systems, often organized into mesoscale entities. This is probably not 
specific just to Illinois and is a result of the nearly constant convectively 
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unstable state of warm summertime air masses over the continent. This suggests 
that the simple, unsteady bubble model of the air mass rainstorm is not 
important for PACE. 
Illinois rain echoes tend to occur largely in lines and organized areas, 
and from this and research results on their associated synoptic weather condi-
tions, it is reasonable to infer that the storms of importance resemble the 
multi-cell feeder cloud system or the long-traveling storm in a line. The pre-
valence of the multi-cell type of storm over the other is clear. The rainfall 
through the growing season in the Midwest is dominated by relatively few days 
of sizable rainfall. Modification to be successful must enhance these events. 
Hypothesis Choice 
Some major a priori constraints had to be placed on our freedom of choice 
of hypothesis and seeding method in arriving at the design of PACE. For 
example, although we cannot rule out the eventual utility of ground-based 
emission of seeding material in future operational programs, such an approach 
would likely introduce unnecessary uncertainties into the most critical element 
of the area experiment. Hence, ground-based seeding is considered unsuitable 
for PACE. 
The hypothesis and seeding methods chosen also can not be avant-garde. 
They must be readily available without the need for major developmental 
programs. Ideally, there must.be experienced companies available, willing and 
capable of pursuing the operational aspects. Although not necessarily accepted 
by a majority of the scientific community, the method chosen must have been 
visible to the scientific community for a time sufficient for it to be 
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considered a 'mature' idea. Though not proven, it also must have found 
sufficient approval and acceptance through statistical evaluation to represent 
a 'reasonable gamble' to those paying for its application. 
The hypothesis to be tested in the Area Experiment will be evolved in 
the Pre-Experimental and Exploratory Phases. Clearly, there are two distinct 
approaches to operational application of the seeding materials to Illinois 
convective storms: a) cloud-based updraft seeding of feeder cells and, when 
necessary, of mature parent storms; and b) mid-level seeding of clouds or the 
tops of the new or feeder cells as they grow through a critical height-tempera-
ture level. The application of both or one of these approaches for seeding 
clouds under the variety of weather conditions prevalent in Illinois will be 
decided during the early phases of the area experiment. 
Seeding Techniques 
Delivery Approach. The above-mentioned different approaches to modifica-
tion differ in the system of delivery of the seeding agent and can differ in 
the type of seeding agent used. Each approach suffers in its own way the 
uncertainties of ice phase seeding: a) uncertain diffusion of the particles 
through the required cloud volume; b) deactivation by exposure to above-
freezing cloud water; c) adverse scavenging by cloud water; and d) adverse 
scavenging by natural and artifical ice crystals. The proponents of the two 
systems can cite operational advantages of one over the other and the disadvan-
tages of the other. Each system operates within the conceptual framework of 
the same model of a convective entity. The choice arrived at for PACE could 
utilize both systems (separately, in a three-way randomized design). 
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The high-level application system was used in the FACE program, and 
results have indicated that it may be successful in certain clouds. The cloud-
base approach has been applied in South and North Dakota. Analysis of these 
projects indicates the possibility of a successful modification of rain. The 
mechanics of both approaches are fully worked out so that no developmental work 
need to be undertaken in order to apply them in Illinois. Lastly, there is a 
reasonable level of acceptance of the soundness and credibility of both methods 
within the scientific community. 
At this time there is no clear basis for choosing one method over the 
other, and the requirements for a three-way randomization does not predict an 
unreasonable lengthening of the experiment over the time required to test a 
single method. Work in the Exploratory Phase could define which to choose. 
The spirit of a proof-of-concept experiment is to answer questions that are 
being asked about services which are being used and offered. These two 
approaches to rain modification have been applied in highly visible Illinois 
commercial programs of 1976-1980 with sizable investment of funds by farmer 
groups and with the prospect that this will continue. There is clearly need 
for an evaluation of both. 
Seeding Material and Rate of Seeding. The two precipitation enhancement 
approaches selected for trial in Illinois both make use of silver iodide as the 
ice nucleant. Both utilize the combustion of pyrotechnic mixtures for the 
production of the AgI particles. The cloud-top technique would use droppable 
pyrotechnic flares containing 50 to 70 g AgI. These are to be dropped every 
(1000) feet during top penetrations at the -15 to -20°C level. Dry ice is also 
viewed as a likely seeding candidate. The cloud-base approach would utilize 
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flares which contain 100 g AgI and burn from 5 to 7 minutes each, permitting 
seeding rates of from 15 to 20 g/min and greater in cloud base updrafts. 
Again these materials should be tested and selected in the Exploratory 
Phase. 
STATISTICAL-PHYSICAL DESIGN AND EVALUATION 
The extensive Survey research into design and means of evaluating rain 
enhancement projects, coupled with the experimental goals and the design 
philosophy chosen for the Area Experiment, plus a review of past project 
evaluation techniques, lead to a central point: the experiment must be 
designed around a comprehensive evaluation involving surface rain data. 
A proof of concept experiment must provide a c l ear proof that crop-improving 
rain has been altered. Hence, the evaluation must include a) surface rain 
characteristics, and b) agricultural data. 
Proof 
Proof of an effect can only be established satisfactorily with a form of 
control data collected at random during the experimental period. This 
requirement does not neglect the use of historical rainfall and crop yield data 
derived from the past 20 years of study in the proposed Illinois experimental 
area. This historical control data, coupled with control data obtained 
randomly in the area experiment, will shorten the time to detect an effect in 
rain, a very desirable goal in an expensive field experiment. The level of 
significance to be sought for any three of the surface rain characteristics (of 
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those recommended for collection) is a probability of 0.05 for alpha (false 
assertion of a seeding effect) and 0.3 for the beta value (a false assertion of 
no seeding effect). The recommended evaluation data include rain days, rain 
intensity, rain quantity and areal extent,0 crop yields, and various 
combinations of these. 
Evaluation must also entail statistical analysis of raincells and the 
seeding material in rain samples. These rainfall data and seeding material 
information must be interpreted jointly with a) 3-dimensional echo 
(reflectivity) data, and b) synoptic weather conditions to get information as 
to any physical processes being altered by the seeding. These and other 
physically-oriented information desired will he ascertained in the Exploratory 
Phase. 
Detection of Effect 
Detection of the effect of modification is a critical issue. Past studies 
point to shortest experimentation in multiple crossover areas. However, 
Illinois tracer studies show wide diffusion of silver iodide seeding materials 
and raise major uncertainties about multiple area approaches. Hence, cross-
over or target-control approaches for getting control data for evaluating may 
not be acceptable. Since the single experimental area has a useful historical 
rain record for control, it may be the best remaining approach. More study 
is needed of area contamination and the seeding material/s employed, and should 
be a part of the Exploratory Phase. 
Detection of possible rain changes with single-area experimentation, 
involving randomized seeding of some experimental unit (hour, storm, day, 
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etc.), is partially a function of area size. The larger the area, the less the 
time required to detect an effect. 
Detection is also a function of sampling which rests on dimensions of the 
verification elements. Prior Survey studies show that area mean rain values 
and raincells necessitate one sampling instrument every 9 mi2 to insure a 
representative measurement of all rain parameters over an area of 100 mi2 or 
larger. Similar hail studies reveal that all desired hailfall expressions 
require one hailpad per 9 mi 2, with each associated raingage adapted to also 
record the time of hail. Optimization of costs of these two factors (area size 
and instrument density) with a realistic expectation of project funds indicates 
. choice of an experimental area of 2000 mi2 with recording raingages evenly 
distributed in a grid of one every 9 mi 2. 
Experimental Unit 
A key part of the experimental design and evaluation for convective rain 
modification is the choice of the experimental unit. Various evaluation data 
and a variety of operational considerations affect the unit chosen, and failure 
to define realistically the criteria to declare an experimental unit can 
produce serious evaluation complications. The need to include all rain events 
in the July-August periods, so as to get an adequate sample in a minimum number 
of years point to a need to very accurately forecast the experimental unit. 
The large size of the experimental area desired, plus the large number of 
measurement sites, together point toward use of rain period (or storm) units 
for realistic operations and scientific interpretations. Proper management of 
the extensive airborne seeding system required in any highly time-limiting 
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design (such as seeding for 2 hours, no seed of 6 hours, then seed of 2 hours, 
etc.) appears unrealistic. Study of past rain periods in the proposed 2000 
mi2 experimental area in central Illinois (or 2 or 3 crossover areas of 600 
to 1000 mi2 each) shows rain periods to have durations of 1 to 12 hours 
(often the storms are intermittent in this period, but produced by one major 
weather conditions), and about 40% of the time these rain periods extend into 
the nocturnal hours or begin at night. Clearly, the minimum of rain activity 
is in the 0600-1200 CDT period, but it rains at all times. Thus, the 
experimental unit to be chosen should be the rain period (synoptic weather 
entity) if forecasting studies show the period can be accurately forecast. 
The storm (rain event) will embrace all the rain produced on the area by one 
synoptic weather condition (a major feature desired for the operational and 
evaluation process). 
The defintion of the rain period as an experimental period will be on an 
objective forecast basis. Essentially, completed analysis shows that the use 
of our existing techniques for forecasting thunderstorms in such an experimen-
tal area will result in forecasts that include all area rain days, and an 'over 
forecast' of rain days by about 10%. That is, all potential rain events will 
be included in the experimental units, but they will be 90% of the total fore-
cast experimental units (or 10% of the units will not be rain events due to 
unforecastable natural processes). The forecasting will be updated every hour 
with the use of objective techniques (sharpened in Phases 1 and 2), and when 
the criteria are met at any time, an experimental unit would be declared. 
At this stage in the decision process, a two-way or three-way randomiza-
tion (for example, one-third seeded with cloud-base release system, one-third 
seeded with releases at mid-cloud levels, and one-third of the units not seeded) 
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could be employed. The randomization process would be designed to ensure a 
similar number of rain producing weather conditions in each class. For 
example, 40% of all Illinois area summer rain periods are with squall lines and 
zones, 14% with cold fronts, 10% with warm-stationary fronts, 9% with lows and 
postfrontal conditions, and 27% are due to local instability with no major 
frontal features. Such distributions must be sought in the samples of each 
category to ensure against a 'bad draw.' 
Once a given alternative (seed or no seed) is made for a given day, that 
alternative is eliminated from the choices for the next forecast experimental 
unit. This will ensure against runs of similar treatment, particularly when 
rain occurs on consecutive days. 
A third contingency in the forecasts and choice of periods for experiment-
ation concerns elimination of days with atmospheric conditions capable of 
extremely severe weather events, major tornadoes (tracks > 15 miles) and 
short duration flood-producing rainstorms (> 3 inches in 2 hours or > 6 inches 
in 12 hours). Discussions with state officials about experimentation on such 
days, plus the lack of specific knowledge of seeding effects on such events, 
and the attitudes from the public sampling effort will be needed to define 
which extreme events should be excluded from experimentation, beyond those 
eliminated by state law. Where possible, atmospheric conditions conducive to 
such severe events, which occur on average once in any 3-year summer period in 
the experimental area, will be used to forecast and to separate out such days 
from the experiment. Furthermore, if a storm has been put in the experimental 
unit and, because of forecasting error, becomes such a potential severe event 
(as evidenced from atmospheric conditions and/or radar data), it will immedi-
ately be dropped as a unit and no seeding will be pursued until a new unit is 
declared. 
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After a unit has been declared for seeding, another decision process will 
be used to initiate the actual seeding operations during the storm period. 
Costs prohibit the 24-hour surveillance type flying of seeding and scientific 
aircraft, so their activation will be determined by constant monitoring of 
radar echo and statellite cloud activity. The development of any detectable 
(> 20 dbz) echoes and/or cumulus congestus clouds (using satellite data) in the 
area will be criteria used to launch seeding aircraft. Number and positions of 
seeding aircraft will be determined by the situation. Seeding is to be 
performed on any cloud (cell) entities which have 
1) A reflectivity that exceeds a prescribed reflectivity anywhere 
above the freezing level, determined in the Exploratory Phase, 
2) Tops growing at a defined rate determined from cloud group 
seeding results, 
3) Other (to be ascertained in the Exploratory Phase). 
Seeding in the rain period randomly chosen for seeding will continue on 
all such candidate clouds (echoes) in and approaching the experimental area. 
Clouds (echoes) chosen for seeding beyond the area will be those whose track 
and life state (based on near real-time calculations of echo average character-
istics for that period) indicate they will persist into the area. The goal 
is to seed all possible rain-pvoducing clouds. Aircraft with cloud measure-
ment instruments will penetrate clouds on both seeded and non-seeded storms, to 
make key measurements determined from the Exploratory Phase. 
Summary 
This document has defined the possible experimental areas, a single one of 
2000 mi2 or three of 600 to 1000 mi2 each. We have defined the surface 
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instrument density (1 per 9 mi2 for rain), and the desired experimental unit 
(rain period). Proof of rain enhancement must come from surface data directly 
related to crop production. However, it must be accompanied by a meaningful 
interpretation of the processes altered by using a comprehensive analysis of 
key data. All the rain data information on the deposition of seeding material, 
and radar echo results will be interpreted according to synoptic weather 
conditions. 
Statistical proof will utilize these data types analyzed on the basis of a 
combination of single or multiple area randomization and area historical data. 
Rigorous significance levels must be reached for at least three of the rain 
characteristics. 
Declaration of rain event experimental units will occur when weather 
conditions reach a pre-set area forecast criteria. Various randomization 
schemes will then be used with built-in sampling regulations to ensure 
representative samples of weather types in each category. Extreme tornadic and 
flash flood-producing events would be excluded from the experiment for a 
variety of scientific and socio-political reasons. Once a seed unit has been 
declared, seeding activity would be launched on the basis of certain cloud 
activity and achievement of radar echo criteria. 
The decisions as to: 
1) area size, 
2) sampling density, 
3) rain event unit, 
4) randomization, 
5) level of statistical significance, and 
6) forecast declaration criteria 
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all integrate to affect the time required to detect a change in rainfall. 
Since such an experiment is an expensive undertaking, all design choices must 
be made within a cost and scientific optimization framework with a goal of 
minimizing the length of a definitive confirmatory expriment. 
Given all these factors, the length of the experiment will depend on the 
level of enhancement sought or achieved. Use of the most powerful and informa-
tive surface rain factors (such as area-depth relations) reveals the following 
detection times. Detection of a 20% increase (at an alpha = 0.05 and a beta = 
0.3) would require 8 years and a 40% change 2 years (random-historical, non-
sequential design). A year is defined by the July-August season which averages 
30 rain periods in the proposed 2000-mi2 area or crossover areas. It appears 
that 20 to 30% rain increases may have been achieved in other climates with the 
use of the modification technologies likely for this experiment. Hence, a 20% 
modification in two or more rain variables seems to be a reasonable outcome of 
the confirmatory experiment. This would require a 5-year or shorter experi-
ment . 
OPERATIONAL ASPECTS 
The operational aspects of the PACE experiment must function to fulfill 
the project goal, the design, the modification hypothesis, and evaluation needs 
set forth. Operations must resemble a well-organized, military-type, 24-hour 
effort with a staff and facilities adequate to eliminate major failures during 
the experimental period (July through August). For this reason, operational 
personnel should be chosen on the basis of experience with past successful 
field operations. The operational phase of the experiment has five 
components: 
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1) An operational headquarters, 
2) A forecast system, 
3) A seeding system, 
4) A evaluation system, and 
5) A data processing, preliminary analysis and interpretation effort. 
Headquarters 
A structure must be established in a locale readily accessible to the 
field operations and located where a) the project radars can adequately scan 
the experimental area, and b) the project aircraft can be based. The space 
should include offices for the project director, a radar operational-
communication center for aircraft, a forecast center, electronic shops, a 
ready-room for briefings, a network operational room, analyses space, data and 
equipment storage, radar antenna sites, and a radio transmission facility. The 
aircraft must be at an airport where facilities are adequate for their storage 
and maintenance and for the storage of the seeding devices and material. 
The experiment would be supervised by a Project Director housed at the 
Headquarters. He must have an assistant. Their major duties are to oversee 
the field project effort, to oversee at all times the ongoing analyses, to 
conduct daily briefings, to supervise the choice of experimental units, and to 
prepare all reports for the project. 
Forecast System 
The basic functions of the forecast system were defined in the previous 
section on design and evaluation. Basically, the forecast system comprises 
the staff and facilities functioning within the Headquarters to: 
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1) Develop 'alerts' on time scales of 3 to 48 hours before 
experimental units 
2) Declare the storm experimental units on any given clock hour 
3) Utilize radar data, satellite data, and all other forms of 
weather data to monitor and forecast the onset of rain activity 
just beyond and inside the experimental area during an experimen­
tal unit. 
Standard area rain objective forecast criteria should be used to declare an 
experimental unit. They will result in a forecast of 33 storms per season 
(July through August), on the average. They will over-forecast the events (3 
on the average), but will include all storm events. 
As part of declaring the rain event unit, this system must perform two 
other key tasks. It must interact with the random choice of treatment process 
(seed or no seed) of the Project Director to furnish the basic synoptic weather 
condition that is about to produce the rain. This is then combined with past 
seed or no seed unit information and randomization procedures to ensure a 
comparable distribution of conditions samples in each experimental category. 
Second, the forecast system, in declaring the storm units, must indicate 
whether the conditions are those capable of excessively severe weather such as 
tornadoes or rainstorms capable of ≥ 3 inches in 2 hours or ≥ 6 inches in 12 
hours. This potential is also to be monitored during a rain unit, and if it 
develops, the unit is to be discarded from the sample and any ongoing seeding 
is to stop. 
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To perform these functions, certain key facilities must exist. One is a 
continuous (24 hour) operating radar facility capable of showing, at the desire 
of the duty forecaster, the position, maximum reflectivity, and height of any 
or all storms within and 50 miles W, SW, and NW of the experimental area. Also 
required is a synchronous satellite data terminal capable of displaying 30-
minute satellite photographs. Other weather equipment include facsimile and 
teletype circuits. The incoming hourly weather data is to be fed into a mini-
computer, located at the operational headquarters or at a nearby locale. Here, 
the objective analysis and forecast techniques are used to make, on each hour, 
forecasts of all critical conditions. 
The PACE objective forecast analysis study also revealed that the forecast 
system, to be effective, would require a weather observation station to be 
established in the Vandalia area (south-central Illinois) to furnish data in a 
region now void of data sources. A rawinsonde site needs to be operated in 
east-central Illinois to form a triad of stations (Salem, Peoria, and 
Champaign). Releases every 6 hours at all three stations would be needed, 
requiring additional, on-call releases at the Salem and Peoria NWS stations. A 
pibal facility would also be operated by the forecast system at Headquarters. 
Personnel must be adequate to perform the 24-hour forecast effort. This 
includes a forecast system director, 4 duty meteorologists, and 4 assistants to 
plot data, to feed input to the computer, and to operate the rawinsonde. 
Seeding System 
The seeding system would consist of the aircraft and their equipment for 
transporting and releasing the seeding material. The system also includes the 
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seeding materials, a radar for aircraft guidance and tracking, a radar-to-
aircraft communication system, and all required personnel. 
The aircraft requirements to address all conditions would be 8 aircraft 
available for cloud-base seeding activities with 3 aircraft also capable for 
high-level seeding, depending on whether each or both are to be used. The 
cloud-base seeding aircraft should be capable of measuring updraft velocities 
in storms, and the high-level aircraft should have on-board radar and scope 
photography. Added cloud physics instrumentation will be dictated by the 
results of the Exploratory Experiment. All aircraft should have position 
recording devices and transponders to the base station radar. The often 
multi-cellular and multi-line nature of rain periods will frequently 
necessitate pre-storm distribution of these aircraft at airports around the 
areas after the experimental unit has been declared. Such a distribution would 
be based on project forecasts. The forecast group would also alert (3 to 48 
hours ahead) and advise the seeding system group as to the operational times 
and locales in the area during a unit. It would also declare the initiation of 
seeding (if it is a seed unit). 
An aircraft-related effort initiated well before the experiment would be 
planning with the Federal Aviation Agency. The operation of project aircraft 
with ability to go into and around showers and thunderstorms must be understood 
and cleared by the FAA. A system of routine communication with FAA on 
operational periods must be established so that aircraft operations are not 
restricted. 
Seeding Materials. Silver iodide seeding would be conducted with the use 
of pyrotechnic devices. These would likely be wing-mounted on the cloud-base 
aircraft. Droppable pyrotechnics would be carried on high-level aircraft in 
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pods. Blindness is a problem, and the use of dry ice by high-level aircraft is 
a distinct possibility. The racks, pods, pyrotechnics, and dry ice dispensers 
have already been developed and tested. Adjustments to the burn time (vertical 
distance) of the droppable flares would be made according to predicted storm 
heights and likely flight levels so as to burn in desired levels, such as the 
-5°C to -15°C level. Since the presence of the seeding materials (silver) 
would be studied from rain samples, care must be used in the storage and 
handling of pyrotechnics. This storage must be in a facility well separated 
from the locale where rain and hail samples are kept. 
Radar. Once operations involving actual seeding have been declared by the 
forecast group, a radar is used for directing the seeding aircraft. 'A radar 
must be devoted to this task and it must be capable of 3-dimensional (RHI) 
scans to search for high reflectivity areas and echo configurations indicative 
of updraft areas. Every effort must be made on any operational period to 
rapidly discern the general placement of updraft areas (front, back, etc.), and 
to identify new echo formation zones. The positions of project aircraft should 
be-monitored and recorded on this radar system through use of transponders and 
a receiver mounted on the radar antenna. 
The personnel for the seeding system would include 2 skilled radar 
operators, the necessary aircraft crews (3 to 10 pilots and crewmen), and a 
radar technician. Major consideration must be given to the employment of a 
group skilled in aircraft operations and weather modification to handle the 
entire seeding system. 
Evaluation System 
The goals set forth require an elaborate, smoothly functioning system to 
evaluate the experiment. The basic sources of evaluation data include a) a 
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series of surface networks (raingages, hailpads, observers, rainwater 
samplers), b) crop data, c) atmospheric data that describe the mesoscale 
environment, d) a weather radar system, and 3) geostationary satellite data. 
Those who collect these data should be separate, organizationally and by 
funding, from the other operational staff. 
Networks. Two basic networks devoted to sampling the rain and hail in the 
experimental area/s are" needed. 
The rainfall would be measured in recording raingages located 3 miles 
apart. These would be modified to record hailfall times by the use of a new 
inexpensive timing device designed by the Survey which records hail time on the 
raingage chart with a second pen. Each raingage is also a hailpad site. 
Recording hailgages possessed by the Water Survey would be distributed evenly 
throughout the area. The raingages and hailgages would be serviced by 4 
trained technicians on a weekly basis. 
Rainwater samplers (plastic bottles attached to fence posts) would be 
installed at every other raingage (110 total). These data will allow tracing 
of silver seeding material through its geographical positions. These would be 
serviced in an 8-hour period by 3 local field residents on an 'on-call' basis 
with routine bottle changes weekly. 
In addition, one sampler and 3 raingages must be located to form a sparse 
network in downwind regions (2000 mi 2). Th ese would be serviced by local 
residents. 
Crop Data. The experimental area is to be located where hail insurance 
coverage is extensive (> 60% insured). All hail insurance companies and 
associations would be contacted and asked to furnish detailed information on 
all hail loss claims in and around the area and also to furnish copies of the 
detailed work sheets of the adjusters. 
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Agronomic and crop yield data would be collected by use of selected farm 
reports (3 per township) and agricultural groups. Detailed in-season sampling 
of insects and crop behavior, including diseases, would occur by agricultur-
alists. 
Atmospheric Data. Certain field operations are required to obtain surface 
weather and upper air data to aid in the operations and evaluation. This 
necessitates the installation and operation of surface weather stations located 
in a grid (1 per 60 mi ) pattern in the experimental area. Each would record 
temperature, dew point, and winds. If Exploratory Phase studies show these 
data are essential in forecasting rain events, these may be automatic stations 
remoted to the center, otherwise these would be serviced by network techni-
cians. A subnetwork of 6 lightning-thunder detection sensors - recorders could 
be operated. 
In addition, the previously described data produced for the forecast 
system would be used in the evaluation. This includes the hourly surface 
weather data from the station to be established to the south of the 
experimental area, plus the pibal and radiosonde data from the Peoria, Salem, 
and Champaign sites. These data coupled with others routinely available from 
the NWS would constitute the atmospheric data. 
Radar. A weather radar (10-cm wavelength) will be dedicated to provide 
data for the evaluation process. If possible, the radar should have a 
capability to detect hail in the storms. The dual wavelength CHILL system has 
such a capability. Operations must be conducted on all experimental units and 
in a fixed, 3-dimensional scan pattern over the experimental area. The scans 
must sample all levels (based on beam width) from the surface to the -25°C 
level and likely enough additional levels to encompass the echo tops. Every 
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effort must be made to develop a complete scan series in 5 minutes or less. 
These data will also help define downwind effects. Personnel needed include 3 
radar operators, an operational director and an electronic engineer. 
Aircraft. Some of the seeding aircraft a r e ap t to be instrumented with 
state-of-the-art meteorological instrumentation. Sampling will be inside and 
below seeded and non-seeded clouds to collect microphysical and air motion 
data. 
Satellite. The evaluation effort would also utilize the 30-minute cloud 
data furnished by geostationary satellites that are used in the forecast 
effort. These data should be routinely collected and retained for all 
convective cloud days. They would be used in the experimental area and to 
monitor activity in the downwind areas. Personnel in the forecast system would 
store these data. 
Data Processing and Preliminary Analysis 
A key aspect for a successful operation and evaluation effort is rapid 
data processing. Quality of all data (raingage, radar, radiosonde, etc.) must 
be determined as quickly as possible to detect problems. Hence, facilities 
(computers and film readers) and analytical staff must be sufficient to allow 
for routine processing of the data. It is extremely important that the data of 
all types be digitized. The digitization should be on magnetic tapes such that 
all data from an individual day can be easily studied, and so that all data of 
a single device (say radar) can be examined for a whole season. The personnel 
needs (editing, checking, reviewing, and digitizing) include 3 people for 
raingage data, 2 for the hailpad data, and 3 for the radar data. Other more 
complex weather data can be assessed by forecasters. 
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Project leaders and subsection directors of the evaluation team should, 
during the operational period, perform preliminary analysis of the initial 
processed data. In the off season, the field technicians and radar operators 
can assist in routine data analyses, as well as repair/calibration of 
equipment. The project forecast staff should be used to perform a variety of 
analyses in the off season. A key effort of the off-season analyses would be 
to stay current in the evaluation. 
IMPACT MONITORING AND PUBLIC INTERACTIONS 
This fourth and equally essential component of a midwestern rain enhance-
ment experiment concerns how the meteorological efforts (the first three 
parts - hypothesis, design, and operations) interface with users and the 
public. It also addresses actual and potential impacts on the social 
attitudes, on the economy, on ecology, and with any institutional-legal 
arrangements. 
Interactions 
Before the experiment can be launched, a carefully presented program to 
inform the public must be initiated. A 1974 social attitudes study pointed to 
a favorable public attitude toward weather modification experimentation in 
Illinois. It showed that for a complicated, difficult to understand science 
like weather modification, the majority of the public tends to depend on key 
local (township, city, and county) decision makers for opinion development. 
These decision makers can vary and may include key farmers, bankers, clergy, 
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mayors, elected county officials, extension agents, and conservation district 
directors. Thus, one major interaction effort concerns local users (people in 
and around the experimental area) and interests. 
In the first phase of this local interactive effort, the key people must 
be identified in and around the experimental area/s, and then systematically 
informed about all aspects of the experiment. Presentations to these small 
groups have to be honest and internally consistent. A short concise project 
information document should be developed for wide distribution. If reasonable, 
a 'citizens committee' could be developed as a focal point for a continuing 
interface throughout the project. A project information person is needed at 
all times to give talks and to answer questions. 
The second phase of this local public interactive effort involves working 
with the local decision makers to develop a series of public presentations to 
key groups (service clubs, 4-H groups, farmer unions, etc.). The confirmatory 
experiment should not be launched until phases 1 and 2 are well initiated and a 
favorable and understanding local response is obtained. 
The public in and around the area should be routinely and continuously 
informed through the news media about the progress of the project. The project 
forecast regarding experimental days could be aired over local radio stations, 
and summaries of annual results must be delivered to the public and to the 
local and state officials. All possible existing means for distributing 
information, including the University of Illinois Extension Service, should be 
used to distribute project information, both on a regular basis and about 
specific items of lay interest. 
The other major interactive effort concerns non-local users of the 
project results. First are the insurance interests. Successful modification 
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will have a major impact on this industry, and they will wish to be closely 
informed of the progress and performance of the experiment. Further, their 
involvement is sought in the form of furnishing daily data for the project 
area. Their endorsement of the experiment is also sought so that local 
insurance agents will understand the project and its potential value to them. 
Another group of users includes various agriculturalists at universities 
in and around Illinois, agricultural associations (such as the IAA), the Farm 
Bureau, and major agri-businesses related to the region's agriculture. Rain 
modification, if successful, will affect them in various ways. The strong 
influential reputation of major agricultural groups like IAA also means they 
must be informed about the project so as to secure their understanding and to 
utilize their communication systems. Key officials in these agricultural 
groups must be contacted and the experiment explained before it is launched. 
State experiment stations commonly serve as key information sources for most 
farmers in the state, and being able to give an honest appraisal is a key 
interest of the experiment stations and extension services. 
A third group of users to be informed before, during, and after the 
experiment are governmental officials. At the state level, this begins with 
the Governors Office. It would also include key staff in all state departments 
affected by the experiment (Energy and Natural Resources, Agriculture, Trans-
portation, Conservation, and Insurance). As part of this, the State Weather 
Modification Control Board must be informed about the project according to 
state regulations. Also, local area legislators should be informed about the 
project. 
At the federal level, all agencies providing support must be involved at 
all stages, generally more often than grants or contracts require. The project 
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activities would be routinely reported to NOAA (Department of Commerce) 
according to federal laws on weather modification. Presentations about the 
project should also be scheduled for the interdepartmental groups concerning 
atmospheric sciences so that all federal agencies involved in weather research 
will be aware of the project and its progress. An Environmental Impact State-
ment will be necessary if federal groups are involved in conducting the experi-
ment. 
Another user group includes all atmospheric and agricultural scientists 
and engineers. The results of the project must be distributed to these two 
user groups. Specific attention should be given to the exchange of information 
with the weather modification industry. This group would be the main users of 
the proven technologies, and the project performance and results are of 
considerable importance to this industry. 
Impact Monitoring 
The second portion of this part of the experiment relates to the 
monitoring of social, legal, economic, and ecological impacts. Recommended 
monitoring efforts are described below. 
Public Attitudes. The 1974 sampling in central Illinois of public 
attitudes toward weather modification provides a unique 'baseline' of informa-
tion prior to any experimentation. Similar sampling of public attitudes, both 
in and near the project area, should be conducted annually during the experi-
ment. This would be a valuable sociological experiment, and would also serve 
as a means for detecting any trends in attitudes toward the project. Effec-
tiveness of the public information activities can also be judged from the 
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monitoring of public attitudes. The results would be valuable in any future 
application of a successful technology in Illinois and elsewhere. This 
sampling should include perceived attitudes toward economic and other impacts. 
Economic Impacts. The agronomic data, including that from insurance 
companies, would be analyzed in detail as part of the evaluation. The areas of 
influence can be used to calculate the economic aspects. In particular, the 
crop yield data should be compared with historical values from the project 
area. Yields in surrounding similar-sized areas should be monitored for 
assessments of the effects in the experimental area. Other indirect economic 
impacts will be studied to discern effects. 
Impacts Beyond the Project Area. The potential for altering the precipit-
ation beyond the project area is of concern to the public and to atmospheric 
scientists. The lack of mesoscale numerical models adequate to predict and 
understand such large-scale effects means that downwind effects must be 
monitored on a descriptive, not casual, basis. 
Six sets of data available on a daily basis should be collected from the 
surrounding area (50 miles north and south of the experimental area/s and at 
least 100 miles east). These extra-area data sets include a) the daily and 
hourly rainfall data from the NWS, b) rainfall and hail data from cooperative 
observers established by the project, c) the daily crop-weather insurance data, 
d) radar data of project radar systems and those of the NWS, e) the cloud data 
from satellites, and f) rainwater samples for monitoring silver from samplers 
in each surrounding area. Each of these would be separated according to the 
seeding criteria for each experimental unit (rain event) and compared for the 
downwind areas. The cloud, radar, and hourly rainfall data would also allow 
sequential quantitative analyses of the behavior (areal extent and intensity) 
of mesoscale systems that pass through the experimental area. 
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Biospheric Impacts 
The alteration of rain may have detectable long-term effects on certain 
aspects of the midwestern environment. Effects on insects and on non-crop 
flora and to fauna need to be measured. Studies of weather (temperature and 
precipitation) impacts on rabbits in Illinois shows that the warm season 
weather factors explain less than 10% of the variation in rabbit populations. 
Another environmental consequence that can be imaged from the experiment 
is that from the seeding material, silver. Silver can be toxic to certain 
species if ingested in sufficient quantitites. The amount of silver iodide 
to be released into clouds is relatively low but should be apparent in levels 
of 100 to 200 ng/L in rainwater. However, these levels are 3 orders of 
magnitude below toxic levels. Nevertheless, rainwater samples should be 
collected throughout the experimental area (one site per 36 mi2) and used a) 
to evaluate the seeding effectiveness, and b) to monitor the amount of silver 
deposition. Soil samples should be collected from 6 fixed locations at the end 
of each season and analyzed for silver content. 
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Appendix A 




DAILY SYNOPTIC WEATHER SUMMARIES 
By 
Patrick Kennedy* 
The surface map display in the upper left corner of the daily synoptic 
form is based on each day's 1100 CDT weather depiction chart; alternate times 
were used when this chart was not available. The weather depiction data were 
reanalyzed to highlight areas reporting cloud bases of 10,000 ft. or less as 
this was the approximate ceiling for the light aircraft operations. Frontal 
positions are those from the surface analysis for the previous hour. 
The information on stability temperature inversions, and winds aloft were 
obtained from soundings made at 0700 CDT at Peoria, Illinois (PIA) and Salem, 
Illinois (SLM). The stability index computations and inversion identifications 
were performed by the Water Survey forecasters on duty each morning. The 
stability indices listed are: 
SSI - Showalter Stability Index 
K - Index 
LI/MAX TEMP - Lifted Index based on indicated maximum surface temperatures 
TT - Total Totals Index 
The 1200 CDT Service A teletype data from selected Midwest reporting 
stations were recorded on the daily synoptic sheet. A local group of Service A 
reports were used on the flight observation forms; the times chosen approxi-
mately coincide with the cloud base temperature measurement time. The stations 
*Current affiliation, University of Oklahoma. 
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used were: 
BMI - Bloomington, IL MKE - Milwaukee, WI 
BRL - Burlington, IA MLI - Moline, IL 
CTD - Cedar Rapids, IA                                             ORD - Chicago (O'Hare), IL 
CMI - Champaign, IL PIA - Peoria, IL 
DEC - Decatur, IL RFD - Rockford, IL 
DNV - Danville, IL SBN - South Bend, IL 
EW - Evansville, IN SPI - Springfield, IL 
HUF - Terre Haute, IN * STL - St. Louis, MO 
IND - Indianapolis, IN UIN - Quincy, IL 




7/8 Yesterday's warm front continued to move off eastward well out of the area. The east-vest 
cold front across northern Illinois slowed down and remained north of CMI during the day-
light hours. The dry, stable, air mass south of front again produced only high clouds. 
Short wave disturbances in the main flow of the westerlies north of the front trigger 
afternoon thunderstorms in northeastern Indiana and northwestern Ohio. No flights 
operated. Photo at 1435 NE past radome. 
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REMARKS: 
7/9 The hot, dry air mass covering the southern three quarters of Illinois retreated southward 
during the evening which allowed the cold front to pass CMI and moisten the middle levels 
over the northern half of the state. Thunderstorms were active in the Chicago area before 
dawn. During the afternoon the front moved north of CHI and a wave on it approached 
Illinois from Iowa. The most significant clouds of the day were high based cumulus with 




7/10 The Iowa frontal wave and associated upper air trough crossed Illinois during the night 
leaving CMI just north of the trailing cold front. Early morning thunderstorms were 
active in the SPI-PIA area, but they missed CHI. A 500 mb ridge began rebuilding 
northward in the plains, shifting the flow aloft over Illinois into the northwest. within 
the post cold frontal air mass over the northern half of Illinois fair weather cuoul?? 
developed with afternoon heating. 
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REMARKS: 
7/11 The central Illinois cold front washed out as surface winds backed into the southwest 
and haze increased in advance of next system in southwestern Minnesota. Lack of 
low level moisture continued, but northwesterly flow aloft brought altocumulus 
bands and scattered virga during the afternoon. 
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REMARKS: 
7/12 The surface wave in Minnesota yesterday progressed southeastward in the upper 
level flow spilling over the central plains ridge axis. The low and associated 
front was in northern Illinois by 0700. Limited moisture below mid-levels in 
Illinois and Missouri indicated that. reachable clouds were unlikely to develop, 
so flight operations were cancelled at 1200. At approximately 1500 the cold front 
passed CMI producing cumulus and towering cumulus in the area and thunderstorms 
distant to the north. 
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SUNDAY - NO OPERATIONS 
June 13, 1980 
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REMARKS: 
7/14 In wake of the 7/12 frontal passage a small high pressure area controlled CMI weather on 
7/13. By the morning of 7/14 the high center was to the east of the state with Illincis 
in hazy southerly return flow at the surface. The warm front along the Mississippi River 
again marked the leading edge of the hot, dry southern plains air mass. Lack of 
moisture at surface and in the overrunning air allowed only middle and high level 
clouds in the afternoon ahead of the warm front. No Elightwas made. Photo at 1605 EXE 
from radar tower. 
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REMARKS: 
7/15 The warm front 'moved east of CMI by evening accompanied by reductions in haze and surface 
dewpoints. The central plains ridge flattened and allowed the next trough and frontal 
system to approach from the north-west. Mid-level moisture increased significantly 
between 700 and 550 mb in advance of the cold front over PIA, but SLM continued dry at all 
levels. A few middle and high level clouds were in the area during the day, but bases 
were too high to reach. Today's flight was for temperature sounding only. Photo: 1500 
north from radar tower. 
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REMARKS: 
7/16 The cold front 'in extreme northwestern Illinois produced an active thunderstorm line in 
western sections of the state prior to 0900. This thunderstorm area rapidly dissipated 
by 1230. The upper level ridge pattern to the west continued to retreat southward as a 
well defined trough moved eastward with a Minnesota-Iowa axis at 0700. Low level mo?? 
had i:-.creased somewhat on both morning soundings, but 30 knot winds below 700 mb proing 
advecred drier air in from Missouri in advance of the cold front in eastern Illinois. 
At 1830 the cold fror.t passed with towering Cu that developed overhead and to the east. 
A second flight should have been made to observe these. 
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REMARKS: 
7/17 Yesterday's col's front continued steady progression to the east and south with a 
Canadian high pressure center behind it. This new air mass was dry and stable . 
with a strong inversion at the 700 mb level. No clouds developed and no flight was made. 
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REMARKS: 
The high center moved east with Illinois in southerly return circulation. The flow 
aloft backed into the southwest and moistened at mid-levels in advance of next trough in 
northern plains. Convergence into a surface low in south central Iowa generated morning 
thunderstorms in southeast Iowa and western Illinois. These storms dissipated as they 
reached the CMI-BMI area at 1200 leaving broken middle and high clouds during the after-
noon. No flight was conducted. 
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REMARKS: 
7/19 The warm front to the southwest of the area passed during the night with a hot, dry air 
mass in its wake. The northern boundary of this air mass was along a quasi-stationary 
cold front on a CHI-MLI line at mid morning. The PIA sounding reflected mid-level 
moisture in the frontal area while SLM was generally dry at all levels. The cold fror.t 
remained well north of CMI during the daylight hours and no low clouds formed within the 
warm air mass. Flight operations were cancelled at 1430. 
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SUNDAY - NO OPERATIONS 
June 20, 1980 
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REMARKS: 
7/22 The cold front of 7/19 lingered over northern Illinois until the evening of 7/20 when a 
500 mb shortwave moving across Wisconsin helped push the front to the south, accompanied 
by severe thunderstorms in the Chicago area. By 0700 mesoscale thunderstorm outflow had 
displaced the frontal boundary southward across central Illinois. A second short wave at 
500 mb crossed Illinois during the afternoon hours. At the 850 mb level the persistant 
ridge pattern across the southeastern states broke down and allowed gulf moisture to reach 
the area for the first time in the project period. Numerous showers and thunderstorms 
were active after 1200 in central Illinois. 
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REMARKS: 
7/22 The cold front and associated rainshower area moved steadily eastward during the night. 
CMI was in a post-cold frontal situation with moisture confined below the 700 mb l eve l . 
The main 500 mb trough passed during the day aiding cloud formation. Fair weather 
cumulus appeared by late morning; a..few of these clouds developed into cumulus conges 
and produced isolated light rain showers east of CMI after 1800. These clouds maw have 




7/23 A large high pressure center over Iowa continued to influence the midwestern states. The 
major 500 mb trough axis was on a Tennessee-Lake Huron line by 0700 and continued to move 
eastward during the day. The air mass over Illinois gradually dried out at low levels as 




7/24 The eastern half of the country continued under a broad surface high pressure pattern. 
The main flow of the westerlies had shifted back north along the Canadian boarder. 
Stabilization and drying continued in the subsident air mass over Illinois. Only widely 
scattered flat cumulus developed. 
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REMARKS: 
7/25 The surface high pressure area drifted eastward and allowed the next frontal boundary to 
move from the Dakotas into northwest Iowa by 1100. Significant moisture was restricted 
to the cirrus levels over Illinois. A few very thin cumulus formed east of CMI at 1100 
but were gone by 1230. No flight conducted. 
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REMARKS: 
7/26 By 0700 yesterday's cold front had penetrated the northwestern half of Illinois before 
becoming quasi-stationary. Haze restricted visibilities ahead of the front and a bar.d 
of light rain was observed behind it. Air mass moisture was confined to just along ard 
behind the frontal position. The front moved very slowly southeastward during the ?? 
with light rain begining at CMI at approximately 1730. 
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SUNDAY - NO OPERATIONS 
June 27 , 1980 
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REMARKS: 
7/28 After producing steady light rain during much of the 27th, the weak cold front had moved 
off to central Ohio by 1100 on the 28th. A trough at the surface and aloft over 
Minnesota was slowly approaching Illinois. The air mass between these two features •-'as 
very stable with moisture restricted to the lowest levels. In the early afternoon the 
post cold front overcast began to break up into a detached cumulus field. These cloud 
then gradually thinned and dissipated by sunset. 
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REMARKS: 
7/29 The trough analyzed to the northwest of CMI lost much of its identity aloft overnight. 
At the surface it could be located primarily as a wind shift line. This trough stagnated 
during most of the afternoon just northwest of CMI. Despite a marginal low level moisture 
supply, surface convergence along the trough line was sufficient to generate a scattered 
to broken afternoon cumulus field. Some cumulus congestus believed to be associated with 
the trough line were overhead at 1900. 
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REMARKS: 
7/30 In the wake of' yesterday's trough passage, the surface pressure patterns were weak ard 
disorganized in the CMI area. Hot, dry southern plains air began to rove northward into 
the central states in advance of a developing system in the Dakotas. Strong dynamic 
support for convection existed in association with a warm front in Iowa and northwest 
Illinois, but lack of a low level moisture supply kept cloud bases at middle and hig?? 
levels and severely limited precipitation. No flight operations conducted. 
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REMARKS: 
7/31 The warm front in Iowa yesterday passed CMI near midnight. The following cold front 
slowed down as it trailed across northwestern Illinois. Early morning thunderstorms 
were active along the cold front from Chicago southwest past SPI, but dissipated before 
reaching CMI. The warm sector air mass was again dry at low levels with high based 
cumulus and isolated virga during the afternoon. Weak cold frontal passage occurred 
at approximately 1700. Flight on this day was for radio check with CHILL radar. 
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REMARKS: 
8/1 The cold front that affected Illinois yesterday became stationary just south of CMI during 
the night and later drifted northward again, keeping the area in a frontal zone throughout 
the day. Low level moisture reached into southern Illinois were the cold front develcod 
and area of heavy overnight thunderstorms. This moisture appeared on the 0700 SLM 
sounding and indicated the potential for good convective cloud formation. A band of high 
based light rain showers developed west of CMI at 1300, but skies cleared substantially 
after they passed. Later analysis determined that the westerly low level flow advected 
dry air in from Missouri which stopped afternoon activity. 
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REMARKS: 
8/2 A wave in Iowa on the east-west frontal system over the Midwest approached Illinois at 
1200. CHI was in the warm sector, but again the warm, dry southwesterly flow at 850 mb 
restricted cloud bases to heights above 10,000 feet. Skies remained overcast all after-
noon with an area of light rain passing CMI between 1500 and 1800. Precipitation ended 
and cloudiness broke up by sunset. 
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REMARKS: 
8/3 The cold front progressed south of CMI during the night hours while the frontal wave 
weakened and was dropped from the analyses. The trough passage associated with this 
frontal system succeeded in disorganizing the dry southwest intrusion at 850 mb. Surface 
high pressure following the cold front restricted moisture to low levels and supported 
only scattered afternoon fair weather cumulus. 
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REMARKS: 
8/4 Flat high pressure began to retreat northeastward from Illinois as a major low pressure 
center organized and intensified in southern Canada north of the Dakotas. A tongue of 
850 mb moisture was drawn northward by 40 to 50 knot winds in advance of the systen 
through the central plains. Ahead of this band dry air remained centered on a Lake 
Huron-Illinois line. A squall line developed along the 850 mb moisture axis in Iowa and 
Missouri during the afternoon. Cumulus congestus and anvils were first visible distant 
to the southwest at 1630. Cumulus congestus reached CMI at 1830, but the squall line 
broke up nearing CMI at 2230. 
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REMARKS: 
8/5 The deep surface" low in southern Canada tracked northeast and caused the trailing cold frorr 
to stall across eastern Iowa. Ahead of the front the 850 mb flow had developed a trajector 
from the Texas Gulf Coast to lower Michigan which moistened both PIA and SLM soundings at 
low levels. Layered debris from the previous night's thunderstorms began to break up at 
1300 and towering cumulus started growing northwest and southwest of CMI. Clouds in 
DEC area produced scattered light rain showers during mid-afternoon. 
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REMARKS: 
8/6 The cold front stretching southwest across Iowa was dissolved out of the analyses and 
reformed as an east-west warm front across a central Minnesota-Wisconsin line. The flow 
aloft generally was weak in the moderately moist air mass to south of the front over 
Illinois. Morning clouds broke up into cumulus elements with higher layers above. 
Cumulus congestus and rain showers developed southwest of CMI at approximately 1200. th is 
area moved southeast and intensified significantly during the afternoon hours. 
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REMARKS: 
8/7 Illinois continued to be covered by a moderately moist, unstable airmass with the main 
strength of the westerlies and the associated shortwaves well to the north. An isolated 
area of rainshowers and thunderstorms developed north of CMI at approximately 0930. 
After this area moved east no other significant clouds were observed at CMI. Meso-analgsis 
showed that a surface divergence area drifted eastward across central Illinois during 
afternoon; this probably supressed cloud activity. 
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REMARKS: 
8/8 The frontal zone well north of the area yesterday moved southward towards northern Illinoi 
by 1100. Slight drying between the surface and 700 mb occurred on both soundings. A jew 
high based cumulus appeared north of CMI at 1000, possibly associated with a meso-scale 
convergence zone. These clouds rapidly dissipated and no flights were conducted. 
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REMARKS: 
8/9 The cold front north of Illinois sagged south into central Illinois by 1100. Moderate 
moisture and instability accompanied the frontal zone on the PIA sounding while SLM 
was drier and more stable. Except for surface convergence near the front, dynamic 
support for cloud growth remained weak. A few cumulus formed north of CMI at noon 
and developed slowly as they moved east. Later in the afternoon isolated thunderstorn 
formed northeast', east, and southwest of CMI. 
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REMARKS: 
8/10 The frontal boundary across central Illinois had become stationary overnight. 850 ard 
700 mb flows northeastward from the Texas coast helped warm and moisten the Illinois airrc 
at low levels. General 500 mb height falls over the Great Lakes coupled with difluerce az 
300 mb gave support to rising motion along the front across Missouri and Illinois. 
Regional activity did not begin until approximately 1700 when thunderstorms developed 
rapidly into and east-west line 20-30 miles north of CMI. This thunderstorm area merged 
with a squall line building eastward from northern Missouri. The squall line, with a 
roll cloud, arrived at approximately 2030. 
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REMARKS: 
8/11 The surface pressure pattern across Illinois became complex as several small waves 
developed along the stationary front. At 1100 CMI was between one wave and associated 
thunderstorm area to the east and a trough line to the west. Considerable middle level 
moisture was available in the PIA sounding which was also fairly unstable. An afternoon 
session of cloud activity was expected to accompany the trough passage. After morning 
clouds broke up, a few cumulus in the CMI area built to the congestus stage and dissipates 
by 1700. More well developed clouds were visible distant to southeast. Meso-analysis 
indicated that the trough-front combination broadened the surface convergence zone ir. 
Illinois and reduced upward motion. 
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REMARKS: 
8/12 Canadian high pressure spread into Illinois as the slow moving front progressed 
southeastward out of the area. Moisture in the new airmass was restricted to the lovest 
4000 feet which supported only scattered fair weather cumulus. A higher cirrus and 
contrail deck appeared to be. associated with the retreating frontal system. 
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REMARKS: 
8/13 The high pressure center moved east of Illinois while the return flow warm front advanced 
from the southwest over night. Substantial modification of both soundings was expected 
as low level heat and moisture entered the area behind the warm front. High based 
cumulus and generally good visibilities were observed in the early afternoon. By 170 
the warm front was over the area with significantly lower cumulus bases and increased 




8/14 Yesterday's warm frontal passage left central Illinois in a narrow warm sector at 1100. . 
Moisture had increased on both soundings from 500 mbs to the surface. Upper level flows 
were not well organized to support the approaching cold front, and middle level cloud 
decks reduced surface heating in the area. Clouds gradually thickened and lowered during 
the day and by 1530 produced general light rain and some embedded thunderstorms. Heaviest 
precipitation again fell after dark in the vicinity of the cold front. 
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REMARKS: 
8/15 The cold front approaching central Illinois yesterday became quasi-stationary near the 
southern tip of the state by 1100. Moist air overrunning the front produced an area of 
light stratiform rain and a feu embedded thunderstorms across central Illinois. 




8/16 Illinois' cold surface air mass began to retreat northeastward as the quasi-stationar-j 
front to the south started moving north as a warm front. Both soundings indicated 
moisture through a deep layer in the frontal overrunning region. Rain fell from a 
low overcast from morning through mid-afternoon. Reduced visibility due to rain 
prevented light aircraft operations. 
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REMARKS: 
8/17 Scattered shower and thunderstorm activity continued through the early morning hours, 
but tapered off soon after sunrise. Warm frontal passage occurred at approximately 1230. 
Both 0700 soundings showed significant moisture below 600 mb and some instability to 
support warm sector cumulus development. However, the 1900 700 mb analysis indication 
significant area of strong warming and stabilization aloft over the central and 
northern plains states with an eastward extension into Illinois. During the daylight 
hours cumulus were present at two levels just prior to the warm front passage. As the 
700 mb warming progressed, clouds in the area dissipated for the remainder of the day. 
At 12,000' in late afternoon thunderstorms were visible at distances exceeding SO miles 
to the east and south during a 2UW temperature sounding flight. 
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REMARKS: 
8/18 A strong low pressure system entered the northwestern US and moved rapidly eastward 
during the night. The westerlies also pushed yesterday's Minnesota low and occlusion 
east to Lake Huron by 1200. The low to the northwest dominated and established 
the frontal boundary across central Illinois. Moisture was available through a dsep 
layer, especially in the PIA sounding. A weak short wave was located in the 500 rrib 
flow over northwest Arkansas and southwest Missouri; positioned to move towards 
Illinois during the day. Cumulus at two levels as well as higher forms were visible 
at 1300. Showers were first observed near DEC. They rapidly intensified and formed 
an active east-west thunderstorm line. Funnel clouds followed by heavy showers 
were observed at CMI at 1445. 
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REMARKS: 
8/19 After being pushed south of CMI by yesterday's thunderstorms, the central Illinois 
frontal boundary had moved to the northeastern corner of the state as a warm front by 
0800. 0700 soundings showed moderate moisture, but rapid drying occurred just above 
the surface at both PIA and SLM. High based cumulus and altocumulus were active n o r t h 
of CMI in the morning. Virga was visible from some of the higher based clouds. 
Thunderstorms developed and moved eastward in the distance north of CMI during early 
afternoon. By late afternoon a cumulus line organized just east of the Champaign 
Airport. Although visible for more than an hour, these clouds never developed 
significantly. 
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REMARKS: 
8/20 A 500 mb trough that moved eastward from the Pacific northwest helped develop a wave 
on'yesterday's stationary frontal boundary in North Dakota. Illinois was in the warm 
sector of this developing low all day. Drying had reduced the stability indicies 
somewhat, but moderate instability persisted. Ridging at 500 mb along an Iowa-Mississippe 
axis suppressed upward vertical motions over Illinois. A sounding flight by 2UW 
at 1400 indicated that the morning radiation inversion had not completely dissipated 
and a residual dry isothermal layer was capping surface based convection. It was 
hoped that the cold front approaching from western lowa would produce showers the 
following morning. No cloud base flight was made. 
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REMARKS: 
8/21 Iowa's cold front advanced steadily eastward during the night. A line of thunderstorms, 
many severe, had developed from northwest Wisconsin to southwest Oklahoma by 1833. 
The thunderstorm line was across northwestern Illinois by 2130. As it approached easz 
central Illinois, the line rapidly dissipated by 0330. Between 1300 on 'the 20th and 
0700 on the 21th the 500 mb trough associated with the cold front weakended considering 
as it approached a slow moving ridge over Ohio. This loss of upper air support ray 
have lead to the thunderstorm line's decay. Following surfacs cold frontal passage 
at approximately 0900, fair weather cumulus developed during the afternoon. 
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REMARKS: 
8/22 A broad high pressure area centered over Iowa dominated the Midwest as yesterday's 
cold front moved well off to the east. Stable subsident conditions limited cloud 
formation to scattered, flat, afternoon fair weather cumulus. 
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REMARKS: 
8/23 The midwestern high pressure center had moved to western lower Michigan by 1100. 
The associated ridge pattern aloft maintained subsidence over Illinois. Fair 
weather cumulus with little development again occurred in early afternoon. 
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REMARKS: 
8/24 The slow moving high pressure center had moved to eastern lower Michigan by 0700. 
Daytime cumulus were limited to semi-transparent isolated patches near noon. No 
flight was operated this day. Photograph at 1303: Thin cloud patches and semi 
transparent areas over CMI airport. 
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REMARKS: 
8/25 The high center had drifted to north central Pennsylvania by mid-morning with a 500 rb 
ridge over Illinois, A Pacific cold front moved across Wyoming and Montana during the 
early morning hours. Strong temperature gradients and sharp pressure rises associated 
with this front indicated at 1045 that it could move enough to influence Illinois in 
24 hours. By early evening the cold front reached northwest Iowa and had developed and 
active thunderstorm line ahead of it. The front decelerated rapidly in northwestern 
Iowa and thunderstorm activity was unable to propagate into the dry stable air over 




8/26 The high pressure center had stagnated over West Virginia by 1100 placing Illinois 
in southerly surface flow. Iowa 's cold front drifted slowly southeastward, but 
remained too far away influence Illinois. Surface visibilities fell due to haze 




8/27 The cold front that had been northwest of Illinois became stationary across the 
northwest corner of the state during the morning. Stable, dry, hazy conditions 
persisted. No clouds of any significance formed. Final two boundary layer flights 
were operated on this day. 
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REMARKS: 
8/28 Illinois ' stationary front remained north of the area. A closed low at 500 mb had 
advanced northward from the Gulf Coast of Louisiana to western Mississippi by 0700. 
This system drew moisture across Illinois from the south at high levels. PIA and 
SLM also moistened up near 700 mb; surface layers remained dry and hazy. Cirrus 
were present all day with a few high based cumulus in lots afternoon to the east. 
Ho flights were conducted. 
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REMARKS: 
8/29 The northern Illinois frontal zone moved off north as a warm front. To the south, 
the 500 mb low weakened as it moved slowly northeastward. This feature deeply 
moistened both soundings, particularly SLM. Light rain fell south of CMI in the 
morning, and to the north during the afternoon. Middle level clouds were obscured 








LIGHT PLANE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
By 
Patrick Kennedy* 
The flight activity summary in this Appendix includes the observed cloud 
base height and the base temperature as determined by two sensors. In 
addition, visual observations are recorded that help characterize the general 
area weather during each flight. 
A unique aspect of the 1980 PACE effort was a test of the utility of a 
rented light plane (Cessna 142) to make general reconnaisance and cloud base 
observations to augment the data collected by more sophisticated instrument 
systems. Two temperature sensing instruments were fitted to the aircraft to 
permit accurate temperature estimates of cloud base and were the only special 
instrumentation installed on the high-wind cessna. These temperature probes, 
obtained on a loan basis from the National Center for Atmospheric Research at 
Boulder, Colorado, were: 
1) A Rosemount Engineering Company Model 102E aircraft total temperature 
probe and a Model 510BH41 signal conditioning amplifier. 
2) A Yellow Springs Instrument Corporation Model Number 403 probe was 
adapted for aircraft mounting and was connected to a Model 8522-10 
digital thermistor thermometer (these were loaned by the Water Survey). 
The Rosemount probe was located on a reinforced inspection plate approxi-
mately four feet away from tha fuselage on the underside of the right wing. A 
block of wood was cut to match the angle of the wind strut and drilled to 
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accept the thermistor probe. An aluminum bracket that mounted on the tie-down 
eye-bolt was used to attach the block to the right wing strut. 
The temperature measured by the thermistor thermometer was displayed on a 
digital readout to the nearest 1.00C. The Rosemount signal amplifier developed 
a DC voltage that was linearly related to temperature. This voltage was read 
on a Beckman Model Tech 310 digital multimeter to the nearest 0.1 mv. The 
Rosemount temperature-voltage equation established by calibration at NCAR on 
6/25/80 was: 
T(°C) = 20 (mv) - 60 
The accuracy of both systems was checked on the ground by placing a Fisher 
Scientific Company #15-140B mercury laboratory thermometer next to each air-
craft probe while supplying ventilation with an electric fan. In tests con-
ducted on 7/28/80 and 9/6/80 the thermistor thermometer was within ±0.1°C of 
the mercury reference thermometer, while the Rosemount readings averaged 1.1°C 
above reference. The Rosemount error was probably due to the ten foot length 
of wire used to connect the probe to the signal amplifier. In view of these 
results no correction was applied to the thermistor indications. The Rosemount 
temperature equation was modififed to: 
T (°C) = 20 (mv) - 61.1 
The flight-observed air temperature required correction for the aero-
dynamic heating experienced by the probes from the passing airstream. 
The maximum amount of the aerodynamic heating is given by: 
where = total air temperature 
= static air temperature 
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v = true airspeed of the aircraft 
C = specific heat of air at constant pressure(1) 
P 
A given aircraft thermometer installation experiences a fixed fraction of 
this maximum dynamic temperature rise expressed by the recovery factor r. For 
a particular aircraft probe system the aerodynmic temperature rise is then: 
Based on manufacturer's data a recovery factor of 0.995 was used for the 
Rosemount probe. Flight tests were done on 7/5/80, 8/22/80, and 9/3/80 to 
determine the recovery factor for the thermistor installation. During these 
tests the aircraft was operated at constant altitude while the airspeed was 
changed in increments and the indicated thermistor temperature was recorded at 
each airspeed. The recovery factor was found by a graphical analysis of the 
square of the airspeed versus indicated temperature. The average thermistor r 
value among the various flight tests was 0.59. 
During the flight observations indicated altitude and airspeed were 
recorded along with the temperatures shown by the Rosemount and thermistor 
systems. True airspeed was computed using an E6B navigational computer. For 
purposes of this project, it was found that no significant error resulted from 
using indicated temperature in place of static air temperature during the true 
airspeed calculation. The static temperature was typically within 1.2°C of the 
indicated temperature. Such a small difference was difficult to resolve on the 
E6B temperature scale. 
(1)NCAR Technical Note TN-74 
The Measurement of Air Velocity and Temperature using the NCAR 
Buffalo Aircraft Measuring System. D. H. Lenschow, 6/72 
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Once the true airspeed associated with each in-flight temperature measure-
ment was determined, the static air temperature was given by the following 
equations. 
Rosemount Static Temperature (0C) = (20 (mv) -6.1) - TAS2 (MPH) 
9.98 x 10"5 
Thermistor Static Temperature (°C) = Indicated Temperature - TAS2 (MPH) 
5.92 x 10"5 
The constants in these expressions have been converted to consistant units 
and combined. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1500: Altocumulus and altocumulus castellanus overhead, merging clouc 
layers NE in area of TSTM at LAF at 1429. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Clouds today developed at two altitudes: Small, short lived cumulus 
on top of the haze at 5550' and deeper, fairly well developed cumulus with bases estimated at 
13000' westerly winds of 20-30 knots were present in the clear band between the two cloud 
layers. This clear band seemed to cap surface-based moisture. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Haze top cumulus were small, largely semi-transparent, and short lived. 
Cloud patches were under 3 miles in diameter with individual tops under 1/2 mile diameter. 
Maximum cloud depth was estimated at 500-800'. Higher based cumulus had significantly greater 
depth, harder outlines, and longer lives. At 1620 a few drops struck the windshield while 
climbing beneath these clouds, but no precipitation shaft was ever visible. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1415/E from CMI/cirrus and altocumulus debris from AM NE IL TSTMS. 
1456/N from CMI/altocumulus castellanus moving past airport from west. 
1539/NE from 9 NE/merged cloud mass from LAF area TSTM activity. 
1545/SE from 17 NE at 4600'/isolated area of haze top cumulus first observed at this point. 
1555/SSE from 27 ESE/haze top cumulus used for base temperature measurement. 
1600/S from 25 ESE/close up of isolated patch of developing and dissolving cumulus. 
1609/NW from 25 E at 6000'/east edge of high based cumulus layer. 
1614/N from 25 ENE at 7800'/well defined base and edge of higher layer. 
1625/SW from 22 ENE at 9800'/general cloud field, 2 cumulus layers with intermediate clear lay, 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1306: Fair weather cumulus field, clouds more numerous in N-NW 
quadrant. By 1447 cloud field had spread over CMI from NW. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Today's clouds developed at the top of thin haze layer visible only 
near cloud base level. Bases were fairly well defined and uniform. Most clouds were about 
3000' feet thick, some to the north were 4-5000' feet thick. 1428 pilot report over Roberts 
put broken cumulus tops at 7500'. Cloud elements were of variable diameter, many approximately 
1 mile. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Measured cumulus was typical fair weather variety. Portions of cloud 
top had hard outlines and bulges, but no visible growth was taking place. Patches of wispy 
debris from decayed clouds were visible occasionally from cloud base level. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1305/N from CMI/cumulus field to north of CMI. 
1343/S from 5 NNW at 2900/typical cumulus near south edge of field. 
1343/N from 5 NNW at 2900/better developed cloud to north within field. 
1400/E from 9 NW at 2700/turret in center of picture represents hardest turrets observed. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1548: NE-SW bands of altocumulus passing overhead from west to east. 
Clear spaces between cloud bands, hazy. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: No clouds with reachable bases were in the area so haze top level 
was investigated. Haze appeared to stop at 4000 within a stable layer. From above the haze 
a rainshower was visible to the south falling from the altocumulus deck. Several penetrations 
of the rainshower were made to check the effects of wetting upon the temperature probes. On 
average total temperature measured by the Rosemount fell 7°C within the rain while the 
thermistor dropped 4.2°C. This verified the importance of keeping the thermistor dry when 
taking temperature readings. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1517/SW from CMI/multiple level altocumulus band. 
1519/NE from CMI/receding edge of mid-level band to the east. 
1618/S from 17 SSW at 7000/rainshower visible from altocumulus deck above haze top. 
1625/right wing area in rainshower/drops running back on underside of wing. 
1630/right wing area in rainshower/drops on thermistor and strut. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1530: Widely scattered cirrus, unrestricted surface v i s i b i l i t y . 
Marked haze clearing in past 24 hours. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Flight was conducted to sample air mass ahead of cold front 
expected in area the following day. Haze was too thin to define a distinct top. This was a 
hot, dry, day dominated by high pressure. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1500/N from CMI/few cirrus and clear horizon. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1245: Cirrus area overhead moving east. NNE-SSW oriented cirrus 
bands to the west. Scattered high based cumulus. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: All clouds in the area had bases above 10,000, some of this was 
probably debris from the dissipated thunderstorm line in-western Illinois. Cloudiness 
gradually decreased during the flight as clearing occurred from the west. A temperature 
spiral was done during descent. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Observed cloud was a member of a SW-NE band. There were faint ripples 
in the undersides of these clouds as they were approached, but close range inspection showed 
bases to be uniform. Turrets were estimated to be under 2000' deep with rather indistinct 
outlines and no visible growth. Cloud shadows moved rapidly from the WNW. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1110/NW from CUC/multiple layer debris from morning TSTMS to the NW. 
1111/SE from CMI/cirrus bands and generally clearer skies to the SE. 
1253/SW from 2 WSW/cirrus and altocumulus edge to SW of CMI. 
1257/WNW from 7 W/cirrus and a patch of high based cumulus. 
1310/WNW from 17 NW/dissipating cumulus area, same one photographed at 1257. 
1329/S from 28 W at 10,200/bases of high level cumulus; temperature of base to right checked. 
1334/SW from 28 W at 10,200/typical bases and edges in area; wispy and without growth. 
1337/W from 26 W at 10,200/general view of bases and tops of this cumulus deck. 
1345/E from 27 W at 10,200/close up of base in left side of picture, debris in center. 
1636/NW from CMI/late afternoon high based cumulus. Built to towering CU in 30 minutes. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1130: Towering cumulus all quadrants. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Cloud bases were i n d i s t i n c t in haze when base temperatures 
were checked enroute to Tuscola. After landing at Tuscola, the base of a major thunderstorm 
was visible to the east. Climbout from Tuscola was initially made towards the south. At 
183/21 ran the upper portions of the thunderstorm east of Tuscola could be seen extending 
above the general cumulus field tops. In addition, a well developed cumulus congestus was 
visible to the west-southwest. At this point the climb direction was changed to west in 
an effort to work towards the rain gauge network located at 275/30 ran. Most cumulus tops 
were near 11000', more active clouds in a northeast-southwest line through DEC extended 
above 14000' and prevented reaching the rain gauge network. Following a course reversal. to 
a southeast heading, rain and lightning were observed between the aircraft position and CUT. 
In view of this, a diversion was made to MTO. After a ground delay of 2 hours, the return to 
CMI was completed through light rain in advance of a thunderstorm southwest of MTO. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Haze prevented extensive observations from cloud base level. Most clouds 
in the area were cumulus congestus with patchy scud beneath the cumulus level. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
13 Photographs — 
#24 in the vicinity of cloud base, 1145 at 2650' 
#25 in the vicinity of cloud base, 1150 looking south 
#26 in the vicinity of cloud base, 1151 small towers 
#27 in the vicinity of cloud base, 1151 small towers 
#28 from Tuscola airport, 1200 looking east 
#29 looking up at towers to the east, 1225 at approximately 3850' 
#30 looking up at towers to the east, 1225 at approximately 3850' 
#31 looking down from 5500', 1227 
#32 looking west, 1228 at 5600' 
#33 looking west, 1230 at 6000' 
#34 side of large tower WSW of Arcola 
#35 clouds to the north at 8400' 
#36 clouds to the south at 9000' 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1205. Broken fair weather cumulus field covering entire sky. 
Bases sharp; some clouds showing signs of development. Clouds moving slowly from the NW.. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: These cumulus had well defined bases. A few clouds had turrets 
that were visibly growing. Aircraft climb behavior indicated 500-700 foot per minute updrafts 
beneath some clouds. There were no higher clouds in the area, but above the cloud tops at 
7700' higher clouds were visible along the frontal band to the SE. * 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud was typical of those in area. The cloud had a sharp 
base and showed some signs of leaning in response to winds aloft. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1206/N from CMI/cumulus field prior to taxi out. 
1210/NW from CMI/fair weather cumulus to NW without higher cloud coverage. 
1218/W from 9 W at 4700/wispy base on dissipating cloud. 
1231/SW from 9 NW at 5500/selected cloud, development fairly typical of area. 
1234/W from 12 NW at 5400/another, more developed cumulus. Some shearing apparent. 
E1240/W from 12 W at 5400/dissipating cloud showing greater shearing off. 
E1240/SW from 10 W/example of sharpness of bases. 
1250/SE from approximately 3 W at 10,000/cumulus tops and frontal band to SE. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1826: Cumulus and cumulus congestus organized into NW-SE bands 
E of CMI. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Cumulus were generally organized into NW-SE bands. Westernmost 
band was approximately over CMI airport. Cumulus congestus were in next band east, some 
10-15 miles east of the airport. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud area was most prominent section of the cloud field. 
This cloud mass had a dark base from which a rainshaft appeared at 1904. At approximately 
this same time, CMI approach control radar began to display a small echo associated with the 
cloud. The cloud top was estimated at 15,000 from a vantage point of 10,000'. Temperature 
at 10,000' was 4.6° on the thermistor and 4.4° on the Rosemount. The upper portions of 
the cloud never developed a glaciated appearance. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1826/NE from CMI/cumulus congestus selected for temperature measurement. 
1855/ESE from CMI/later ground-based view of selected cloud; cloud has drifted southeastward. 
1900/E from 2 E at 2700'/closer view of selected cloud. 
1907/ESE from 9 E at E 5500'/SW corner of cloud base; rainshaft to left. 
1909/N from 13 E at 5500'/cloud base in advance of rainshaft. 
1915/NE from 23 ESE at 5500'/E end of cloud with shelf extending from base and small overhang 
above. 
1925/S from 10 ESE at 10,000'/top of west end of cloud; rainshaft was below this end at 1910. 
1930/W from 10 ESE at 10,000'/cumulus congestus in line west of selected cloud. 
1933/NE from 12 ESE at 10,000'/overhang near 10,000' level at NW end of selected cloud. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1235; Broken fair weather cumulus in all quadrants. Cloud 
development less than yesterday. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Sharp-based fair weather cumulus field. No clouds showed a visible 
growth rate. Maximum depth was estimated to be 3000'. Some patchy debris was observed that 
seemed to be the result of cumulus tops that spread out in a capping stable lager. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Temperature was measured of a fair weather cumulus base that bordered 
a small clear space. The cloud gradually dissipated during the observation period. Cloud 
top and edges were not particularly well defined and the base became wispy with time. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1235/W from CMI/fair weather cumulus field, no higher types present. 
1244/E from 5 ENE at 3700/uniform bases and typical vertical extent. 
1255/NE from 9 NE at 5900/north end of measured cloud base. 
E1256/NE from 9 NE at 5900/beginning of wisps from flat base in center of picture. 
1259/NW from 9 NE at 5900/2 photographs of selected cloud's top past debris. 
1300/S from 9 NE at 5900/vertical shot of dissipating cumulus at south edge of clearing. 
1303/N from 9 NE at 5900/few harder tops beyond north edge of clearing. 
1315/NW from 14 S at 2000/bits of spread out debris near top of picture. 
1317/NW from 16 S at 1200/more debris above distant cumulus top in center of picture. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1431: Uniform field of widely scattered, flat fair weather cumulant 
Wo higher forms visible. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Small cumulus were located on top of a thin haze layer. The clouds 
were shallow and lacked hard outlines of any kind. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud was one of the larger examples in the area, but its 
shadow was only 1/2 mile square. The cloud had soft-looking edges and top and showed gradual 
collapse during observation. Due to the small vertical extent of the cloud, a climb was 
made to the level of its top. Altitude of top was 6200', where the Rosemount indicated 12.9° 
and the Thermistor 12.6°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1432/W from CMI/widely scattered flat cumulus field. 
1452/E from 9 E at 3400'/thin haze and cumulus on haze top. 
1458/E from 11 E at 5600'/selected cloud showing soft features typical of clouds today. 
1501/NW from 11 E at 5600'/close up of top and NW end of cloud selected for measurement. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1240: Sky partially obscured in haze, few clouds to E. Scattered 
cirrus bands overhead. Altocumulus and some building cumulus to NW. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Flight was initiated when a few cumulus showing visible growth 
appeared in the haze to the west and northwest. A climbing spiral was performed 
approximately 12 miles west of CHI. Visibility was increasingly poor in haze during the 
climb. Skies darkened to the northwest but no other cumulus were observed. The aircraft 
then was headed for the initial cumulus area which had drifted to a point north-northeast 
of Champaign. The main clouds in this area had tops in the 11 to 14000' range. These clouds 
were aligned northeast-southwest. Smaller cumulus bordered the main cloud line on the west 
and south. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Base level at the southeast corner of the cumulus line was quite hard 
to define. Multiple cumulus appeared to be mixed with debris at several levels. While 
some bigger clouds towers had reached the mid-level overcast above, none showed visible 
growth taking place. No precipitation was encountered from these clouds. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1248/NW from 3 W/few moderate cumulus in haze to the northwest on climbout. 
1312/E from 10 WNW at 8000'/on top of smaller clouds looking towards bigger Cu near Champaign. 
1317/S from 5 NW at E 8500'/smaller cumulus growing slowly through haze. 
1331/NE from 6 NNW at 9500*/members of tower cumulus line penetrating mid-level deck above 
1323/N from 8 NNW at 9600'/NW end of cumulus to right of photo, distant towers in center. 
1348/E from 9 N at 4500'/example of cumulus with indistinct base in haze. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1146: Broken cumulus deck. Tops of larger cumulus spreading ou?? 
to form a higher layer. Some haze present. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Cumulus field was generally composed of uniform clouds with bases 
fairly well defined. There was no evidence of leaning due to wind shear. No signs of rapid 
growth in these clouds; tops and edges were not hard. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud showed some flattening off and spread out debris near 
its top. The cloud's base was smooth with approximately a 1 mile diameter. Cloud top was 
6800' with a Rosemount temperature of 13.1° and thermistor reading of 13.6°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1147/NW from CMI/cumulus field with some spread out debris near top of picture. 
1227/SE from 9 WNW at 3500/east edge of selected cloud base in right of photograph. 
1229/S from 10 WNW at 3500/west edge of cloud base; some debris near top of picture. 
E1235/SW from 10 WNW at E 4500/spread out of tops. Debris base 5300', top 5800'. 
1238/NE from 12 WNW at 6400/sharpness and vertical extent of tops. 
1243/SW from 12 NW at 6800/cumulus and haze tops. Debris in opening near center. 
- 455 -
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1720: Dissipating afternoon fair weather cumulus; clouds 
clearing to W. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: A second flight was conducted to observe the lifting and dissipation 
of the day's cumulus which had been forecast at the morning breifing. By late in the day the 
cloud population and depth had decreased significantly from early afternoon. These cumulus 
were at the haze layer top. They were at most 2000' thick. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: The cumulus selected for measurement had a wispy base and edges as did 
all of the clouds in the area. It appeared to be dissipating. Altitude of top was 5900' 
where Rosemount showed 15.8° and Thermistor indicated 16.1°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1738/SSW from 5 SE at 4000'/dissipating cumulus field. 
1743/SW from 9 SE at 4500'/E edge and top of selected cloud. 
1745/E from 9 SE at 4500'/overall view of measured cumulus. 
1754/S from 9 SE at 5900'/top of cloud field and haze layer. 
-456-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1420: Haze limiting visibility. Fair weather cumulus all quadrable. 
AREA FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Cumulus in CMI area were not particularly well developed. Cloud 
bases were obscured by haze and some spreading out of the cloud tops was evident. From above 
these clouds a line of higher topped, better developed cumulus were visible to the northwest. 
This northeast-southwest cloud line was 18 nm north-northwest of CMI and was separated from 
the CMI area cumulus by a 10 nm wide cloud-free band. The cloud line was the edge of a deeper 
cumulus area that extended to the northwest. Tops in this area were at 6500' with Rosemount 
. temperature of 16.2° and Thermistor of 15.9°. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Cumulus initially measured was small haze top variety. It was wispy 
and without visible growth rate. Cloud diameter was under 1 mile. Cloud top was at 4500' 
with a Rosemount reading of 20.1° and Thermistor of 20.5°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1421/NE from CMI/shallow fair weather cumulus and haze. 
1515/W from 7 S at 3500'/typical wispy cloud edges from within haze. 
1516/SW from 7 S at 3500'/wispy top of cloud in temperature measurement area. 
1520/E from 7 S at 4500'/cumulus field tops; uniform and no growth. 
1527/NW from 7 S at 4500'/higher cumulus line just visible in distance. 
1544/N from 5 N at 4500'/approaching cumulus line, lower clouds scattering out below. 
1547/NE from 11 N at 5200'/still approaching cumulus line. 
1555/NE from 18 NNW at 6500'/view along edge of cumulus line. 
1557/NE from 15 NNW at 6500'/higher Cu to left, clear band in center, lower cumulus to right. 
-457-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1310: Altocumulus and a few cirrus patches NW-NE. Altocumulus, 
cirrocumulus and anvil debris W-SW. Altocumulus scattering out to E. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: During climbout a rainshower was visible to the northwest. 
The anvil-type spread out from the top of this shower area showed a small patch of mammatus 
at 1327. The rainshower was circumnavigated to the north. Cloud bases were uniform outside 
of the rain area. Further southwest the cloud area broke up. 2 UW reported turrets built 
and collapsed rapidly in this area with maximum tops of 25,000'. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Measured cloud bases were smooth with good visibility in the subcloud 
layer. Some sections of the bases were darker than others which suggested higher build ups 
in those areas. The only observed cloud top was in the area where 2 UW was operating, west 
of the location where temperature was measured. It had fairly sharp edges, but was not a 
major cloud tower. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1313/W from CMI/altocumulus and anvil type edge from shower area to NW. 
1329/W from 2 NW at 2000'/short lived mammatus patch on underside of rainshower debris. 
1409/W from 18 NW at 10,700'/edge and base of high based cumulus deck. 
1428/W from 25 W at 12,800'/tops in 2 UW area through break in bases. 
-458 -
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1337: Middle level overcast with a few slightly lower patches. 
Cloud deck shows altocumulus type ripples in some areas. Light rain showers S through SW 
of CMI. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Skies were overcast throughout the flight with lower, darker 
bases in rain showers. Cloud bases were estimated at 13-14000' outside of precipitation 
areas. As this was too high to reach, temperatures were measured at an indistinct base 
within the rain. A darker roll cloud type formation was observed to the east of one rain 
shaft, but no significant turbulence occurred below it. Winds were southwest below cloud 
level. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Cloud base was indefinite in rain at the point of temperature 
measurement. Bases outside of rain areas had darker patches and ripples that suggested 
cumuliform tops above. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1356/W from 5 SW at 4000'/mid-level bases and light rain area to west. 
1417/NW from 30 SW at 10,500'/edge of Ill-defined roll type cloud ahead of rain shower. 
1430/N from 21 SW at 12,200'/bases to west of precipitation area, too high to reach. 
-459-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1129: Scattered, flat, post-cold front cumulus. No higher types 
visible. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Area clouds were uniform, shallow, wispy, fair weather 
cumulus. From above these clouds a higher level band was visible associated with the 
front to the southeast. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cumulus was typical of most members of the cloud field. 
All of its outlines were wispy and its diameter was approxiamtely 1/2 mile. Cloud top 
was at 4000' with Rosemount temperature of 17.7° and Thermistor temperature of 17.9°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1130/NW from CHI/widely scattered post-cold front cumulus. 
1210/E from 14 S at 4000'/selected cloud from on top. 
1212/SE from 14 S at 4000'/general area tops and distant frontal band. 
-460-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1841: SE-NW cumulus line approaching from west of airport. Anvis 
blow off overhead. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: The cumulus line extended towards a darker area to the northwest. 
Scattered to broken cumulus were found to extend 22 miles beyond the leading cloud l i n e . 
after which only a darkening middle level overcast persisted. The cumulus development generall 
increased towards the north within the cloud band. Most clouds in the band had bases at 
4500' and tops at 6300', some clouds were growing slowly through 7500' into clusters that 
could not be over flown. CHILL radar reported only second trip echoes in a line to the 
northwest. At 1950 CMI approach control indicated a precipitation echo 33 miles north-nortieas 
in an area where pilot reports of lightning in clouds had been received. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud was a member of a towering cumulus area that extended 
towards the north. The cloud had a fairly dark, well defined base and some sharp-edged 
protrusions. The only turbulence of the flight was encountered SE of this cloud - while 
descending from 9500' to 4300'. The turbulence was light chop. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1838/WSW from CMI/cumulus line approaching CMI with anvil cirrus overhead. 
1914/NW from 15 NW at 7500'/darkening overcast to NW, building cumulus in foreground. 
1927/SE from 22 NW at 9500'/typical cumulus at west boundary of cumulus band. 
1933/S from 22 mm at 9500'/sharp build up in sunshine distant to south. 
1938/NE from 10 W at E 5000'/towering cumulus line, selected cloud leaning left to right. 
■ 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1322: Low level stratocumulus breaking up, altocumulus visible 
through breaks. Cirrostratus deck S through W with breaks. 1430: Low based cumulus deck 
closing up to broken coverage SE clockwise to NW. Bases darkening to W. Towering cumulus 
tops visible to NE. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Two flights were conducted; the first for reconnaissance and 
the second to support 2 UW. First flight found general cumulus bases at 2600' with most 
tops at 7000' and a few towering, growing clouds with tops -estimated above 10,000' northwest 
of CMI. Middle level cloud deck was clearing from the west. Second flight operated on 
west side of a rainshower area that was penetrated 8-17 miles west of CMI. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Primary cloud base observed was associated with a towering cumulus. 
Significant updrafts and bursts of large raindrops were encountered below the darkening 
cloud base. Tops visible through breaks were fairly well developed with hard outlines. 
To the east of the rain area smaller cumulus were checked during descent to CMI. At 
270/04 nm tops were 3500' with Rose mount reading of 18.9° and thermistor of 19.3°. Bases 
were at 2300' with respective temperatures of 21.3° and 21.4°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1325/SW from CMI/low based Cu field breaking up and showing higher level decks. 
1403/N from 13 NW at 6700'/growing towering cumulus northwest of CMI. 
1404/SW from 13 NW at 6700'/general cumulus field to SW, tops of all fairly sharp. 
1435/NW from 3 SW at 2000'/darkening cumulus bases to NW. 
1529/SW from 30 SW at 2500'/base of towering cumulus in 2 UW operating area. 
1540/E and SE from 30 SW at 2500'/2 photos of towering cumulus edges and tops W 2 UW area. 
1558/NE from 5 W at 3500'/dissipating cumulus NE of CHILL radar echo area. 
-462-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1230: Low based cumulus deck with a few build ups breaking up 
and moving east. Cirrostratus and cirrocumulus overhead and west. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Climbout to the west was conducted through a scattered cumulus 
deck with bases at 2700' and tops at 3300'. Two areas of towering cumulus with high bases 
were visible from above this deck. One area was 30-40 miles northwest and a second, more 
active area was 30 southwest. At 1320 CHILL radar reported developing echoes near DEC. 
Dark bases at 245/31 nm at 8500' were checked at 1331. Rosemount temperature was 11.2° and 
Thermistor was 11.8°. This data was relayed to 2 UW while 12L proceeded to Tuscola to 
refuel. During descent to Tuscola the lower cumulus tops were at 4300' and bases at 3500'. 
After refueling, 12L proceeded towards 2 UW's postion of 245/21 nm. This was in a heavy 
rainshower area based above the lower cumulus deck. On climbout from Tuscola the lower 
cumulus clouds had tops reaching to 5000'. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Temperature measurement made nearest to 2 UW was under quite dark 
section of cloud base extending east from a heavy rain shaft. The cloud base showed some 
striations, but no pronounced updraft or turbulence was experienced beneath i t . Through-
out the observation period the lower cumulus deck appeared to be completely separate from 
the upper precipitating cloud layer. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1247/NW from 4 W at 2700'/high based towering cumulus line estimated 30 miles NW. 
1314/SW from 15 W at 7000'/second, more active high-based towering cumulus area to the SW. 
1325/SW from 20 SW at 8500'/hard top SW of DEC through breaks in smaller cumulus. 
1428/NW-N from 7 W at 8100'/2 shots of dark base extending east from heavy rainshower. 
1432/N from 7 W at 8100'/close up of striations under dark base. 
-463-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1025: Broken high based cumulus, some showing good development. 
Darker areas to east and northwest. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: CMI area was between two cumulus areas. One band with some 
active towers was 20-30 miles southwest. A second area producing rainshowers was on an 
east-west line 15 miles north of CMI. CHILL radar painted level 3 echoes at 1055 at 
360/18 nm with tops to 30,000'. High tops which became glaciated were visible at times 
through breaks in surrounding lower clouds in this area. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Measured cloud was an isolated, well developed cumulus congestus. 
The cloud showed quite sharp, building top and clearly defined, flat base. Light rain 
was encountered briefly below the cloud, but no rainshaft or virga ever appeared. 
Several areas of cloud base were investigated for updrafts near 1116, but nothing of 
significance was found. By 1126 the cloud appeared to be dissipating. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1041/SW from 7 WNW at 3700'/high based cumulus band to the southwest of CMI. 
1047/NW from 7 W at 5400'/mid-level spread out from rainshowers north of CMI. 
1051/NE from 7 NW at E6400'/E and SE portion of spread out with cirrus type structure and 
small mammatus. 
1104/N from 5 NW at 8500'/tops near CHILL 30,000' top at 360/18 nm. 
1105/N from 5 NW at 8500'/second photo of tops, tower near center built through a small pileus. 
1107/E from 5 N at 8500'/towering cumulus selected for base temperature measurement. 
1125/N from 4 NE at 8500'/cirrus level spread out from high tops north of CMI. 
-464-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1410 few cirrus overhead and S, small area of cumulus with one 
or two showing development to east. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Initial climb direction was northeast towards a small area 
of growing cumulus. After base temperatures were measured in the DNV area, a climb was 
begun for general surveillance of the area. A scattered line of towering cumulus extended 
southward from a point some 40 miles east of CMI. A cumulonimbus was fully developed 
further east. At 1450 a second line of towering cumulus had become visible southwest of 
CMI. At 1500 CHILL was showing a 30 dbz echo 10 miles east of DEC. This cloud had 
substantially dissipated when it was intercepted 13 miles south of CMI at 1534. During 
descent for refueling at Tuscola a cumulonimbus rapidly developed some 30 miles north 
of CMI. Due to an aircraft electrical system malfunction at Tuscola, no attempt was 
made to intercept this thunderstorm. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Some cumulus in the group northeast of CMI showed visbile growth. 
Even vigerous clouds appeared to stop growing at the 12-14,000' level. There was no tendency 
for the cloud tops to flatten and spread. Some clouds showed a tendency to shear off 
towards the southeast. The cloud base whose temperature was measured had some ragged portions 
and was associated with a cloud that had stopped growing. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1428/NE from 15 NE at E 4000'/cumulus area NE of CMI, clouds on north end showing growth. 
1434/NE from 22 ENE at 5100'/close up of cumulus area, growing clouds on north end (towards le 
1437/E from 30 ENE at 5200'/cloud with top shearing off towards the SE. 
1455/SE from 30 ENE at 7700'/N-S towering cumulus line and anvil distant east. 
1505/SW from 23 E at 9500'/second towering cumulus line and anvil distant southwest. 
1534/NW from 13 SSW at 9000'/SW edge of CHILL DEC echo cloud, top Est. 20,000', possible ice 
in E part of cloud. 
1547/N from 13 SSW at E 8000'/rapidly growing cumulus suspected of being new CHILL echo at 
010/32 nm. 
1555/SE from 13 SSW at E 5000'/small, ragged base of dissipating DEC echo cloud. Downdraft 
under base. 
1559, 1611, 1629/N from 16 S/sequence of 3 shots of growing TSTM N of CMI before and after 
Tuscola landing. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1815: Cumulonimbus line north of CMI from NNW-NNE, otherwise 
patchy high based cumulus overhead and E. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Climbout was made towards a building thunderstorm line that 
was oriented E-W 10-20 miles north of CMI. New cumulus were growing explosively on the 
south edge of this line and merging with active thunderstorms to the north. Portions of 
a very large anvil drifted over the area from the distant northwest. An additional 
actively growing cumulus congestus line was visible to the west with several good build ups 
in the southwest portion of the line. At 1903 CHILL had growing echoes at 18-30 nm range 
and beyond south through west of the radar. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Base temperature of a cumulus congestus growing very rapidly adjacent 
to thunderstorms north of CMI was measured. The selected cloud was western most of two 
clouds oriented on an east-west line. At 1827 the east cloud's top was veiled as it p e n e t r a t e d 
its pileus cap. By 1850 both cloud's tops had flattened off and begun to form anvils. No 
precipitation, significant turbulence or updrafts were found beneath these cloud bases. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1822/NNW from 2N at 1700'/well developed cumulonimbus, member of line N of CMI. 
1827/NE from 8 N at E 3500'/eastern-most of two rapidly growing cumulus; thin veil on top 
near center. 
1850/NE and NW from 4 N at E6500'/2 photo sequence from east to west of previous 2 clouds, 
now with anvils. 
1859/NE from 10 NW at 9000'/2 photos of new towers along SW flank of TSTM in original E-W line. 
1903/NW and SW from 10 NW at 9500'/2 photo sequence of second cloud line to west. Also anvil 
from NW overhead. 
1905-1910-1913-1919/NE from 9 NW descending from 9500'/4 photo time series of new tower growing 
along thunderstorm's southwest flank. Believe this thunderstorm grew from cloud whose 
temperature was checked. 
-466-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1400: Clear band passing overhead to E. N-S cirrus band receeding 
to SE. Building cumulus edge approaching from the west, skies to west becoming overcast with 
cumulus bases. Cumulus moving rapidly from WSW. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Westbound climb was made to survey area from above cumulus 
approaching from the west. Tops of most clouds were at or below 6000'. Areas of better 
developed cumulus were visible to the northwest and south of CMI. Tops on these clouds, 
which showed little visible growth, were estimated at 10 to 14,000'. An anvil and some 
active cumulus could be seen in the distance to the southwest. Many clouds in the area 
appeared to be shearing off in the west-southwest winds aloft. Thin layers of stratiform 
spread out debris were found between 10 and 11,500', but no inverstion was detected between 
9 and 11,500'. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud was a cumulus congestus at the north end of a cloud 
line that extended southward. Some growing towers were observed in this cloud line earlier, 
but none could be seen when the temperature was taken. Cloud base was ragged with no 
precipitation encountered. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1420/NW from 8 W at 3000'/cumulus congestus band to NW through smaller Cu field. 
1438/SW from 10 SSW at 8700'/anvil in distance SW, CHILL has echo at 60 nm to SW. 
1439/SE from 10 SSW at 9000'/cumulus congestus tops and debris in area S of CMI. 
1453/SE from 6 S at 11,500'/close up of stratiform debris, also shearing lower Cu in background 
1506/SE from 7 SW at E9000'/cumulus congestus with some growing towers in N-S line S of CMI. 
1510/SE from 20 S at E9000'/closer view of building to westly N-S line and CB's distant to S. 
1510/ESE from 20 S at E9000'/top of cloud selected for temperature measurement. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1205: Scattered to broken fair weather cumulus, cirrus overcast. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Cloud field was composed of wispy fair weather cumulus, none 
showing visible growth rate. Tops were somewhat higher to the east, but highest tops did 
not exceed 6000' . The overlying cirrus deck broke up towards the northwest horizon. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Cloud base temperature was measured on a fair weather cumulus under 
1 mile in diameter. Its edges and top were wispy, but the base was fairly sharp. Some 
light turbulence was found beneath the cloud base. A slightly higher than average top was 
check at 140/07 nm at 1225. Altitude of the top was 5600' with Rosemount temperature of 
13.7 0 and a Thermistor reading of 14.0°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1211/SW from 3 SSW at 2500'/cumulus field and cirrus deck over CMI area. 
1218/NW from 8 S at 5500'/cumulus tops and breaking cirrus layer to the NW. 
1222/E from 8 S at 6000'/slightly better developed cumulus tops to the east. 
1227/E from 7 SE at 5600'/top of cloud were cloud top measurements were done. 
-468-
CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1234: High based cumulus with isolated small build ups to the E. 
Altocumulus patches and clearing skies W. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: At take off time skies were clearing from the west. West 
edge of high based cumulus area was passing over CMI airport. Lower based cumulus deck 
was visible in the distance to the east. None of the observed clouds appeared to be 
particularly active. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Cumulus area had a uniform base with alternate light and dark bands. 
Considerable thin stratiform debris was found at cloud base level. Cloud tops could be 
seen through occasional breaks in this layer. Maximum cloud depth was estimated at 3000'. 
Individual towers were approximately 1/2 mile in diameter. The dark bands in the cloud 
base seemed to reflect the alignment of the areas of maximum cloud depth. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1248/W from 6 E at 4500'/western edge of high based cumulus receding to E of CMI. 
1256/E from 8 NE at 7000'/typical base in foreground and top in distance. 
1302/NE from 10 NE at 8300'/tops of lower cumulus deck in distance to east. 
1313/N from 19 ENE at 9100'/small, inactive top through break in base level debris. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1650: Dissipating CB to SB. Multiple layers of clouds moving 
in from W: lowest are stratocumulus; mid-level deck above with cirrus visible through 
breaks to the NE. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Second flight was operated when a warm front approaching 
from the southwest reached CMI. Between the two flights the cumulus base level decreased 
while haze and cirrus opacity increased. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Temperature was measured at a cumulus base in the lowest cloud layer. 
Cloud base was somewhat indefinite in haze; diameter was approximately 1 mile. The cloud 
showed no visible growth rate. Frequent light turbulence was found beneath the cloud 
bases at 1700 at 045/09 nm at 4300'. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1655/NE from 3 E at 2500'/lower based cumulus and increased haze NE of CHI. 
1707/SE from 17 NE at 4500'/upper parts of cumulus selected for base temperature measurement. 
1713/E from.17 NE at 6500'/tops of first cumulus deck and bases of second layer to east. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1500: Clouds lowering to the W. Stratocumulus bases overhead 
with leading edge estimated to be 8 miles east of CMI. East horizon light while darker, 
lower bases are SW. Clouds moving from the S. Rainshaft to WSW with thunder audible at 
1512 and cloud to ground lightning visible at 1519. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Climb was first directed towards a rainshower approaching 
from the southwest. Rain was encountered within 4 miles of the airport, as a result climb 
direction was changed to east to attempt to reach cloud base ahead of the rain area. More 
rain was found east-northeast of CMI. Visibility below cloud base was poor due to fog and 
rain. In general the clouds had ragged bases. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Some sections of the cloud base were semi transparent and a higher 
cumulus deck could be seen dimly through the lowest level. The measured cloud base was 
an indefinite stratocumulus or scud base not positively associated with the precipitating 




CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1453: Cumulus/stratocumulus lowest layer with some darker arreas 
and some breaks. Higher stratiform layer visible through the breaks. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Darkest cloud bases were in an east-west line extending 
west from 20 miles WSW. A rainshower was falling at the east end of this line. Scattered 
scud with bases at 2200' was passed during climbout towards the west. Cloud bases were 
generally ragged and variable with visibility restricted by fog and areas of light rain. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Base temperature was checked on a member of the broken stratocumulus 
deck. Multiple higher layers were visible through breaks in the lowest deck. 2 UW 
reported occasional ground contact from 17,000' at approximately 1547 in this area. Bases 
were ragged and indistinct, particularly in light rain areas. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
None 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1138: Lower morning clouds breaking up. Scattered to broken 
high based cumulus, patchy cirrus and cirrocumulus above. Some ground fog. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: At take off time 2 UW was already airborne and working an 
isolated build up at 280/8.5 nm. This location corresponded to a dark area in the base 
of the high based cumulus deck. By the time this cloud base was reached it had moved 
to the northeast of CMI. Both the low and high based cumulus cleared from the west by 
landing time. Lower cumulus had tops at 3250' and bases at 2500' during the descent into 
CMI. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Temperature was measured at lowest point of a dark section of 
high based cumulus. Dark area was oriented southwest-northeast with dimensions estimated 
at 5 miles by 1.5 miles. The base was well-defined with intermittent bursts of moderate 
rain encountered beneath i t . No precipitation shaft was visible and it is doubtful that 
any reached the surface. By 1235 much of the darkness of the measured section of the 
cloud base had diminished and it was hard to distinguish it from the general NE-SW 
banding pattern of the cloud bases. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1203/W from 4 W at 3500'/dark base of 2 UW's cloud in upper left portion of picture. 
1215/E from 3 WNW at 7500'/closer view of dark base, section; lower Cu and haze tops below. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1246: Scattered low based flat cumulus deck. Higher based cumulus 
deck with darker bases and higher tops N through E. High altocumulus or cirrocumulus layer 
with broken coverage in all guadrants. Possible cirrus or cirrostratus through breaks to ST. 
Few clear patches. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Climbout to west was made through a scattered low cumulus 
deck with bases at 2900' and tops at 4500'. Higher based cumulus darkened, to the northwest, 
and a heavy rain shaft was visible to the SW near DEC. Flight direction was changed to SSE 
in order to observe the DEC area clouds from 220/10 nm where higher cloud coverage was wore 
broken. At 1341 CHILL reported two new echoes SW of DEC forming a line including the 
initial DEC cell. Higher clouds continued to limit observation of cloud tops from the SE; 
at 1351 12L proceeded back NNW to check base temperatures ahead of the rain shaft at 234/10 nm 
at 11000'. At this point the lower cumulus deck appeared to have grown sufficiently to Derge 
with the higher level bases, making base level well below 11,000' and precluding a meaningful 
temperature check. Flight direction was then changed to ESE. At 1412 from 178/07 nm more 
low based cumulus were observed to grow actively and merge with the darkening cloud mass to 
the north which had extended east past the CMI airport. At 1421 CMI tower reported several 
funnel clouds near the SW corner of the airport. At this time 12L was at 11,000' 7 miles 
south of the airport; south of the cloud edge associated with the funnels.' A descent was 
started at 1422, but the funnels had withdrawn into the cloud bases when their level was reached 
at 1433. Surveillance of this cloud base was maintained until 1450, but no further funnels 
developed. By 1455 12L had reached a position just ahead of the rain area at 210/10 nm (at 
the time this position was transmitted as 209/16.5 nm) at 3000' where base temperature was 
checked and relayed to 2 UW. At 1519 12L landed at Tuscola airport to refuel. Tuscola was ' 
at that time in the outflow of the thunderstorm line and ahead of the precipitation area. 
Two new rain shafts were visible to the southeast as indicated in the sketch on the next page. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Base temperature was checked just ahead of the heavy rain area in the 
slowly advancing thunderstorm line. The cloud base was a portion of a shelf-type cloud 
formation. This formation seemed to be associated with inflow to the thunderstorm line, but 
no organized roll cloud type motion was observed. Occasional turbulence and several hundred 
foot altitude displacements occurred beneath the cloud base. Intermittent bursts of heavy 
rain prevented reliable thermistor temperature measurements from being taken. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1338/SW and S from 240/16 at E 8000'/2 photos covering from E edge of DEC rain shaft to 
sunshine SSE. 
1351/NW from 234/10 at 11,000'/lower level cumulus growing to merge with higher based deck. 
C1422/NE fromE 210/08 at E 9500'/SE edge of TSTM complex over CMI airport. 





E1428/NW from 180/07 at E 5500'/vertical extent of cumulus at TSTM edge in funnel cloud area. 
E1431/SW from 180/07 at E 3500'/southern edge of TSTM line with precipitation area becoming 
visible. 
1434/NNW from 180/04 at E 3000'/TSTM edge southwest of CMI airport, runways just in rain area. 
1438/E from 190/05 at E 3000'/TSTM edge and advancing precipitation line to E of CMI. 
1444/N from 180/05 at E 3000'/heavy precipitation area obscuring CHI airport, Tolono in foreground 
1515/NE from 190/14 at 1700'/low clouds organizing in thunderstorm outflow area. 
1535/NNE from 175/14 at 2500'/closer view of inflow cloud in advance of level 4 precipitation ares 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 0944: Broken high based cumulus deck with clearing edge along E 
horizon. Lower cumulus area to N. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: At takeoff time 2 UW was already airborne and working cumulus 
with bases at 16,000' north of CMI. An area of lower based cumulus were visible north of 
the airspace 2 UW was permitted to operate in. It was this cloud group that 12L examined. 
Scattered virga was visible originating at the high level cumulus bases. From near 355/36 nm 
an isolated low based cumulus with moderate development became visible to. the west. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Base temperature was measured of a fair weather sized cumulus that was 
a member of a northeast - southwest oriented cloud line. Tops in this line gradually 
increased towards the northeast. Cloud depth was estimated at 4 - 5000' with a ground 
shadow size of 2 miles by 1 mile. Bases of this line were distinct and cloud tops had 
fairly sharp outlines. No visible growth rate was observed and no precipitation was 
encountered beneath these clouds. The cloud line may have been an extension of a weather-
related echo area reported by the Chicago Air Route Traffic Control Center near Peotone, 
Illinois. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1000/N from 9 NNW at 4000'/2 UW cloud bases at top, lower cumulus area in distance. 
1011/N from 24 N at 6600'/closer view of lower based cumulus build ups; virga encountered 
near here. 
1021/NE from 36 NNW at 6000'/selected cloud base in foreground and higher tops NE in line. 
1025/NE from 36 NNW at 6000'/next cloud NE of selected cloud, this cloud typical of line. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION': 1554: Scattered fair weather cumulus overhead and to west. Mor 
organized cumulus, some approaching congestus E-SE. Very patchy cirrus overhead. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Since the earlier flight, thunderstorm activity had intensified 
and moved southeastward from the Chicago area into central Indiana. By take off time a line 
of cumulus showing some development had been visible to the east' of CMI for over an hour. 
These clouds were belived to have been related to the outflow from the Indiana thunderstorms 
in view of the easterly surface winds reported at DNV. The cumulus line was reached 5 miles 
east of CMI. The line was less than 3 miles in width and no other low cumulus were observed , 
to the east of it. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: The cumulus line was composed of clouds estimated to be no more than 
4000' deep. Most clouds also appeared to be sheared off by westerly winds; no growth was 
visible. Updrafts and light choppy turbulence occurred freguently beneath these clouds. 
Bases were ragged and some debris from dissipated towers could be seen in the cloud line. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1619/E from 6 E at 3500'/ragged bases and vertical development typical of cumulus line. 
1624/SE from 10 E at 3500'/southeast view along east side of cloud line. 
1640/SSE from 4 NW at E 3500'/smaller cumulus west of cloud line sheared by westerly wind. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1302: Scattered to broken fair weather cumulus, some more developed 
than others. NW-SE cirrus bands overhead. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: During climbout it was found that both low level cumulus and 
higher cirrus cloud fields cleared to the west. Cumulus towards the east-showed slightly 
greater development. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud was approximately 1/2 mile square. It had a well 
defined base and displayed no visible growth rate. Cloud tops at 5600' were checked at 
1335 at 180/06 nm where Rosemount temperature was 14.6° and the Thermistor reading was 
15.0°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1305/NNW from CMI/fair weather cumulus field and scattered cirrus. 
1324/NNE from 4 W at 3400'/closer view of bases and edges of cumulus. 
1330/E from 6 W at 5500'/tops of cumulus to the east, tops slightly higher in distance. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1207: Scattered flat fair weather cumulus to east, clearing to 
west. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Flat, haze top fair weather cumulus were only clouds visible. 
Light turbulence was fairly frequent below 4000'. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Temperature was measured at the base of a fair weather cumulus with a 
diameter under 1/2 mile. The base was fairly sharp, but the edges and top were wispy and 
inactive. Patches of semi-transparent debris were scattered among the clouds. Cloud top 
level was at 6300' where the Rosemount indicated 11.5° and the Thermistor showed 12.4°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1217/SE from 2 E at 2300'/scattered cumulus field and thin debris at haze top level. 
1223/E from 10 NE at E 5800'/wispy edge of cloud selected for measurement. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: 1149: Uniform field of flat fair weather cumulus. No higher 
types present. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Cumulus were small, flat, wispy haze top variety. No 
growth was visible; periods of frequent light chop occurred near cloud base level. 
Temperatures were recorded during the approach descent to CMI. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Selected cloud was approximately 1/2 mile in diameter. It had wispy, 
inactive top and edges. The cloud shadow was drifting from northeast to southwest. Cloud 
top level was 5200' with temperature on the Rosemount of 15.3° and on the Thermistor of 
16.0°. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
1237/W from 17 SSW at 3500'/members of haze top cumulus field. 
1241/SE from 17 SW at 4700'/cloud selected for base temperature check. 
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CMI GROUND OBSERVATION: E1300: High overcast with dark areas NW-NE. General haze 
somewhat thinner than earlier, but still partially obscuring clouds. 
GENERAL FLIGHT OBSERVATIONS: Visibility decreased steadily during climbout. At 5600' 
the sun was first dimly visible. High based cumulus and a cirrus deck seemed to be presenz 
at upper levels. By 8100' ground contact was marginal and at times was lost completely . 
due to stratus patches below embedded in the fog and haze. Additional stratus was . 
encountered near 8850' which was used for temperature measurement. 
CLOUD OBSERVATIONS: Stratus clouds and their bases were very indistinct in fog and haze. 
Other stratus patches existed at other levels below 8850'. These clouds were dense patches 
within a general fog and haze condition. 
PHOTOGRAPHS: 
None 
